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DEFENDER NAMES MERIT AWARD WINNERS
Six Cited For
Contributions
IL\ Winners of the Tri-State Defender's second an-
nual race relations citations include leaders in the
fields of religion, education, business, politics and
journalism..
This year's recipients, as announced this week
by L. Alex Wilson, editor and
general manager of the Tri-State
Defender, are-
Rev. Paul W. Turner, pastor of
First Baptist church, Clinton, Ten-
nessee; Dr. Hollis F. Price, pres-
ident, LeMoyne college; Rev. D.
Warner Browning, pastor of Mt.
Pisgah CME church; Willard W.
Scott, National hank of Commerce
vice president; Lt. George W. Lee,
manager Atlanta Life Insurance
company branch office and a Re-
publican leader and Clark Porte-
ous, veteran staff writer of the
Memphis Press-Scimitar.
MADE ANNUALLY
Selection of winners of the race
relations awards are made annual-
411 by the Tri-State Defender Mir-e National Negro Newspaper
Week and the citatluns are pre-
sented in November during t h e
publication's anniversary observ•
ance
"The awards are made," Mr.
Wilson said, "in keeping with the
spirit of the Negro Press to hono:
and encourage citizens who make
noteworthy and constructive con-
tributions to human relations in
the community."
REV. TURNER
Turner, the first non-Mem-
phian to be cited is being honored
"fur his outstanding moral and
physical courage in escorting Clin-
ton Negro high school students
despite the personal dangers in-
volved."
Rev. Turner grew up in Alamo
and Covington, Tenn. and attend-
ed the public schools of those
cities. He received his bachelor
degree from Union university in
Jackson, Tenn. and the B. D. and
Th. M. at Southern Baptist.
His parents, Rev. and Mrs. J.
H. Turner, live in Jackson, and
Rev. Turner still calls Jackson his
home.
Rev. Turner has a Memphis con-
nection in that his brother, the
late Rev. Guy H. Turner, was a
former pastor of Central Avenue
Baptist church in Memphis. He
was one of the few chaplains to
be killed in World War II.
Rev, Turner has been in Clin-
ton for-eight and one-half years.
He is affiliated with numerous
community activites including the
Red Cross chapter and County
Welfare agency. He lives with his
wife and two children at 443 Eag-
le Bend rd.
The Baptist minister was thrust
into the international limelight last
year when he was attacked by a
group of segregationists after he
escorted several Negro students
to integrated Clinton High school.
DR. PRICE
Dr. Price is being cited "For
PRES. HOLLIS F. PRICE
gro's problem of attaining first
class citizenship."
Dr. Price is a native of Caps-
hosic, Va. lie did his elementary
school work there and his second-
ary school work at Williston Acad-
emy in Fast Hampton, Mass. He
received, his bachelor degree at
Amherst college and did his grad-
his personal efforts and the note- mite study at Columbia universi-
worthy contributions made by ty. I, -
his college to effect a positive In 1941 Dr. Price came to Le-
and Christian solution to the Ne- Moyne college as (lean and two
LT. GEORGE W. LEE
yez.rs later became first Negro
president Of the institution. Befor,..
coming to LeMoyne he headed the
social science department at ía-
nod Tuskegee Institute for eight
years.
He is a member of the hoards
of directors of the Memphis Un-
ban League and the Abe Scharff
YMCA and is a member of the
board of directors of the Ford
Merit Scholarship Fund. Be is a
deacon at Second Congregational
CLARK PORTEOUS
church and is a member of Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity.
On April 13 LeMoyne is holding
its second annual day-long confer-
ence on improvisg racial relations
locally.
Dr. and Mrs. Price live at 825
Walker ave. They have one son,
a junior at Haverford college in
Haverford, Pa.
REV. BROWNING
Rev. Browning receives his hon.
or "For his constructive efforts
WILLARD W. SCOTT
in attempting to effect harmony
and better understanding between
Memphis law enforcement repre-
sentatives and the Negro public."
Rev. Browning c a me to Mt.
Pisgah CME church in October
of 1954 from the Jamison Memor-
ial CME church of St. Louis where
he had served for eight years.
He immediately became a part
of seores of community activities.
Born in Union, S. C., he grad-
uated from Sims High school
there. He received the bachelor
degree from Clinton college at
Rock Hill, S. C. and his B. D.
from Eden Seminary of St. Louis.
He is chairman of the civic
committee of the CME Ministers
Alliance, a member of the civic
committee of the Interdenomina•
tional Alliance and a member of
the board of directors of the
Memphis NAACP branch.
Rev. and Mrs. Browning, with
their two children, make t heir
home at 2480 Park ave.
MR. SCOTT
Mr. Scott is-being honored "For
his noteworthy leadership in the
Greater Memphis Race Relations
Committee which has established
communication between the races
in interest of commlnity harmony
during the Negro's struggle for
attainment of rights decreed by
the highest court in the land."
Mr. Scott has been with National
Bank of Commerce, of which he
is a vice president, for four years
this week. Before taking his posi-
tion with the bank he was manag-
er of traffic and sales for Eastern
Airlines in Memphis and Chicago.
His home is in Chicago and be
attended the public schools of that
city. He is a graduate of Knox
college at Galesburg, Ill. and is
See WINNERS Page 2
Charge Biased Treatment
UAW 988 Credit Union Under Fire From 100
Group Seek; To Halt
ymeat Of, $50,000
A Memphis Negrq religious group has launched a
lawsuit here seeking "he $50,000 proceeds slated to be
paid by the Memphis 'Athletic and Country Club (a white
organization) for a 10-acre tract- of land near White Sta-
tion.
In a bill filed in Chancery Court
four members of the Christian Ad-
vent Faith, an educational group,
it is charged that Mrs. Ada J. Ril-
ey of 1572 Overton Park and Ja-
cob W. Roberts of 1293 N. Belle-
vue are wrongful claimants to the
title of the tract of land which is
to be sold to the athletic club.
Also named as a defendant is the
Central Christian Advent Mission
Society, an Illinois corporation, as
trustee.
The bill asks further that the
it
inois corporation be removed as
stee for default of its trustee-
s p. The court is asked to ap-
point another trustee and direct
that proceeds from the sale shall
go to the Negro group in Mem-
phis.
LEFT BY SANDERLIN
Basis of the Negro group's ac-
tion is the fact that the tract was
left in trust to the grout) by A.
J. Sanderlin, an educator and foun-
der of the old Sanderlin Academy
and Orphans Home.
Mr. Sanderlin deeded the prop-
er t y in 1907 for "use for school
purposes in the interest of educa-
tion of the Negroes of the South
of the Christian Advent Faith,"
the bill states.
Mrs. Riley and Mr. Roberts in
1946 denied title to the tract by
Chancery Court here. The court
rule] title was vested in the Il-
linois corporation of the Faith.
The Negro group's court ac-
tion will not affect the purchase
of the tract by the Athletic club.
Their bill seeks court distribution
of the sale proceeds in which the
Athletic club has no interest.
Rights League
Meets April 10
The Ministers and Citizens Lea-
gue For Human Rights will meet
at Collins Chapel Church of 678
Washington ave. Wednesday April
10, 1957 at 8:00 p.m.
Among the items which will
claim the attention of the League
are:
1. The setting-up of the perman-
ent Committees.
2. Sleeting a headquarters.
3. Charting a course of- proce-
dure.
We are urging all persons who
are interested in the broad ob-
jectives of the League to be pres-
ent at this particular meeting.
Henry C. Bunton is president.
jury Obadiah Grey,
Popular Ex-Teacher
Memphis and Shelby county lost a popular retired
teacher last week.
Death came to Prof. Obadiah Grey, well-known as
0. H. Grey, Wednesday, March, 27, at 11:20 p.m. in the
home of his daughter, . Mrs. Beatrice Deener, of 1026
Dawes.
"The end did not come as a
surprise to father, lie was fully
aware of the presence of death."
said his son, Principal Edward
Grey, of Brunswick school.
The deceased teacher will long
be remembered for keen sense of
humor and magnetic personality:
and his refusal to quit working
when he retired from his field.
He was heard to say he con-
tinued doing something "to keep
active." And active he was up un-
til almost the very end.
Mr. Grey received his educe-
alp at the old LeMoyne Normal
MK 'Mute. He did further study at
lee BURY Page 2 PROF. OBADIAH GREY
Many Saw School
CITIZENS INDIGNANT—
Shown are two scene. of stu-
dents who attended the "School-
room Progress U.S.A. "train
exhibit at Central Station Mon-
day. Thousands of students
els•
from city and county schools
were herded thru the exhibit
between the hours of 9 and 3
p.m. To make matters even
worse a steady rain pelleted
the visitors who had to stand
Exhibit, But How ' Wife Goes
Berserk
111111111hes
in a long line before reaching
the exhibit. Citizens are indig-
nant over the fact that whites
were allowed four days to see
the project while Negroes were
permitted only six hours.
Threatens To Birmingham Bus.
Muzzle Speaker Co. In TroubleMississippi has threatened to
raise an iron curtain.
"A high state official," who re-
fused to divulge his name said
that the state will prosecute speak-
ers imported to agitate the race
issue.
The threat was obviously aim-
ed at the NAACP, which accord-
ing to reports from Jackson, Miss.
plans to present a series of speak.
era from out-of-state to address
meetings urging Negroes to take
action on their voting rights.
Last week Rev. C. K. Steele,
of Tallahassee, leader in the Tal-
lahassee, Fla. bus strike, deliver-
ed an address in Jackson.
The official said that "if out-
siders come here to arouse the
situation, the proper officials will
take action." No law is violatea when prop-
Atty. Gen. Joe T. Patterson of erty in a so-called white neighbor-
Mississippi stated that "there is hood is sold to a Negro.
no place in Mississippi for a re- That, in essence iv the ruling
vival of the Ku Klux Klan, John handed down this week by the Ten.
Kasper or Asa 'Ace' Carter. nessee Supreme Court in a Mem-
The Mississippi legislature en- phis case. Last May Lester P.
acted a law in 1954 which carries
a one-year prison sentence for "fo-
menting and agitation of litiga-
tion."
Destine this statute, it isn't ex-
pected that Negro leaders in Mis-
sissippi will discard their plans to The court ruled: ". . .the sale
encourage their people to exercise of this property to a person of col.
their right to vote. or , .violates no law. . ."
A requested pay raise added to the hurts left-over
by last year's crippling 100-day strike and the Dec. 26
attack on segregation on the buses, left Birmingham, Ala.
with the prospects of no bus service last week.
Donald James,, Birmingham Transit Co. president,
said the company might have to
go out of business. "We can see
the handwriting on the wall," he
said.
NOT RECOVERED
Mr. James had been having suc-
Legal To Buy
A White Home
Stratton of 1228 Azalia sued Mrs.
Zoie Conway, doing business as
Conway Real Estate co. and Mrs.
Ethel Reed Whitehead for $2,750.
They owned a house at 1-13 Azalia
and sold it to a Negro family.
cess getting the company on its
feet when the strike came along.
He said it had not fully recover-
ed from the strike effects when
the Alabama Christian M o v e-
ment for Human Rights began its
move to ride on a desegregated
basis.
He said the bus company's situ-
ation was hit by the publicity
which grew out of the attack on
bus segregation in the city.
This matter has not yet been
solved. The 22 persons who were
arrested for riding anywhere they
chose on the buses have been fin-
ed but a court test of the segre-






A 30-year-old woman, eight
months pregnant, told police she
went berserk after first striking
her intoxicated husband with an
iron pipe, then struck him several
times with a hammer before fi-
nishing the slaying by cutting his
throat with a butcher knife,
Capt. W. W. Wilkinson, homicide
chief, said Mrs. Racine Brooks,
30, of 932 Rawlings, started in on
her husband, Arthur Brooks, 27-
year-old meat company employee,
when he kicked her out of bed
as they argued.
Capt. Wilkinson said the argu-
ment began when the husband
came home drinking last Saturday
night and learned that his wife had
spent $10 for some meats. He
kept insisting this was too much
for the meat and after a while,
according to the expectant wife,
kicked her out of bed.
USES IRON PIPE
She retaliated by striking him
on the head with an iron pipe, she
told officers. Then, she claimed,
she went berserk and grabbed a
hammer and hit her husband sev-
eral times before going to the,
kitchen and getting a butcher knife
to cut his throat.
The killing took place between
11 p.m. and midnight, Capt. Wilk-
inson said.
Mrs. Brooks was arraigned in
City Court Monday morning and
held to the state on a not guilty
plea to a murder charge.
Robert Wright,
'Condition Fair'
Robert Wright, well-known bus-
iness, civic and fraternal leader
was reported as still in "fair con-
lition" at E. H. Crump Memorial
hospital Sunday morning.





in golf and his
leadership in the
Orange Mound




day morning. Robed Wright
The seizure
came suddenly and Mr. Wright
was rushed to the hospital.
The severity of the attack was
See WRIGHT Page 2
Call On Bureau
To (lean House
Negro shareholders of the UAW 988 Federal Union
at International Harvester company are asking that all
business of a January election-meeting he voided on
grounds racial discrimination restrained their participa-
tion.
A 20-point bill of particulars also
requests a "financial accounting"
of all the credit union's expendi-
tures and a discontinuance of
other things such as "the unwrit-
ten law" that Negroes must "Mr.
and Mrs." credit union officials
to get loans,
The complainants, 100 strong,
represented by Atty. James F.
Estes, are asking relief from the
Bureau of Federal Credit Unions,
Federal Security Agency, with re- Raps Tax Unit:
gional offices in Atlanta, Ga.
Named as respondents are mem-
bers of the board of directors and
other officers and members for
1956 and 1957.
LISTED AS OFFICERS
Those listed from 1956 are:
William P. Reed, president;
Horace E. Jones, vice president;
illy G. Ramsey, treasurer; H.
H. Crowe, educational director,
Clifford Bourgeois, educational di-
rector; E. B. Kissell, jr., chair-
man of the credit committee;
Fred S. Heyer, secretary of the
credit committee; Leslie Norvell,
chairman supervisory committee
and James J. Summers and Dayne
S. Gaylord, members of the su-
pervisory committee.
Listed from the 1957 roster:
Sam Byrd, president; Cliff Bow,
geols, vice president; Horace E.
Jones, treasurer; William P. Reed,
educational director; Billy G.
Ramsey, secretary; E. B. Kissel!,




J. B. White, credit union man-
ager, asked about a number of
the complaints made, first said
Monday morning "the whole thing
boils down to the fact they wanted
an integrated meeting and we
couldn't give this in the city."
He then recalled that a board
meeting was scheduled for Mon-
day afternoon and asked the re-
porter to call him back for a
statement.
But when contacted later he
said the board members, after dis-
cussing the matter with their at-
torney, decided it was "a private"
matter and declined further com-
ment.
Complainants charge that with
help of police officers they were
unlawfully denied entry onto the
main assembly floor at Ellis Audi-
torium where the meeting was the Nazi myth of racial Superiority
held. They claim this was the first collapsed with him. Wha was that
meeting at which discrimination worth to us in the war years that
was so practiced. followed?"
A letter to all members urging
attendance to the Jan. 26 meet-
ing said in part:
This is the one chance you have
to elect the directors and com-
mitteemen . . . dividends will be
declared . . over $500 in attend-
See BUREAU Page 2
Harper's Mag
Over Joe Louis
What does America owe Joe
Louis?
Russell C. Harrington, ComM1S-
sioner of Internal Revenue, who
dogs Joe's heels over back income -
taxes, was told last week that this
Nation owes Joe more than lit
owes it.
In an open letter to Harrington,
John Fischer, editor-in-chief of.
Harper's Magazine, published in
Philadelphia, Pa., contrasts Joe's
plight with that of wealthy oil
men, some of whom make a mil-
lion dollars a day but who are ex-
empt from paying the full income
tax because of the depletion al-
lowance on oil wells.
"Actually, the only thing
wrong with this depletion busi-
ness is that you don't carry it
f a r enough," Fischer wrote in
the April Harper's. "Take the
case of old Joe Louis. He left a
little of his youth on the canvas,
along with the blood and sweat,
every time he crawled out of
the ring. Even Joe, the best of
our time, had only so many
fights in his system, just as
an oil well has only so many gal-
lons of crude.
NO ALLOWANCE FOR JOE
"Yet, nobody gave him a deple-
tion allowance—and today I un-
derstand that he owes you more
than a million dollars which be has
no chance of paying off, no matter
how hard he works for the rest
of his life. Not even another Emma-
cipation Proclamation could get
Joe out of bondage to the Internal
Revenue Service. This bothers me
sometimes, because I can't help
feeling that maybe we owe Joe
Louis more than he °Wes us, on
account of that evening when he
took Max SchmelIng apart. When
Schmeling went down, screaming,
it
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Lane college.
TAUGHT 40 YEARS
For 40 years he moulded and
guided young people as a teacher,
serving in Shelby county at Car.
does, PeaPont, Fullview schools
and at Mason, Tenn,
In 1896 he married the former
Mien Maggie Tucker, of Brunswick
and to this union was born 14 chil-
dren. Mrs. Grey died in 1935.
At one time Mr. Grey was Vice
Grand mentor of the Knights and
Daughters of Tabor of Tennes-
see.
HIGHLY REGARDED
In his hometown, Brunswick, he
was highly regarded in religious
circles. At the time of his death
he was deacon at Bush Grove
No. 1 Missionary Baptist church,
pastored by Rev, J. 11. Tate; su-
perintendent of the Sunday school
and chairman of the deacon board.
' Many will recall that regardless
of weather or time of the year,
Mr. Grey did not fail to fulfill
his duties as superintendent of
Sunday School.
' After retiring from the teach.
jag profession, Mr. Grey, "just to
keep active" served as an insur•
once agent at Atlanta Life Insur•
: since company and later worked
• in the same capacity with Su-
preme Liberty company. He was
...cited for his services by these
qirm s.
Mr. Grey was one of the first
' news agents for the Tri-State De-
fender, where he won high re-
gard for his services. For out-
I standing work he Was awarded
several valuable prizes.
L. Alex Wilson, editor, said!
"Mr. Grey was a reliable and
fully dependable member of our
- I staff. We liked his sense of hit.
mor and above all his willing-
ness, despite his age, to quit".
Mrs. Aretta J. Polk, circulation
Manager said: "We feel his loss.
He was an inspiration not only to
the newsboys but to mature per-
sons."
THE LAST RITES
The wake was held at Greater
Bush Grove Missionary Baptist
church, Brunswick. March 30. Fu-
neral was at the same church, 1
p.m. Sunday, March 31, with Rev.
J. H. Tate, officiating, assisted by
Rev. J. H. Greer. Burial w a s at
Grey's Creek, Eads, Tenn. with
-Hayes & Barlow funeral home of
Arlington, Tenn. in charge.
Survivors of the deceased are:
tons, Edward Grey, principal of
Brunswick school; Obadiah Grey,
jr., of Memphis and Dr. Alphonso
Grey, of St. Louis, Mo.; daugh-
ters, Mrs. Ethel Bonds, of Chi-
cago; Mrs, Beatrice Deener, of
Memphis; Mrs. Priscilla Smith, 01
Frayser. Tenn.: Mrs. Thelma Lew-
is. of Memphis and Mrs. Altoria
Farris, of Brunswick; brothers,
Rev. C. C. Gray, of Newbern,
Tenn.; Joseph Gray, of Nashville,
Seven charming young ladies,
one of whom will reign over ac-
tivities of the 1957 Cotton-Makers
Jubilee activities, are presented
this week.
Contestants for the Jubilee
Queen title are:
Sweet and lovely Margaret John- 
(Continued From Page 1)
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hobart Johnson, of 1062 Woodlawn
at.
Miss Johnson distinguished her-
self in civic affairs at an early
age when she entered the Junior
Division of the Cotton Makers Ju-
bilee and won the coveted Queen
title. She is the first of the Juve-
nile Royalty to compete for adult
honors.
HONOR STUDENT
She is a member of Trinity C.
M. E. church, an honor student at
LeMoyne college where she is
queen, an honor student, basileus
of Beta Tau chapter of AKA so-
rority, a member of the Pan-Hel.
lenic Council, treasurer of the stu.
dent council, and student chaiernan
of the Spring Festival.
Miss Johnson is majoring in his-
tory and hopes to become a col-
MRS. HOOD DIES
A former Memphian, Miss Ome.
ria Hood, of New York City, died
March 29 about 4 p.m. in New
York.
She was a dear friend of Mrs.
Bessie T. Harris and family and
many other Memphians.
Services were scheduled f o r
Wednesday, April 3 from the E.
1M.Mason Funeral Home in De-
By JUBILEE REPORTER lege professor of history. Her im- teacher in the elementary depart.
mediate interests are swimming ment of Porter Junior High
and reading, school, is a candidate with the ap-
Sophisticated Jean Nous e, a proval of Supt. Ernest C. Ball.
A GRAD
She is daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert House, of Turret!, Ark. She
is a graduate of Arkansas AMAN
college at Pine Bluff, a member
of her college alumni society, a
member of Rho Kappa Epsilon
Dramatic Honorary Society and a
member of the Olive Grove Bap.
tist church.
Miss House is active in the Keys
of Sunshine Civic club, the Bon
Ami and Paramounts Social clubs
and the YWCA.
She is interested in fashion,
dramatics and dancing.
BRAINS AND BEAUTY
From Fayette County Training
school in Somerville, Tenn. comes
a combination of brains and beau.
ty in Miss Zelma Waller, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Bur-
nett, of 525 E. Third st.,iTrenton,
Tenn.
A teacher at Fayette County
Training school, Miss Waller is
Bureau
(Continued From Page 1)
ance prizes will be given . .
your union is approaching the mil-
lion dollar mark . . bring sour
wives, sweethearts and family.
THE CHARGE
Complainants charge that an
"unfair, unreasonable and im-
promptu request that they sit in
Life Insurance co. Art eloquent the balcony or leave" restricted
speaker, he had entered politics their opportunity to vote on of'
in 1920 at urging of the late Rob' ficers and rate of dividends to betroit. ert Church. paid and denied them the oppoi•
E. L. Gray, of Ellendale, Tenn.;
Phillip Gray, of Lenow, Tenn, and
Solomon Grey, of Memphis, sis-
ter, Mrs. Sallie Beloate, a retired
teacher, 01 Brunswick; grandchil-
dren. Miss Lorine Orr, of A & I
State university; SN-1 Donnie Lew_
is, jr, and Sn-1 James E. Lewis




He Took The Groceries
' Leo L. Green, operator of Dog-
wood Sundries Store at 395 Lin-
den, saved his bologna and mayon.
raise, despite the attempt of a 6-
foot holdup man who walked into
the store last week and ordered
those two viands. When the gro-
cer got them, the man pulled a
.38 caliber pistol and demanded,
"I want the money.'' When the
grocer started running the holdup'
man slugged him and fled without
the groceries.
Freed Of Rape Charge
MAGNOLIA, Miss. — A Circuit of raping a Negro girl. The jury
Court jury last Thursday night reported ita verdict to Circuit
found Olen Duncan, 21•year-o 1 d Judge Tom Brady after two hours
White man, innocent on charees and three minutes of deliberation.
-• Fire Razes Ramshackle Buildings
*. Ten Memphis Negro residents Abe Scharff of 196 E. Parkway,
Were made homeless last week S., said, "Somebody called me up
Sthen fire destroyed a one . story and said they were burning, but
-wooden building at Grant's ('or- I wasn't concerned. They weren't
ler, south of the city at Horn Lake 'worth anything." The Red Cross
Id. and Peebles. Another larger, furnished clothes Ad grocery or-
Siamshackle, unoccupied structure ders for four of the persons burn-
was also destroyed by the fire that ed out. Only three were at home
started in the big building at 1 when the fire started.
p m. The owner of the buildings,
His "Beale Street Where T h e tunity of winning prizes boughtBlues Began , published in 1934, with money from their credit un-was the first Negro book to make ion.
the "Book of the Month Club". The claim credit union officialsIn 1952 Lt. Lee seconded the denied them the right t'p run fornomination of Robert A. Taft as an office through ti t "mentalpresident during the National Re- 
effect.' produced by "placing fearpublican Convention at Chicago. and reprisal through presence ofHe is commissioner of the Elks' police officers."
department of education, v i c e CLAIM NO ARRANGEMENTSpresident of 'Fri-State Bank of Negro shareholders said no suit-Memphis, on the board of direc- able arrangements had been madetors of Atlanata Life and preal• for their participation in the meet-dent of George W Lee H o m e S. ing had the chose to sit in theInc. balcony. They say no microphoneLt. Lee end a young daughter or anything else was available.live at 563 Stephens. They say they were told it wouldMR. PORTEOUS "he against the law" for themMr. Porteous is receivning his to sit on the main floor.honor "For the enlightenment and Complainants charsed furthergood-will he has brougnt to the that present officers are Oncom-community, in keeping with the petent, unqualified and unable tohigh tradition of the press, thru deal honestly with fair play . . .unbiased reporting of significant that the practice of the 'creditracial developments." 
committee is discriminatoryMr. Porteous, staff writer of the in favor of certain members . .Memphis Press Scimitar a i n c e that loan polices are inconsistent:1934, was born in New Orleans, 'PERSONAL ATTACKS'La He grew up in Laurel, Miss. Also that "respondents areand graduated from the Laurel quality of personal infringements,High school where he was quite personal attitudes, personal at-an athlete, starring in track in took,, personal abuse, personalparticular,
drudges, personal discrimination,He won an athletic scholarship personal customs, persohal habitsto Southwestern university but a and personal deceit and fraudshort-lived heart condition forced against individual complainantshim to slow down on competitions They say they have individualand this led to his going into jour affidavits to bear out these char-nalism.
ges.lie started with the Press-Scim-
itar the day after he finished
Southwestern
In 1948-47 Mr. Porteous studied
at Harvard university as a Nie-
man Fellow, one of newspaper-
dome top awards. Ile is also a Negro workers report there isBig Story award winner. Local a strong cell of segregationistsawards include one from the Mem-
phis Urban League. 
who are interested in seeing sill
also secretary of the Department
of Health and Physical Education
of the West Tennessee Education
Congress.
Her hobbies are cross word puz-
zles and collecting records. She
has the ambition to become a phy-
sical therapist.
Miss Waller has a daily motto
in her way of life: "To thine own
self .be true!"
A BEAUTICIAN
Petite and lovely Evelyn Miles,
daughter of Mrs. L. B. Carmich-
ael, of 1457 Pillow st., has attend-
ed LeMoyne college and Hender-
son Business college.
She is a member of New Friend-
ship Baptist church.
A licensed beautician, Miss
Miles is considered an intellectual
by her friends and her interests Neely, of 1559 S. Lauderdale.
range from good reading to open. She is a member of the Olivet
Baptist church and is co-sponsor-
She is a career girl. ed as an independent by h e r
A RARE ONE church and the Polk Printing Co.





is a member of the Newman club
and of the National Honor society.
A professional roller skater,
Miss Neely hopes to become an
executive secretary or a junior ac-
countant.
SHE'S RADIANT
Miss Dorothy Smith. a beauty
with a radiant and effervescent
(Continued From Page 1)
personality, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hightower, of
not known at edition time. Hernando, Miss. She is a student
Mr. Wright is owner of the Mem. at Mississippi Industrial college at
phis Bail Bond and Real Estate Holly Springs and is sponsored by
agency and the Brown Derby li• the college.
Miss Smith is a member of the
college club, the Phyllis Wheatley
Literary society, the Commercial
club, YWCA and the Dramatic
club.
She is studying piano and loves
the John Gaston hospital, then 1st- to read good literature.
cc transferred to E. H. Crump, Miss Smith represented the jun-
where a two weeks confinement, jar class in the college queen's
was ordered for "complete rest!' I
beauty, tall and stately, is Hen-
derson Business college's gift to
the 1957 Memphis Cotton Makers
Jubilee Queen contest. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
Jones, jr., of 128 Farrow ave.
Wright
Dismiss Case Against Bellhop
During his stint in serviceGeorge Drake. hotel bellhop who plainant, Joseph Kenneth Sumner. Porteous spent most of his twas charged with aiding and abet-
ting a white woman in prostitu-
tion, was freed of the charges last
week, after warrants against him
and the woman, were dismissed. ' the state charges involving Drake. th  f
Declares He's Not A Negro Catholic church.
He and Mrs Porteous have sixNEW ORLEANS — The Louis- hearing session, charging to Dup- children, four bovs and two girls.-fans State Athletic Commission as "You are a Negro. I know
ar otte, .. C. or ei ed t10 in public relations and photoCity Court on charges of drunk. !my.
enness and soliciting females, and He is a mernoer of the Amfailed to appear to prosecute on can Legion, Newspaper Guild
eKnights o Columbus. He isThe dismissals came when the eo-
a member of the Little Flower
see
Commerce named Mrs. Mildred
„Riley, of 2676 Supreme and Ed
-.King. of 1582 Britton as the safest
drivers during Traffic Safety
Week. Elmer Henderson, Patrol-
inan Thomas Marshall and J. B.
MISS EVELYN MILES MISS DOROTHY Bran MISS GLORIA JEAN NE ELY MISS JOSEPIIINE JONES MISS IRAN ROUSH MISS ZELMA WALLER MISS MARGARET 
JOHNSON
Charming Candidates For Jubilee Queen
Winners
an instructor in public relations
at the University of Tennessee Ex-
tension school here.
Mr. Scott is a past president
of the Kiwanis club, past chairman
of the local Red Cross chapter
and is now serving as an Airport
commissioner. He is a member
of the Idlewild Presbyterian
church.
He and Mrs. Scott reside at 142
Clark pl.
LT. LEE
Lt. Lee is being cited "For his
steadfast struggle to help attain
equality of opportunity in this
community, as exemplified in his
efforts to obtain the appointmesit
of a Negro as deputy U. S. Mar-
shal, and for his success in se-
curing employment for Negroes
in important positions."
Born in Indianola, Miss., Lt. Lee
attended the secondary s cab o o I
there and is a graduate of Alcorn
college, Alcorn, Miss. He was com-
missioned as a Second Lieuten-
ant during World War i alter at-
tending the Officers Training
school at Des Moines, Iowa.
Lt. Lee became manager of the
local Atlanta Life Insurance co
office in 1924 after having work-
ed with th.e Missitsippi Beneficial
.009 Forrest awelast week recessed until this week sou are a Negro. Now put me FIKST WINNERSits investigation .of accusations in jail if you don't like it.' Mrs. Firsi winners of the race relit-ihat lightweight title contender, Gravolet is a school teacher in lions awards were Mayor Edmund_Ralph Dupes is a Negro Mrs. I Plaquemines Parish where a Is .e Orgill, Rev, Paul N. Cornea, min.1,ucretia Gravelet, one of those contends Dupes was born of Negro ister of First Unitarian church:. .Oaring Dupas is a Negro fight- parents in 1935. Dupes said, "I Rev. S. A. Owen, minister of Me-
,-Wig in a state that bars interne- know l'm white. Why do I have tropolitan Baptst church; R e v...cial contests. ',inert in a stormy to prove it
Paul Tudor J o n e s, minister of
Two Named Safest Drivers Idlewild Preabyterian church and
Rabbi James A. Wax, TempleThe Negro Junior Chamber of McCullough, and W I,. Robinson 
Israelaided in reaching a decision on the
safe drivers. A banquet was held
in honor of the winners at Tony's John F. Tharp Gets
Inn. The drivers say they nev-
er had a wreck. Labor Relations Post
TEC Meets On April 12
NASHVILLE—The University of
Chicago's Dr. William S. Gray,
reading specialist, will be keynote
speaker when the Tennessee Edu-
cation Congress convenes at Ten-
nessee State university April 12.
The announcement came from T.
E. C. Executive Secretary Ceorge
W. Brooks, principal, Burt WO i
school, Clarksville. Tenn . w Is 0
also pointed out that the program
this year will have many facets
of interest There will be general
and departmental sessions with
speakers and consultants, a band
concert, a children's play and ape- Grand Coulee hydro-electric
cial exhibits, plant is rated at about 1,316,000
kirowatts.
John F. Tharp has been named
manager of the labor relations de-
partment of the Illinois State
Chamber of Commerce.
The appointment was announced
yesterday by Ormond F. Lyman,
executive vice president.
Negroes were represented in
large numbers in the early daysof the credit union at International
Harvester. Serious and Continued
racial troubles have developed in
ricent years.
activities of the company run asMr. near on astrictly white-dominatedime basis as possilal
gra- They had been some what up
prehensive as to what was hap-
pening with their credit union forand some time and the Jan. 26 meet-
ing was, as one put it, " the paint
of no return."
At least two sets of financial ex-
penditures have bot been explainedto their satisfaction
They want to know just where
52,224.45 for "educational purr-
Poses" went. They want a break-
down on $4.439.30 "miscellaneous"
expenditures. They want to know
how much money is being spent
on "restricted social gatherings"
and who authorize(' these.
The complainants want the board
of directors enlarged at once to
I. members and finally to 25 and
an executive manager be hired,
his prerequisites to include experi•
ence in race relations.
They demand that a new elec-
tion be held and other business cf
the Jan. 26 meeting he conducted
again,
Words of the Wise
Liberty is like breathing —
something we aren't aware of
and can't appreciate because
we've always had It
!Robert Quillen,
quor store. For a number of years
his Orange Mound club has been
sponsoring the Nursery Bowl foot.
ball classic, which benefits t h e
Orange Mound Day Nursery.
Mr. Wright was first taken to
Miss Jones' devotion and inter-
est!' lie in religious activities. She
is a member of Mt. Moriah Mis-
sionary Baptist church and there
she is recording secretary of the
Sunday School, president of t h e
Youth Fellowship, president of the
young people's choir, assistant
secretary of the BTU and an ora-
tor of her church.
Her talent is public speaking
and her hobby reading.
She too has a motto: "I am de-
termined to be somebody some-
day."
LEADING CONTENDER
Gloria Jean Neely, whose com-
bination of beauty, charm and per-
sonality makes her a leading con.
tender for the coveted title, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
COUrt this 'year.
Negroes At Bunker's Hill
Unusual Facts About•
America --Historical
(First In A Series)
By EDGAR T. STEWART
The battle of Bunker Hill is one
of the most famous battles in
American history. It was bought
before Washington took command.
The most unusual thing about it
is that it was not fought on Bunk-
er's hill, but on Breed's Hill, near
by.
It was fought because the con-
tinental army had moved into
Boston. It was certain that the
British would occupy one of the
hills nearby and shell or capture
the city. The committee of Safety,
a rnon-military organization, antic-
ipated the move and sent troops
out to fortify Bunker's Hill. The
officer in charge having a military
mind wisely fortified Breed's Hill,
a more advance though less pro-
tected position. The orders to for-
tify Bunker's Hill were never
changed and the report went out
according to the orders and it has
been known until this day as the
battle of Bunker's Hill, the first
major battle of the Revolution.
Dawn disclosed the American
w o r ks on the hill. The British
opened with a cannonade, followed
by three charges. They were re-
pulsed in the first two. In the
third, the American's ammunition
gave out. The British then drove .
them from the hill.
In one of the charges led by
British Marines under the com-
mand of Major Pitcairn, Peter.
Salem, -a Negro private. stopptlii
it temporarily before It got well
started by stepping forward and
killing Major Pitcairn. Another
unidentified Negro artillery man
is said to have fought with one
arm shot away until killed.
It is interesting to note that they
did not have powerful guns like
those of today. The people instead
of crowding the roads to get away
were upon house tops watching
the fight.
WON CONFIDENCE
Final results of the battle were,
the British won the hill and the
Americans won confidence.
Concrete evidence that it was
Breeds Hill is the fact that gib
Bunker's Hill monument is o
Breed's hill, near the spot where
General Warren fell.
(Next week — Some interesting
facts concerning "The Declara-
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Dollar Day is not just once a month—Everyday is dollar day at
350 MONROE at WELLINGTON
We can list only a few of our unbelievable values—Come and shop the entire
Store . See For yourself
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er charities through which the
newspaper dispenses thousands of
dollars in food and clothing
throughout the year to persons in
need.
He was also vice president cd
the Chicago Urban League and
was on the boards of the Wash-
ington Park YMCA and the South-
side Community Art Center.
VERY ACTIVE
Very active in his prefessional
field, Dr. Thompson was elected
three times president of the Lin-
coln Dental association, and held
memberships in the Chicago Den-
tal society and the American Den-
tal association.
He was also a member of the
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity and
a close personal friend of the late
Robert S. Abbott founder of the
Defender, and Juliui Rosenwald,
millionaire merchant and philan-
thropist.
Dr. Thompson was a native of
Columbia, S. C., and was educated
at Howard university, Washington,
D. C. and Northwestern univer-
sity.
During World War I he served
overseas as a lieutenant in the
349th Field artillery and later
was cadet corps commander at
Tuskegee institute in Alabama.
A world traveler, Dr. Thompson
made annual pilgrimmages abroad
• where he had a wide acquain.
tance. His last trip was to France,
Spain and Portugal last summer.
He was also a gourmet and was
fond of exotic and foreign dishes.
He was widely known among his
friends as an amateur cook.
In addition to his widow, Violet
Christie, and a daughter Saundra,
Dr. Thompson is survived by a
sister, Mrs. Henry Pierson of.Co-
lumbia, S. C.: a niece Mrs. Frank
Neal of New York City and a




CHICAGO, ILL. — Funeral services for Dr. Charles
M. Thompson, 59, nationally known dentist and board
Member of the Chicago Defender were held Tuesday 11
a.m. at Bethel AME church, 45th at. and Michigan ave.
Dr. Thompson who was widely known for his interest
in civic affairs died Saturday 
l
morning at Provident hospital 
fol-owing a heart attack. He Lived at 
p •
resudent422 East 49th street and had of-
fices in the Regal building.
For years, Dr. Thompson was •
president of the Chicago Defend Of Haiti
Resigns
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
(INS) — The Haitian army late
Tuesday announced the resignation
of provisional President Franck
Sylvain as a general strike order-
ed by his foes spread across the
island republic.
It was the third time in three
months that a general strike was
used to topple a Haitian president.
President Paul Magloire resign-
ed last December after a general
strike and provisional President
Joseph Nemours Pierre-Louis re-
signed on Feb. 3, after a similar
strike.
Presidential candidates In the
Haitian election scheduled for
April 28 demanded the dismissal
of the cabinet last week on the
grounds that fraud had been found
in the nomination list.
Sylvain replied by dissolving
parliament.
The general strike was called
Monday by Sylvain's political foes.
Government offices and banks
were closed Tuesday.
The army reportedly seized a
store of explosives near the capi-
tal -Monday night and arrested a
number of persons following




ALGIERS — (INS) — At least
three European farmers were kill-
ed Monday night by Algerian reb-
els who raided 15 farms and de-
railed a train in western Algeria.
French security forces said 26





WASHINGTON — (INS) — A
group of southern House members
heaped scorn on the Eisenhower
administration civil rights propo-
sals Tuesday and charged enact-
ment would "bring chaos, dissen-
sion and strife."
The charges were contained in a
51-page denunciation of the bill as
passed by the House Judiciary
committee. A copy of the seven-
man minority report was made
available by a committee source.
The seven members charged that
the administration plan would set
up the Attorney General as "a
complete Czar" with authority to
send "lawmakers and snoopers"
anywhere in the country.
"As a matter of fact," the min-
ority report declared, "the Attor-
ney General, without any limita-
tions, may step in and virtually
take over" and "state law, reme-
dy, procedure, state jurisdictions
and state authority may be ruth-
lessly thrust aside."
A majority of the 32-man coin-
mittee endorsed a modified ver-
sion of the administration mean.
ure, which would set up a special
civil rights commission and arm
the Justice Department with
broad civil rightk powers.
The House bill has been ,stalled
in the powerful Rules committee
but Rep. James Roosevelt (D)
Calif., introduced a resolution
Tuesday calling on the committee
to bring the bill to the House
floor,
The minority report attacking
the measure was signed by Reps.
Edwin E. Willis ;,D) La., James
B. Frazier (D) Tenn., E. L. For-
rester (D) Ga., William M. Tuck
(D) Va., Robert T. Ashmore (D)
S. C., John Dowdy (D) Tex., Rich-
ard H. Poff (R) Va., and William
C. Cramer (R)
Halt 2 Stops Between
Beardstown-Herrin
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — (INS) —
The Chicago, Burlington and Quin-
cy railroad yesterday was auth-
orized by the Illinois Commerce
Commission to discontinue pass-
enger trains 11 and 12 between
Beardstown and Herrin.
The commission said the railroad
reported revenue of $58,000 from




by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Don't Cast That Stone Yet
"It's not fair. Our children get
one day only to see the School- '
room Progress U. S. A. train and
the whites stroll thru leisurely fur
four days.
"The obvious injustice and dis-
crimination in the plan for per-
mitting our children to See the
Schoolroom Progress U. S. A.
train is what is prodding the Ne-
gro to put forth every effort to
bring about complete equality.
"I think it is wonderful for the
Commercial Appeal to bring such
an exhibit as the 'Schoolroom
Progress U. S. A train' to Mem-
phis, but the sponsor certainly has
not shown progressivenes s in its
Jim Crow plan which required
that thousands of our children be
shuttled through the exhibit in six
hours."
"Negro leadership in this coin,'
munity should hang its head in
shame over the limited opportun-
ity given our children to see the
Schoolroom Progress USA train.„
Those are some of the com-
ments which have come to
voluntarily about the Schoolroom
Progress train which was in Mem-
phis for five days.
Frsnkly, I am inclined to feel
that the Commercial Appeal, which
sponsored the project, is not fully
to blame for the segregated as-
pect which prevailed at the ex-
hibit and which allowed only one
day out of five for Negro chil-
dren
Years ago our children, our peo-
ple, visited the Tri-State Fair gain-
ed knowledge from and enjoyed
its educational and cultural ex-
hibits and were thrilled by its fine
recreational programs, without re-
striction.
It is the consensus of respected
citizens here that it was not the ;
whites who changed the pattern.
Rather, it was "business-minded"
citizens of our own race who for
commercial purposes launched a
similar project "for our people
only." In so doing, they aided and
abetted an evil that the majority '
of youthful Negroes and the more
enlightened and Progressive of the
race want eliminated.
Apparently, the whites began to
reason: You want separation in
that instance, so we'll give y o
that down the line. So, we have
entrenched bias in the use id tax
supported amusement center, the
zoo, museum and library.
One could hardly expect a busi-
ness concern which sponsors an
educational project to defy a cus-
tom which was permitted to he-
roine established by members of
our own race.
Now we are paying tor it. liaz.g
int% six hours for thousands of Ni'
gro children to view such an im-
portant educational project as
Schoolroom Progress U. S. A.
.It is my opinion that it will
take quite a bit of soul-searching
for some of our own to face the
damage done to our most prec-
ious heritage through myopic vic-
However, we have hope, for not-
ing remains the same. Our hope
is largely in the younger genera-
tion. A change will conic, and for
the better for ;di Memphis.
'Theodore C. Stone,
Top Slinger, Coming
One of America's leading male
singers. Theodore Charles Stone,
baritone, who recently won a great
ovation in New York City will be
heard in a concert, billed as "A
Grand Opera Gala", Saturday,
April 27, at 8 p.m. in LeMoyne
college's Bruce Hall.
The artist's appearance in Mem-
phis is under the sponsorship of
the Patron's club of Memphis Mu-
sicians association, and is being
presented during the Southern Re-
gional Conference of the National
Association of Negro Musicians.
Inc
During the program winners of
Use regional piano and voice con-
test will give their contest num-
Execute GI For
-Killing Korean
. FORT LEAVENWORTH, Kas.
— (INS) Ernest L. Ransom, a
soldier from Jackson, N. C., wiil
be executed early today at the
U. S. disciplinary barracks.
The 26-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Ransom of Garys
burg, N. C., was convicted of kill-
ing a Korean gourd and raping a
14-year-old Korean girl in 1953.
A new power saw can cut 12-




Hundreds of students from Menu.
phis schools attended the E. H.
Crump Memorial hospital's first
open house anniversary last Sun-
day seeking information on careers
in hospitals.
They were conducted on tours
through the facility, given impres-
sive demonstrations and briefed on
the opportunities now available in
the field.
During the open house, Miss
Willa McWilliams, a hostess at
the affair, who is assistant secre-
tary of the Bluff City and Shelby
County Council of Civic 1 u h s,
stated that the organization would
support e drive to obtain a grant
to combat sickle cell anemia, a
dread disease which elaillls tile hie
of many Negroes.
If the council of clubs endorses
the campaign, groups throughout
the city will be requested to back
the drive. Money raised would be
turned over to the University of
Tennessee with research work as-
signed to Dr. L. W. Diggs, direc-
tor of medical laboratories and Dr
A. P. Kraus, assistant director.
In discussing an exhibit at the
open house celebration, Dr. Diggs
said that "80 out of every 1,000
Negroes in the U. S. show the
sickle cell trait and about two out
of every 1,000 have the anemia.
"At present there is no known
Cure for the disease and the aver-
age life span of a stricken person
with anemia It, 11 "
bers. Members of the Youth Di-
vision will sing a four part ar-
rangement of "Summertime"
from "Porgy and Bess" directed
by Dorothy Graham. Members of
the Junior Division will present SO
boys in the "Soldier's Chorus"
from Faust directed by Omar Rob-
inson and Mrs. E. L. Cobb.
EXCELLENT FARE
Muem.bers of the adult branch
loists, assisted by the Youth
Group.
will give "The Prison 3cene" from
II Travatore led by Mertis Jones,
Ewell and Leroy Van Johnson, so-
Mrs. Lillian Dunn Perry, pianist
of New Orleans and first vice pres.
ident of NANM will play an op-
eratic transcription. Dr. Roscoe R.
Polin, of Indianapolis, Ind., and
National President of the NANM
will give an address. Mrs. Aridl
Lovelace, president of the South-
ern Region of NANM of Jackson,
Miss., will preside as mistress of
ceremonies.
Baritone Theodore Charles Stone
has the distinction of having sung
for two of Europe's most beloved
royal families of Norway and Swe-
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Apr. 6, 1957
THEODORE C. STONE
den, He has been heard in con-
certs in Oslo, Stockholm, Copen-
hagen, Guthenberg, Lund. Ystad
and Bergen. He has sung in the
principal cities of America and in
London. He will sing a wide range
of selections at his concert here,
building his program around art
songs, lieder, folk material, oper-
atic works and some of the best-
known Negro spirituals.
SPECIAL NOTICE 
If you can pay cash you can save up to
60% by purchasing floor samples bought
directly from factories all over America.
VISIT
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I LAYMEN LEADERS of the
newly formed Laymen Organi-
sation of the 13th Episcopal
District, are seen with Bishop
Ernest L. Hickman, third from
left, and Mrs, Bertie DeLyles,
left, connectional director of
the Laymen's organization of
the AME church, with offices
in Memphis, who was elected
parliamentarian, Bishop Dick-
man congratulates J. W. Clarke
upon his being elected pres-
ident while Charles I. Walker.
The entire day will be devoted
to celebration of The 62nd Anniv-
ersary and Homecoming of the
. First Broad Street church, Sun-
day. Every member is expected.
.The ones who are disabled will be
• transported free. Contact for this
• service may be made by calling
.Peter Hyman at GI 2-2971,
• Rev, S. A. Owen, eminent min-
:tater of the Metropolitan Baptist
church, will be the principal speak-
:Or at 2:45 p.m.
Rev. N. L. Threats and Mrs.
Lassie Freeman are heading the
Zublicity committee.
- The pastor of First Baptist Broad
Street church is Rev. II. C. Cherry.
WALKER MEMORIAL
Receiving blessing at the Walker
Memorial church, Sunday, will be.
nine daring little bundles of hap- I
pines proudly escorted by respec-
tive parents. Beaming through out
the ceremony, we hope, will be
Vanola Lorene Campbell, Tony
Bernard Bridges, Jerome Franklin,
Larry Darnell Jones, Freddie Au-
gusta Anderson, Maurice Grey,
Sanders Louise Sanders, Alexand-
er Eugene Sullivan and Calvin
Clester Bailey, Elder G A. Ev-
ans, pastor, will preside.
Miss Henri Sanders was Youth
Day speaker at the church Sunday.
She spoke at 3 p.m. Music was
provided by the youth choir, Mrs.
G. A. Evans was chairman.
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
The 20th Annual Men's Day was
observed at St. Stephen Baptist
church, Sunday. Rev. H. M. Nelson
Of St. James AME church deliver-
ed a stirring sermon on "The Call
For Men." The Southern Male
chorus furnished the music.
Success was spelled out spiritu-
ally and financially as the cape-
city-packed sanctuary truly made
Sunday, a day to be long remem-
bered.
Guest churches were St. James
AME, First Baptist Chelsea, Gos-
pel Temple Baptist, and New Pil-
grim Baptist. The outstanding day
was chaired by William Yates.
Missionary Day will spotlight
Sunday's agenda at St. Stephen.
Rev. Joe Wilson Jr., will speak.
It will be under the supervision of
Mrs. Loudella Addison, president
of the Missionary Society,
The program will begin at 3
p-nl•
Rev. 0. C. Crivens is the pastor.
FIRST BAPTIST CHELSEA
Choir Night at First Baptist
Chelsea, Sunday, featured music I
by the combined choirs of the
church. Participating, also were
choirs of St. James AME, and the
White Stone Baptist churches. Spe-
cial organ music was rendered by
Mrs Azalia Oates.
The congregation will partake of
the Lord's Supper, Sunday.
The funeral of Mrs. Alberta
Jones who passed during a recent
choir rehearsal will be held at the
church, Sunday, also. Mrs. Jones
served on the No. I choir.
Rev. Van J. Malone is the pas.
tor.
NEW SALEM BAPTIST
A Missionary program was held
at the New Salem Baptist church,
Sunday. The guest speaker was
Mrs. L. S. Biles of Bloomfield
Baptist church. She spoke on
"Having A Mind of Christ."
Mrs. Mary Ann Johnson spoke
briefly of the work of the Missiosal
ary Society.




"0 My Father, If it be possible, let this cup pass from Me, never.**less not as I will, but as Thou wilt."—Matthew 2639.
• 21 Pay Fines In
Bus Segregation
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. —(INS) —
Twenty-one Negroes who were con-
victed of violating Birmingham
bus segregation laws had their
nines paid last week by their at-
prney.
—Atty. Arthur Shores, who paid
"al total of $1,265 in fines, said he
was continuing with his suit in
Federal court for a permanent
and temporary injunction declar-
ing trolley and bus segregation
Wu unconstitutional and null and
Is said he paid the fines of the
111 Who staged a mass violation of
the laws on Dec. 26. because "it
would be faster and cheaper to
pay the fines and now procede
with the case pending ir. Federal
court."
Shores said the federal c a se
was exnected to come up in May.
The Negroes were led in their
protest by t h e ReV. I" t. tt-
tlesworth, president of the Ala-
bama Christian Movement for
Human Rights, the morning after,
his home had been completely de-
stroyed by a dynamite blast.
All of the convicted bus riders
were out on bond at the time their
fines were paid.
recording secretary, a n d
Mrs. Sylvia Haynes, of Louis.
ville, corresponding secretary.
Other officers were not present





The Rt. Rev. Ernest L. Hick-
man, presiding bishop of the 13th
Episcopal district of the A. M. E.
church, scored a first for the
laymen of the church when he
called together laymen from Ken-
tucky and Tennessee for the pur-
pose of perfecting an Episcopal
District Laymen's Organization,
as prescribed by the laws of the
church.
Bishop Hickman, a native Ten-
nessean, was recently elevated to
the bishopric in the General Con-
ference of the AME church held
in Miami, Fla.
Both ministers and laymen are
high in their praise for the high
interest shown by their newly ap-
pointed bishop and for the fulfill-




NASHVILLE — The University
of Chicago's Dr. William S. Gray,
reading specialist, will be key-
note speaker when the Tennessee
Education congress convenes at
Tennessee State university April
12.
The announcement came from
ETC executive secretary, George
W. Brooks, principal, Burt High
School, Clarksville, Tenn., who
also pointed out that the program
this year will have many facets of
interest. There will be general and
departmental sessions with speak-
ers and consultant, a band con-
cert, a children's play, and special
exhibits.
The Atlantic is the saltiest of
the great oceans.
Jesus Faces the Cross
The chief priests, scribes and elders met
in the palace of the high priest and con-
sulted how they might take Jesus into
custody and kill Him.
ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
Seelonwe—alettnew 28:1-27:10.
As Jesus sat in the house of Simon the
leper, a woman came with an alabaster
box of rare ointment, which she poured
on Jesus' head.
by Alfred J. Buescher
To Jesus in Gethsemane with His dia. When Judas saw Jesus 
bound before
ciples, Judas brought a great multitude Pilate, he repented of 
his betrayal and
of people. Judas went to Jesus, saying, gave back the 
money given him.
"Hatt Master." and kissed Him. MEMORY 
VERSE—Matthew 28.39.
Founding Members Assist
Head Of Transport Union
By ADOLPH SLAUGHTER
"Successful unionism does not
begin and end with the success-
ful completion of contract nego-
tiations between management and
labor. If this were so, all a union
would need is a president, a con-
tract and a pencil without a eras-
er."
With this assertion, Eugene E.
Frazier, president of the United
Transport Service Employees
Union, spoke of the invaluable
contributions and assistance his
two top aides, Otho S. Robinson,
secretary-treasurer, and T. Wil-
bur Winchester, UTSE vice-presi-
dent, have made not only to
UTSE, but to the American labor
movement as well.
It is a characteristic feature
and certainly a credit to the union
that the three men guiding the,
union's destiny are, along with the
late Willard Townsend, founding
fathers of the union.
Otho Robinson called the very
first meeting of the grievance
DR. E. H. POTTER, pastor of New
Bethel Baptist churc h, Biloxi,
Miss., was f or c ed to cancel a
speaking engagement in R I c h•
mond, Va., last week due to ill.
ness. Rev. Potter had been sched-
uled to speak at Greater Mt. Mo-
rrie!) Baptist church during a se-





An Instinctive Feeling for Style
One reason Idly so many more men of taste
prefer Edwin Clapp shoes is the impeccable
styling which sets them apart from all others
. . . which is universally recognized as the
standard of excellence . . ; which instantly
identifies the wearer as a man of discrimina-
tion.
America's Finest Shoes for Men
WALK--OVER
8 SOUTH MAIN STREET
"Four Floors of Shoes"
committee when the union was
called the International Brother-
hood of Red Caps and was a mem-
ber of the first general executive
board formed in 1938.
He has assisted in practically
all of the policy making decisions
since that time.
Born in Kentucky 70 years ago
and a graduate of Kentucky State
university, Robinson came to Chi-
cago where he took interim work
as an attendent at the Chicago
and Northwestern railroad.
Five years ago Robinson retired
after 42 years of service on the
railroad, believing also that serv-
ice to his union was at an end
since he had served as chairman
of the finance committee until
1952 and had been a member of
the executive board for 20 years.
The unexpected death of Town-
send, former president of UTSE,
caused Robinson to come out of
retirement to become secretary-
treasurer of the union.
Robinson, married for 45 years
to Mrs. Juanita Robinson, has
two children, Maude Leverne who
is a staff assistant in the office
of the commissioner in the Chi-
cago department of welfare, and
Otho jr., a Chicago public school
principal of Keith and Haven ele-
mentary schools.
Educated and intelligent leader-
ship has been and is a mark of
distinction of UTSE's executive
family.
Vice-President T. Wilbur Win-
chester, born in Greensboro,
N. C., is a graduate of Lincoln
university and taught in the pub-
lic high schools of Greensboro.
Winchester studied three more
years at Howard university med-
ical school Washington before be-
coming an attendant at Chicago,
Northwestern Railway station
which led him into the labor move-
ment and UTSE.
After serving as secretary-treas-
urer from 1937 to 1939, Winchester
became assistant to the president
and was elected vice-president in
June, 1956.
While serving the union. Win-
chester received a Rosenwald Fel-
lowship for two years study at
the Labor Relations Institute of
the University of Chicago.
Recalling his efforts during the




Chicagoans have broken all pre-
vious records by sending $145,000
worth of CARE packages over.
seas during the period of Novem-
ber through February, it was re-
ported by Chicago CARE dire.
or, Miss Martha L. David. Of
$145,000 total, $90,261 was con-
tributed to the CARE Food Cru-
sade, through which special sur-
plus food packages, weighing 22
pounds, could be sent abroad for
one dollar.
1938, Winchester says with pride:
"UTSE has come a long way and
can be proud of the benefits it
has brought to its members."
"The policy of the union," said
Winchester, "continues to be one
of improving the economic con-
ditions of the employees repre-
sented and to prevent by leg's.
lative action or otherwise the
elimination of benefits thus far
, gained by the union."
Yes Madame,
Golden Brown is Crepes Ni-
cholas with tender chopped
chicken rolled up inside a n d
piping hot cheese sauce over
all. So good, Dad and the small-
fry will enjoy them made with
Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour for supper tonight. It on-
ly takes a few minutes to pre-
pare this delicious, tempting
supper.
MENU
Crepe Nicholas • Broccoli with
Onion Sauce
Waldorf Salad
Coffee (for you and Dad) •
Milk (Small-fry)
CREPE NICHOLAS





Mix flour and salt, add milk
and stir until perfectly smooth.
Add eggs and beat thoroughly.
Heat 5 inch or other small fry-
ing pan. Grease with few drops
of oil and pour in just enough
batter to cover pan with very
thin layer. Silt pan O that mix-
ture spreads evenly when
cooked on one side, toss or turn
with spatula and cook on other
side. Cook pan cakes one by
one.
On each pancake place 1
tablespoon chopped cooked
chicken. Roll up and arrange
close together in shallow bak
ing dish. When ready to serve,
pour over piping hot cheese
sauce and br o wn slightly in
broiler.
CHEESE SAUCE Add 3-4 cup
mild cheese grated or cut in
cubes to I recipe of white
sauce, Reheat in double boiler
until cheese melts.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter JANA C. PORTER
YOU WILL HAVE AMPLE OPPORTUNITY TO REDEEM
EVERY SINGLE BOOK OF QUALITY STAMPS YOU HOLD
FOR THE GIFTS YOU DESIRE.
















SHOP BIG STAR FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS
FOR FAMILY AND HOME
!MESE PROUD and talented students appeared on Radio Station
WDIA recently slat gave an excellent performance. Each Satur-
day morning at 1:91 Big Star food stores of Memphis and the
Mid•South give nporlunities to boys and girls from throughout the
area to appear on the big WDIA program. Are you interested In
auditioning for a broadcast? If so, just contact A. C. Williams of Ask
WDIA. He is master of ceremonies. Shown In above photo are:
Reginald Butts, Josephine Williams and Bills Ingrain, on first row.
Second row: S a rah Winters, Jeanette Wallace, Billy William,








































































































































MITTEE — The 1957 royalty
selection committee which
will direct various phases of
the Cotton Makers Jubilee,
holds a planning session. Seat-
ed left to right are: Miss Jean
Bramlette, chairmau, Frank
Scott, president of the Jubilee;
Mrs. Lula Pope, chairman of
the Royal court wardrobes,
and Miss Gloria Callian, of re-
cent Beta Ice Show f a me .
Standing, same order: M r s.
Gladys Greene, charm consul-
ant; Miss Jessie Merriweath-
er; Sidney Veasey, past king;
Miss Erma Laws, president
and guiding spirit of the city's
youngest and most dyna•
m i c charitable organization,
J-U-G's; Mrs. Ethel Venson,
wife of Jubilee Founder Dr.
R. Q. Venson; T. L. Johnson,
1956 Jubilee king, and Miss
Marilyn Watkins, representa-
live of Delta Sigma Theta so.
rority. Other active commit-
tee members w h o are not
shown are Miss Rosa Robinson,
Mrs. Onzie Home, Mrs. J. W.
Kelso, Mrs. Cooper R. Tay-
lor, Mrs. C. C. Sawyer, Mrs.
Vivian White, Elmo Berkley,
Richard Cole, O'Ferrell Nel-
son, Mrs. Carrie Scott, Chap-
lain Lee A. Thigpen, Elmer




By .1. W. EANES
District Manager
A few weeks ago a man tele-
phoned our office to tell us that
he was disabled. He asked how
much social security credit he
needed to have before his earnings
record could be "frozen". To have
his earnings record "frozen" he
must have had five years of work
in the 10 years before the "be-
ginning date" of his disability and
Pis years in the three before that
date. He assured us that he could
meet those requirements
"But," he explained, "I ars now
In my early 40's. I know I can't
get disability bnefit payments un-
til I'm 50. And I also know that
you people are busy taking claims
for disability benefits to start this
July, so I'll just wait until after
mid-year to come in." Well, for.
tunately we were able to catch
him before he hung up. After mid-
year would have been too late in
Ibis man's case. His disability
began before the beginning of 1955.
Had he waited until after June of
this year to "freeze" his record,
the freeze could have gone back
for just one year. In that case he
could not have met. the work re.
quirements of the law. He had not
worked since his disability began
in 1954; consequently, he would
not have had the required 11/2
years of work in the three years
before the "beginning date" of his
disability.
FREEZE RECORDS NOW
Had this man delayed freezing
his earnings record he would not
have been eligible for disability
, payments at age 50. Moreover, it
is highly possible that he would
have lost his benefit rights entire-
ly. Thus, even if you are now un-
der 50, if you have' been disabled
for six months or more and your
disability is, expected to continue
indefinitely, it will be to y o ii r
advantage to have your social
security earnings record frozen.
Unless your earnings record is
frozen, the period while you are
disabled and have little or no
earnings will count against you
when the time comes to apply for
disability old-age, or survivors in-
surance payments on your ac-
count.
In deciding whether to apply for
the "disability freeze" if you are
under 50, or for disability bene-
fits if you have passed 50, it is
well to bear certain facts in mind.
The evidence in your case will
show When you actually became
disabled. If you met both the
work and disability requirements
at that time, the date you became
disabled will be used by the So-
cial Security Administration as1
the official "beginning date" of
your disability. If you did not
meet them at a later date, this
later date will be established as
the official beginning date of your
disability.
IMPORTANT DATES
Now let me summarize the im-
portant dates for a person now
totally disabled:
July 1957 is the first month for
which disability benefits can be
paid to a totally disabled person
who is now between the ages of
50 and 65.
Before June 30, 1957 is the lat.
est date on which the beginning
of a period of disability can be es-
tablished as being earlier than
June 1956.
An application for disability in-
surance payments made after De-
cember 1957 will not entitle the ap-
plicant to payments for any month
earlier than the date of his ap-
plication.
When a person applies for dis-
ability benefits or the disability
freeze the law requires us to re-
fer his name to the State voca-
tional rehabilitation agency.
I'll discuss this requirement in
the next article in this series.
BTW School Beautiful






The School Beautiful club of
Booker Washington High school
observed its Spring Planting and
Beautification Week March 25-29.
One of the features of the week
was the planting of a flower btx1
of azaleas, elerea jeponicas, and
pansies by a group of boys super-
vised by James Perrie, a science
teacher.
The highlight of the week was
a program in assembly sponsored
by the club with Mrs. Lois Ea-
son, volunteer chairman of t h e
City Beautiful Commission, as
guest speaker. She was introduc-
ed by a senior, Sadie Harris. At
the completion of her address on
"Community Cleanliness a n d
Beautification," Mrs. Eason was
presented a lovely corsage of yet-
low rosebuds by Francine Hurst
who wears the coveted title of
"Miss Booker Washington".
When she was presented the cor-
sage, Mrs. Eason removed the
pink camellia, a favorite flower
of hers, which she was wearing,
and in turn graciously pinned it
on Miss Hurst: which unexpect-
ed gesture won the approval of
the audience.
Ernest Jackson gave the pur-
pose of the week and program.
Vocal solos, "Trees" and "Consid-
er, and Hear Me" were rendered
by Joseph Jackson and Bennie
Jenkins, accompanied at the Pi-
ano by Mr. Pender, the music
teacher.
M MT CERTIFICATES
die Pryor, club photographer and
Cleo Wright, club president, who
acted as mistress of ceremonies.
Closing remarks were given by
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, principal.
• Other guests present were Mrs.
Therese Manning and Miss Miley
Johnican, both affiliated with The
City Beautiful Commission.
Merit certificates were present-
ed by the club sponsor, Miss Rosa
A. Robinson, to 23 girls and boys
for their outstanding cooperation
In helping make and keep t h e
school beautiful. Shirley Branch
and Charles Yates were awarded
Shaeffer pencils for the best as-
says on "How We Can Help Make
Our School Beautiful".
In addition to the receipt of
awards, special commendation
was given Theodore Strong, Ed-
SENSATIONAL — LaVerne Bak-
er, shown, was the hit of the




ART JUDGE — Aaron Douglas,
noted painter who heads the art
department at Fisk University, has
been selected to serve as judge at
the spring exhibition of the Win-






SPRINGFIELD, Ill — 1INSi —
The Abraham Lincoln home in
Springfield, maintained as a pub-
lic memorial, was damaged by
a small fire last week.
Workmen using a blowtorch to
remove exterior paint started the
small blaze which caused $500
damage to siding on the front and
south sides. There also was slight
water damage inside the home, in






NEW ORLEANS — (INSI—The
Ralph Dupas-Vince Martinez fight
may be shifted from New Orleans
to Indianapolis because of a con-
troversy involving a Louisiana
segregation law.
Promoter Heard Ragas said Lee
Farb, Indianapolis promoter, of-
fered to co-promote the fight in
the Indiana city May 29 if Ragas
cannot stage the bout in New Or-
leans on April 8 as scheduled
Ragas said that Farb and Art
Hindman, a member of the In-
diana boxing commission, tele-
phoned him to say that the light
"is the top ring attraction in the
country at present and Indianapo-
lis would be honored to present it
as such."
Ragas said that Farb estimated
the match would draw between
$50,000 and $100,000 on the eve
of the Memorial Day Speedway
classic.
Threats that the bout between
ranking lightweight Pupas a n d
welterweight Martinez, of Pater-
son. N. J.. would be called off
were made last week by the Louis-
iana Athletic Commission became
of a Louisiana segregation law
prnhihiting the mixing of races in
sports events.
The cummission said it had been
informed that Dupas is of the
Negro race which the New Or-
leans fighter has vehemently
denied.
The Commission net last week
to examine public health records
purportedly proving Pupas' Ne-
gro lineage but reached no deci-
sion. The commission is sched-
uled to meet again to night to re-
examine the records.
Meanwhile, a cis it court hearing
is scheduled for this morning to
consider a suit filed by Ragas
seeking to prevent the , commis-
sion from examining the records.
Students Begin
Speaking Tour
Local Elks Announce Plans For
This Year's Oratorical Contest
Frank Scott. local director of
education for the Improved Bene-
volent Protective Order Elks of
the World, with a local commit-
tee, has set the machinery into op-
eration to conduct the thirty-sec-
ond annual oratorical contest
which will feature high school
students who will compete for
scholarships with orations based
upon the Constitution.
This year the contest committee
composed of Mrs. LaBlanche Jack-
son, 0. W. Pickett and airs. Mamie
Hulburt, has planned through the
speeches of the contestants to fo-
cus attention on the contributions
of the late Booker T. Washington
by having one or more of the
speakers in the contest use as his
subject, "Booker T. Washington
and the Constitution."
President S. J Phillips of the
Booker T. Washington Foundatein
has contributed $3,000 in scholar-
ships and provided 5,000 biogra-
phies on Washington to spark an
CLARKSDALE, Miss. — Four
ousted Alcorn A & M college stu-
dents left this city Monday on a
speaking tour which will take
them to Chicago, Detroit. St
Louis and New York.
They will speak on behalf of
about 12 students who were not
allowed to re-enter the college fol-
lowing a student strike over a
college professors' anti-NAACP
newspaper articles.
The group will pause in the tour
to make a progress report to the
sixth annual meeting of the Re-
gional Council of Negro leader-
ship which will be held in Green
ville on April 26 and at which
time Rep. Corneal A. Davis of the




ATLANTA — (INS) — A grand
jury investigation was launched
last week into possible police pro-
tection for what a federal revenue
agent termed "the biggest lottery
operation in the state of Georgia."
The lottery operation carried
on from an auto garage — came
to light with the arrest of seven
men on state and federal charges.
Raiding officers found a list con-
taining the names and telephone
numbers of several Atlanta po-
licemen in the pocket of accused
lottery-operator Horace Ingram.
The lottery arrests brought a
quick call from Solicitor General
Paul Webb for a complete grand
jury investigation.
Police Chief Herbert Jenkins
Donate $33,500
To Colleges
NEW YORK — Lincoln univer-
sity (Pa.), Howard university and
Roosevelt university were listed
among instutions sharing in a
$33,500 scholarship and lecture
grant by the Sidney Hillman foun-
dation.
The grants were announced by
Jacob S. Potofsky, foundation
president and head of the Amal-
gamated Clothing Workers of
America, AFL-CIO, in memory of
the late labor leader who was
first president of the clothing
workers' union.
The foundation was created in
1048 to perpetuate Mr. Hillman's
concepts of enlightened labor-
management relations, race rela-
tions, civil liberties and civil
rights, world peace and related
Interests.
declined to comment on publish-
ed newspaper photographs, pur-
porting to show visits to the In-
gram garage by police cruisers.
M. P. Dirsch, chief of the in-
telligence division of the U. S. In-
ternal Revenue Service at Atlan-
ta, said he had been asked to ap-
pear before the grand jury.
He declined to comment on pub-
lished reports that police cars
made frequent and regular visits
to the Ingram garage,
"As far as 'police protection' is
concerned, I really can't say,"
Dorsch said, explaining that "as
a federal agent I have no concern
with that matter."
But otherwise, Dorsch said, the
Atlanta lottery operation was the
"best-protected I have seen in
terms of signal alarms, steel doors
and things of that nature."
JOIN COACH'S STAFF
Four former Michigan State
football players — Everett Gran-
delius, Doug Weaver, John Polon-
chek and Gordie Serr — are now
members of Head Coach Duffy
Daugherty's grid staff at MSU.
SEEKING LOCAL UNITS
SUPPORT — Dr. Frederick D.
Patterson, third from left,
former Tuskegee Institute pres-
ident and now director of the
Phelps-Stokes Fund and re-
cently named president of the
National Negro Business
League, visited with the local
Elks scholarship program which
has a goal of al00.000 to be raistai
in 1957 to extend scholarship aid
to needy students.
4 LOCAL AWARDEES
Last year four Memphians were
selected for the national scholar-
ship roll which included forty-nine
students in the universities in
America, Mexico and Canada. The
four Memphis students are Johnny
Roe, young white student at Mem-
phis State; Rosie Clemons gradu-
ate of St. Augustine student at
A and I State university, Gwindell
Delano Bradley from Hamilton and
LaFayette Williams from Booker
I. Washington.
The scholarship drive will be
highlighted with the contest pro-
gram which will be held at Lane
Avenue Baptist church. Dr. Mar-
shall Wingfield, pastor of First
Congregational Church, a Virglni-
I an from the birth state of Booker
T. Washington, will deliver t h e
principal address. The famous rho-
Negro Chamber of Commerce
last week, part of his effort to
build a closer and more effec-
tive relationship between the
locals and the national league.
Memphis' chamber voted
promptly to fully align them-
selves with President Pat.
terson's program to put the
YOUTH SPEAKER — Rev,
Roy Merriman II, of Chicago,
Young Peoples' pastor of the
Original Providence Baptist
church, and son of Rev. Roy
Morrison, sr., pastor of Cen-
tral Baptist church here at
Mississippi and Alston, will be
guest speaker for the 3:15 p.m.
special program of the annu-
al Young Peoples' Day at First
Baptist Lauderdale, Sunday.
April 14. Theme for the ob-
servance is "Young People
Fostering Christian Leader-
ship". Mrs. Charles Graham
is general chairman, Miss
Clarice Sykes, co-chairman.
Dr. Mance Serves As
ASCD Group Leader
NASHVILLE — Tennessee State
university's professor of educa-
tion, Dr. Charity M. Mance, was
group leader at the recent nation,
al meeting of the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum De-
velopment in St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. Mance, who is a native of
Columbia, S. C., also serves as
consultant in the State Department
and works primarily with supervi-
sors in Tennessee. At the ASCD
meeting she served as leader of a
group studying curriculum im-
provement through research.
SHAW'S CLEANERS
LAUNDRY SERVICE — QUALITY CLEANING
SAME DAY SERVICE IF DESIRED
1695 SWIFT STREET WH 8-5517
REAL ESTATE LOANS
CASH FOR ANY PURPOSE
(Repairs--R•mod•ling--Refinancing—Etc.)
3 To 15 Years To Pay we wit Flat Monthly Payment.
HOME OWNER LOAN & INV. CO.
ER, 6-6339 36 N. Clevoland FA. 7-6390
DOCTOR'S --- FREE RENT
Three Months Rent Free To Get Started
FOUR ROOMS - PRIVATE BATH - CONCRETE
Parking in Rear - Will Decorate
Inquire at 935 Poplar - Across From Dixie Homes
of 2500 People.
Five Minutes From New E. H. Crump Hospital
rus led by Rev. Jasper W. Wil-
liams will furnish the music,
George W. Lee, grand commis-
sioner of education In discussing
the national program said that in
27 years the Elks program has
raised a million and a half dollars
le graduate 860 students on schol-
arship. "The Department, he said,
has placed upon its scholarship roll
young men and women of all races
who suffer from the lack of op-
portunity or the blight of poverty.
Our contests are teaching the
masses the American Constitution
and freedom. Our oratorical con-
testants in 36 states are giving
plain spoken speeches on the pres-
ent problems we are facing today
on the domestic scene."
The need for education is high-
lighted in the report of industries
in the North and South who are
refusing to hire young people with-
out having some form of educa-
tion. The records show that of the
Negro graduates from high schools
league on a more business and
serviceable basis. With the
league official here, from left,
are: William F. (Bill) Nabors,
chamber president; C. J. Gas-
ton, chamber executive secre-
tary, and 0. L. Brandon,
chaieman of the chamber's
board of directors.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Apr. 6, 1957 5
It h a a been estimated that a
welder's flame on a clear day
could be seen up to a distance at
15 miles.
only 7 per cent enter college and
only 3 per cent graduate. This
means that even if discrimination
in employment based solely upon
color was completely eliminated
southern industry would still prefer
whites to Negro workers because









Yea, they've got 'em.
A dozen eggs fresh-from-the-farm, a
beautiful cut of roast beef, a pound of
flavor-packed, roaster fresh coffee,
NATIONAL's got 'ern all ... and at
thoee low, low everyday prices that
give you a pleasant surprise when you
go past the check-out counter. Became
value is the keystone of NATIONAL's
fabulous growth as "food headquar-
ters" for hungry folks. Nowhere else
does your food dollar get you so
much ... nowhere else can you buy
staples, meats, dairy products,
fresh fruits and vegetables,
everything the family eats at
Serving yes letter...
... saving yee mere!
657 Chelsea
Memphis, Tenn.
prices so low that they are almost
unbelievable. Follow the exampyi of
that pert young housewife pictured
below ... follow her to her friendly
neighborhood NATIONAL Food
Store ... and then follow her to the
bank where she deposits the difference
in the family savings account!
Convenient Locations.., Carry-Out Service.., Everyday Low Prices... Extra Values
over the world. Am seeking to
bear from them. Please write to-
day. God bless you. Rev. G.
Thompson, Route 15 - Box 409,
West Tulsa 7, Oklahoma.
• • * .
Dear Mme. Chante: I read your
Column regularly and find it very
Interesting to the highest. I am
desirous of getting pen-pals from
all over the world between the
ages of 19 and 24. I sin 18, com-
plexion fair, weight 127 lbs., 5
feet, 4 inches tall. My hobbies
are numerous. They include:
music, reading, dancing, baseball,
volleyball, skating and writirc.
I'm a Baptist Christian who loves
to go to church and worship God.
I promise to answer all letters
and exchange. Margie Ina' L.
Arnold, 7225 South Langley, 2nd
Floor, Chicago 19. Ill.
* • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja-
maican young woman who would
like to corespond with an Amer-
kg11 Gentleman. I am 22 years
old, hight 5 feet, 7 1-2 inches tall,
weIght 150 lbs., complexion
brawn and 3 member of the Bap-
tist faith. Lucile Kerlew, 48
Johns Lane, Kingston, P.O., Ja-
maica, B.W.I.
• • •
pear Mme Chante: I think the
work you are doing is simply won-
derful. I hope through your col-
umn I shall meet a true compan-
ion. I would like tn correspond
with a single gentleman from
abroad, intelligent, kind, sincere,
and of good character, one who
appreciates the better things of
life and enjoys writing. I am a
Jamaican, 26 years of age. dark
brown, height 5 feet. 3 inches tall.
weight 120 lbs. I promise to an-
swer all letters and exchange
photos. Peal Seaton, 3 Trevennion
Road. Cross Road, P.O., Kingston,
Jamaica, B.W.I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
lonely divorcee who would like to
find pen pals through your won-
derful column. I am 38, with dark
olive complexion, long tresses, 5
feet, 7 inches tall, slender and
well proportioned. I dress in
style and have a lovely wardrobe.
Rave only a grade school educa-
tion, but have traveled extensive-
ly. I like a quiet home life and
am a true Christian woman. I
like music and am a singer. Cook-
ing is my profession and I work
hard and take pride in my art.
I have a cheerful sunny nature.
Would like to have a lifetime com-
panion, someone to travel down
the twilight years together, shar-
ing and enjoying each others joys
and perhaps sorrows — no drink-
ers please. Would like to corres-
pond with gentlemen between 30
and 60. Will answer all mail.
Miss Vida Davis, 1029 Salt Lake
it., Long Beach. Calif.
. • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am look-
ing for a nice young man who
Could care for a girl. I would like
him to be between the ages of
18 and 22. I am sure that I will
make someone a nice girl friend.
I am 18, 5 feet. 7 inches tall, light
brown eyes, dark brown hair,
light brown skin and weigh 145
lbs. I sincerely hope I can make
a hit with someone. Please send
photo. Ella Louis Wiggins, 2231
West Jefferson at., Louisville,
Kentucky.
• • •
• Dear Mme. Chante: I am look-
ing for a nice intelligent woman
between the ages of 28 and 32 with
light brown skin who wants the
better things in life. I am 5 feet.
10 inches tall, weight 185 lbs. and
have a good job. Please send
• photo with first letter. I want a
-very efficient woman who is in-
terested in marriage, free to trav-
el and ready to settle down. Jo-
seph Spencer, 3840 S. LaSalle, and
floor, Chicago, Ill.
• • •
' Dear Mme, Chante: So many
. people have gotten results from
your column so I am now asking
• you to help me. I am 24, and
one child. I like a quiet
life, all sports and love church
*cork. I would like a man be-
tween 30 and 45. He must not
gamble or have any other had
habits. He must want the better
things in life. Novels Spiller, 951




Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Dear Mine. Chante: I would like
minister of God, 6 feet, 3 inches to have a penpal in America.
tall, weight 198 lbs. 1 would like Would prefer an elderly person.
to hear from men and women all My age is 49, color dark. Ivey
Black, Yarmouth, P. 0., Give Me
Bitt Dist., Clarendon, B.W.I.
• a •
Dear Mme. Chante: After read-
ing your column and seeing how
much you have helped others,
have decided to write and see
what you can do for me. I ani
a Jamaican by birth, a high school
graduate twenty-one years of age.
1 Am employed at the Ariguanabo
Textile Mills, where I work as an
assistant stock clerk. I would like
the companionship of a young man
between the ages of twenty-three
and twenty-nine who is interested
in marriage. I am considered
good looking and a conservative
person. Anxious to hear from a
serious minded pal. Pearl Smikle,
18 William at.. Spanish Town -
P.O., Jamaica, B.W.I.
4
Dear Mme. Chante: I am asking
you to help me find some nice
lady between 18 and 30. I am a
single man, have a very good job,
have never married and would
like to have a wife and a home.
1 am 24 years old, 5 feet, 11 1-2
inches tall, weight 199 lbs., with
black hair and brown eyes. I
attend church regularly and do
not drink. Will answer all mail
and exchange photos. Martin L.
Wilson. 2541A Euclid, Kansas City,
issouri.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I have
moved to Memphis from Chicago.
I miss the friends I made :there.
Would like to hear from all dea-
cons, pastors and Christian folks
in and around Chicago and near-
by towns. I am a man 46 years
old; faith, Church of God in
Christ. H. B. Merriwether. 1399
Raymond at.. Memphis 14. Tenn.
Dear aline. Chants.: I am a
widow, age 42, 5 feet. 6 inches
tall, weight 170 lbs., light brown
complexion with black hair and
brown eyes. Am employed and
own property. Would like to meet
a nice man employed, 5 feet 9
inches tall, dark complexion, be-
tween 55 and 80, with his own
business, car, home or apartment.
One who is looking for a wife.
Mrs. Vera Newton, 3825 Cottage
Grove Ave., 2nd Floor Front, Apt.
1, Chicago, Illinois.
as.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
very lonely lady in the hospital
who would like to correspond with
pen pals, both male and female,
between 21-31. I am 21, weight
145 lbs., hair and eyes black. com-
plexion dark brown. Will answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Please send photo in first letter.
Miss Mintee Cleary, P.O. Bo 123,
Miss Mintee Cleary:, P. 0. Box 122,
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like very much to have male and
female pen pals. Would like to
correspond with young ladies be-
tween 20-34. from 4 feet, 10 inches
to 5 feet 6 inches, who are inter-
ested in an interesting life and
want somernng in life. I am 36
years old and single. Am of light
tan complexion, 5 feet. 6 inches
tall, weight 137 lbs. I will an-
swer all letters and exchange
photos. Gene Brooks. P.O. Box
1270, Indianapolis 6, Indiana.
• • •
' Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
very lonely man seeking lady
friends between the ages of 25 to
40, who are lonely as myself. I
am not seeking a wife, but would
like to corespond. There must
be someone who feels as I do. I
am in my early 40's, 5 feet, 6
Inches tall, dark brown complex
' inn, weight 158 lbs. I will answer
• all mail and give details of my-
self. Would prefer corresponding
with out-of-towners. I am serious.
L. W. Johnson, 520 W. Stale, New
. Castle. Pa,




A question that frequently
plagues newspaper editors is
should a politician be judged by
what he says, by what he does,
by both or neither.
A case at point is Sen. John F.
Kennedy (D. Mass.) who made
a speech last month before the
83rd annual convention of the
American Association of School
Administrators in Atlantic City
N. J.
During the course of his speech
entitled "The Education of an
American Politician," he made
a statement to which the Defender
took editorial exception.
Here is the statement:
WHAT KENNEDY SAID
"It is obvious to me that the
federal government, which has
far greater as well as more ef-
fective means for raising public
revenues. has an unavoidable
responsibility in 1957 to enact
a bold and imaginative program
of federal assistance to the
states and local school districts
for the construction of public
schools, leaving all control over
education itself, of course, in
local hands."
The Defender believing this to
be a well considered statement
by the Senator had the following
to say editorially:
"It has become an accepted
view even in the educational quar- "We take it that Sen. Kennedy
tern where the much ventilated will not only compromise on school
school bill is held in high favor segregation, but also on poll tax, "—First, rather than dodge
these basic issues as some havethat an unconditional federal grant voting rights, fillibuster, lynching
to education would imply federal and all other aspects of violated 
endorsement of segregation at the civil rights. He becomes a liabil- 
urged, I urged the Democratic
Party in the latest issue of Life
scheal level. ity to further damage the party's Magazine to take a forthright,
"The Eisenhower administra- should not be given an opportun- fair stand on all of those issues
Lion has wiggled itself into an ity to further damage the party's in the near future or "forfeit our
anomalous position by pushing a cause and impair its chances for claim to national leadership.
program of governmental assist- victory. We don't mind a donkey "—Secondly, far from compro-
ance to all schools including those as a traditional emblem of the mising on the filibuster as you sug-
gest, I was one of the few Sena-which have defied openly the Democatic party, but a jackass
Supreme Court's desegregation is out of the question." tors who voted both in 1953 and
order, while misting in the same Sen. Kennedy said he was dis- 1957 in favor of the Anderson mo-
breath on compliance with the appointed and dismayed when he don on amending the rules on
Court's decision, read the Defender editorial, then cloture
"Just as the light of reason is continued as follows! "—Third, I can say with pride
beginning to stream through the "I did not favor school segrega- that I have never cast a vote
windows of the White House, some lion, as your editorial states, eith- against civil rights—on any of
raucous voices are being raised er directly, impliedly or in any the measures you mention, or
in support of the school bill as other manner. Such a position any other—in over ten years of
nedy is one of them. He spoke be- worked for. House in favor of a compulsory 
THE GREATEST POWERoriginally submitted to Congress. would be totally inconsistent with Congressional service. In 1950 I
The voice of Senator John F. Ken- all I have ever believed in and cast mine separate votes in the We live indeed by faith, trust.
fore the 83rd annual convention "I have on more than one occa- FEPC, and voted to report it from our daily bread. On some oc-
of the American Association of sion been criticized by Southern- the Senate Labor Committee in 
ing our Heavenly Father for
School Administrators in Atlantic era for my support of the Supreme 1954. In 1947 I voted to outlaw
City, last week. He declared em. Court decision—but never before poll-taxes from national elections, 
casions we have not been able
phatically that the federal gov- has it been even suggested that and it is my intention to support 
to upnidaenr.stbaun God'std when  wayetru5atned 
in His wisdom He has hidden
ernment has an "unavoidable re- I am opposed to integration or the "civil rights" bill protecting Him, we found that we had no
imaginative program of federal "MY speech at Atlantic City, pending before the Congress.
sponsibility to enact a bold and civil rights legislation. voting and other rights presently need to fear,
assistance to the states and local you will note, had nothing to do "—Fourah, it may be of interest it is good to remember all the_
tion of public schools." 
Looking back over the years
rectly mentioned Federal aid to member of either House of Con- 
sad and sorrowful ones have had
.school districts for the construe- with these issues, and only indi- to you to know that I am the first
"The senator took pain to point public school construction. gress from any New England state their place too, but somehow
banns! and peaceful days; the
out that the program must leave "It was concerned rather with to appoint a Negro to his staff.
of course, in local hands." what 1 as a political figure might be interested in the enclosed edi. 
God in His goodness dims the"all control over education itself, education for citizenship, with "—Fifth, and finally, you may heartaches and brings into focus
segregation This was a political fession in the way of improved Negro newspaper, The Chronicle,
the brighter moments.
"In other words he favors school suggest to the educational pro- tonal which appeared in Boston's
If vou have the need, if there
speech intended primarily for Preparation of students for politi- incidentally, takes pride in the fact
can-
Southern consumption. There is cal leadership, that it was the first newspaper 
are things in your life you 
not understand, if the clouds
nothing novel about it, and noth- "My reference to 'local control to urge my nomination fer Vice 
ing to command the respect of of education' was obviously, in President last summer,
hang low, why not write to Prof.
those learned administrators who, this context, nothing more than a "I am not a candidate for any 
Herman, for your Daily Bore-
because of courtesy. had to listen restatement of the principle that office other than reelection to the 
scope . . . which is a source of
supply
to it. Mr. Kennedy. a Democra- teaching practices, curricula, text- United States Senate, se I fear 
staa 
of knowledge and under-
diag. Do so today!
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tic Senator from Mass., has presi-
dential aspirations. As such we
should like to discount his re-
marks as having no relation to
reality. But to do so is to con-
cede to the Senator a vestige of
intellectual honesty which is be-
yond his outlook and mental ca-
pacity.
"With that kind of blind follow-
ing of the weakest feature of the
Republican administration pro-
gram, a sort of infantile "metoo-
ism," we are left with the assump-
tion that the Democratic Party
would do well to keep the 1960
nomination far away from Mr.
Kennedy. That's if the party has
any hope of regaining national
power and prestige. It cannot
win with a candidate who at so
an early stage of the game indi-
cates his intention to compromise
with the reactionary South on all
basic racial issues.
hooks and other classroom policies
would not be dictated from Wash-
ington.
:It could not have been, as you
charge, a politically-inspired ap-
peasement of the South in favor
of segregation—for last summer
prior to the Natiohal Convention,
on a nation-wide telecast "Face
the Nation," I unequivocally ex-
pressed my support of the Su-
preme Court decision then under
bitter attack.
"Far from supporting segrega-
tion, my Atlantic City speech
warned, as you will note, that the
American citizen should recognize
how 'his attitude toward mem-
bers of minority groups in his own
country' has a major impact upon
our relations abroad.
"You are, of course, entitled to
your own views on my 'intellec-
tual honesty' and 'mental capac-
ity,' but I think it only fair that
my actual record on civil rights
be made clear
tee*JE 'to Do SOME 141.46 Goti TOE RIAD( Q
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Dear Prof. Herman: I am a
constant reader of your column
and also have been benefitted by
your advice. Now I am asking
that you look into my affairs very
carefully and please take your
time, for I need help! Mrs B P
ANS: After reading your let-
ter over many times. I feel that
you must talk matters over with
your husband and get a thorough
understanding from him. There
Is a reason for his actions, and
you are entitled to know it. The
:act that he shows no interest
in his home or you . . . calls
for an explanation and this you
must get from him. It is too
bad that you have let matters
go along in this manner and
worried yourself sick, without
trying to find the real source of
your trouble. Due to the limited
amount of space, I am unable
to advise you further in the
column, but if you will write in
for a private reply, I shall be
happy to do all that I can to
bring peace and happiness back
Into your home.
• • •
P. M. R. Should I depend upon
what this fellow says?
ANS: It seems to me that
you have two problems ...one,
should you believe in this fel.
low and what he says, and the
other la whether your Christian
faith permits your going a little
farther — taking the trip for
Instance. There are usually two
ways to look at anything, but
perhaps you should lust talk
this over with yourself a little
more. I do feel that this fella*
is sincere and that he likes you
SENATOR KENNEDY
you have exaggerated my ambi-
tions.
But I did want to set the record
straight on my speech and voting
record, particularly since I have
many friends in Chicago who gen-
erously supported me at the Con-
vention last summer; and you
may want to consult further in this
regard with those in Chicago, Bos-
ton or Washington who are ac-




chauffeur, became the first Negro
candidate to qualify for a city
commission election in Fort Lau-
derdale, Fla.
Not a member of the NAACP,
he said his candidacy has nothing
to do with integration.
"I want to be a link between
the Negro community and the city
government," Wilkerson said.
He's married and the father of
three children. He served in the
Army in World War 11. A high'
school graduate, he attended
Morehouse College in Atlanta, Ga.
and has been active in Negro
civic affairs. He lives at 404 N. W.
20th ave.
"Negroes have been getting a
raw deal in city government,"
Wilkerson said.
He added that city commissions
assume what the Negroes want
and this often is not what they
actually want.
' "With a Negro on the commis.
r of HERMAN
l‘nom
as a friend, the difference in
ages doesn't seem to make any
difference with him. But, the
offer to take this trip with him,
rests with you.
• • •
C. C. I have been working for
an old lady for the past six years.
She has always been difficult to
get along with, but I hung up on
her recently when she called me,
as we had some words and I was
just upset. When I called her back
to apologize, she cried, but, she
did not give me my job back. Do
you think she will reconsider?
ANS. Actually I feel that this
woman's pride was hurt more
than anything else because you
hung the phone up as you did.
It may take a little lime for
this to heal. But in her heart
she still likes you and would no
doubt give you the job back, if,
you were willing to humble your-
self a little more and go to see
her. As you say, she trusted
you and thought of you not only
as her maid but as a friend. So,
consider making this visit . . .
and soon.
sion the general public would have
an idea of what the Negro wants
and doesn't want as a citizen,"
Wilkerson said.
Wilkerson says he has a one
word platform, "representation."
He'll run in the primary elec-
tion, April 8 for one of five posts
' NATHANIEL WILKERSON
against some 25 others, all of
whom have qualified on a non-
partisan basis.
Wilkerson is a registered Re. •
publican while most of the es-
timated 16,000 Negro vote in the
city's total of about 60,000 voters
is registered Democrat.
Yet Wilkerson confidently pre-
dicts he'll get solid support from
his people, both in votes and con-
tributions for a campaign.
He's a member of the North-
west Golf Association, a group
of Negro golfing enthusiasts who
successfully fought in the federal
district court in Miami to obtain
a court order directing the city
to open its public links to Negroes
who are still barred from use of
its greens.
The present city commission has
talked of the necessity and pref.
erence for selling the links to a
private group to avoid the order...
Opening the course to Negroes
would ruin the tourist attraction
and income at the city's country
club, the majority say.
However, no action has beets
taken as yet and the proposed
sale may depend in large part on
the outcome of April's elections.
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Our Opinions
Reaction To Schoolrem Exhibit
41) The plan set up •for Memphis Negroes
to view the travelling educational exhibit
called "Schoolroom Progress U.S.A." met
with a more or less sour reaction on the
part of many Negroes.
But let's look at the situation objective-
ly. Who is to be blamed for the segregated
plan for local citizens to view the spectacle,
wherein the thousands of Negro school
children and interested adults in Memphis
were given about six hours to see some-
thing that white citizens took four leisurely
days to see?
The blame seems to reach beyond one
institution or one set of individuals. It
reaches back into the mores and traditions
of this community. It stems from a deep-
seated conviction among many white peo-
ple that moat Negroes prefer separate ac-
commodations and arrangements.
Negroes themselves have helped con-
firm this conviction with their own atti-
'ides and positions in too many instances.'or instance, in the case of the Tri-State
Fair, the recent Holiday On Ice show, the
Cotton-Makers Jubilee presentations, the
Blues Bowl Game, and many other public
promotions in Memphis the impression
stands out that this is the way Negroes
want it.
And yet, this is far from the complete
picture. Even the sponsors of the events
mentioned above and others are not de-
liberately desirous of perpetuating or en-
couraging segregation. Moat likely they
would contend that the main basis for their
promotions is the fact that the Negro has
been excluded or restricted in expression
in the areas concerned.
But the promotion of such projects, the
assumption of a disgruntled attitude over
being left out of or not expected on an
equal participating basis in other public
promotions, do not provide the basic an-
swer to the problem of the Negro's full
participation as a citizen.
The answer seems to rest in better com-
munity planning. It most likely will be
found in a closer liaison between local white
and Negro community plannegs, such as
the Chamber of Commerce. Negroes need
to know more about what is contemplated
for the progress and promotion of Mem-
phis. In order to effect this it is incum-
bent on the Negro himself to inquire and
seek advance information. And act before
the event.
African Nationalism And U. S. Policy
Legislation for reorganizing the State
Department's Division of African Affairs
has been rushed to Congress. It is expected
that by Sept. 1, a new bureau with its
own Assistant Secretary of State will be
in full operation. This over-night enthus-
iasm about the "dark continent" is brought
about by three compelling sequences of
events:
1. The explosive force of the resurgent
spirit of nationalism in Africa:
2. The disquieting memory of events in
Asia.
3. The prospect of the untapped reser-
voir of natural resources being clos-
ed to the Western markets.
Official Washington has unpleasant re-
collection of the course which events took
when nationalism hit Asia at the close of
the second world war. The prevalence of
neutralism, anti-Western sentiment and the
Communization of China have troubled the
conscience of America and that of her po-
litical allies on the Western hemisphere.
Incompetent or indifferent assessment
of the character of developments in Asia
has led to the present bankruptcy of the
West and of the anti-Western trend in the
Pacific and Indian Ocean areas. There is
fear in the Republican party that if the
Asian failure is to be repeated in Africa,
the GOP would have much explaining to do
in the next election.
The swift rise of the tide of nationalism
in Africa must be met with sincere proffers
of technical and financial assistance if for
no other reason than that of protecting
U. S. investment there. But America's in-
terest goes beyond the mere consolidation
of its gains. It is gearing its policy toward
establishing an enduring bond of friendly
relations that would ensure for her the
permanent goodwill of Africa and 111e com-
mercial and political benefits that would
flow thereby.
Vice President Nixon's recent visit and
searching inquiry resulted in uncovering
some major weaknesses in the State De-
partment's handling of African matters.
Now, four new United States consular of-
fices will be opened on the "dark conti-
nent" in the next few weeks, and funds
will soon be allocated to set up several more
before the end of the year.
Thus the Division or Bureau of African
Affairs which wr so woefully neglected
by the State Department will be reactivated
and invested with new dignity and author-
ity.•
Dave Beck And Aftermath
The Senate rackets probing of Team-
Oster President Dave Beck for alleged mis-
appropriation of union funds may have
mournful reaction in some political quar-
ters. Whether Mr. Beck is guilty or not
guilty, the fact remains that labor has been
given a black-eye by the unsoliciting wash-
ing of its soiled linen in full view of a gos-
sip-hungry public.
Outside the South, labor's political in-
fluence is not mere straw, but an imposing
factor r‘f considerable weight. which may
well shift the balance of power in any na-
tional or local election. The Democratic
party, especially in the highly industrialized
segments, owes much of its victories to the
activity of labor.
But for labor's campaign contributions
and political action stirring, Democratic
*The People Speak
Resents Bias Attack
Dear Editor: On January 5, 1957.
there appeared in the Chicago De-
fender, an article about dissension
In the South Berkeley Community
church, Berkeley, Calif.
This was obviously a biased and
misinformed report of a very con-
troversial and involved situation
Few of the facts In the article
were correct. That such an article
could be printed in Indeed un-
fortunate.
I would like to make it clear
that I look upon the article's la-
bels of "ambitious" and "brash
as attacks upon my character. I
do hope that you appreciate the
seriousness of these observations
—W. Hazsish Williams, jr.
• • •
• Citizens Or Wards
Dear Editor: A few days ago
Roy Wilkins of the NAACP made
the following statement: "The
Southern white people must learn
candidates would have suffered humiliating
defeats in many states and local contests.
The Beck inquiry will be used by the
enemies of labor as a blanket smear so that
labor support and campaign contributions
may bear the fearsome label of tainted
"silver." Henceforth any Democratic cand-
idate for office who dares seek that sup-
port will have that label used against him.
Republicans do not need contributions
from labor to run their campaigns. They
can get twice as much from their wealthy
friends. The big, bulging money-bags are
accessible to them almost exclusively. 95.2
per cent of the newspapers and magazines
are unblushingly pro Republican. Moreover
30 of the biggest oil companies, including
those which operate in the controversial
Middle East, make generous donations to
the Republican chest.
to accept the Negro as a citizen
and as a ward."
J. Oliver Emerich, editor of the
McComb (Miss.) Enterprise Jour-
nal, in answer to the Wilkins
statement said, "T h e trouble is
that the great mass of Negro
people are conducting themselves
as wards and not as citizens."
The statement by the gentleman
from Mississippi has bothered me
considerably with respect to the
meaning. Did he mean that the
great mass of us are sleep-
ing on the highway of progress
and allowing our economic
strength and our talents to be
heartlessly exploited by others or
to just waste away?
Did he mean that the great
mass of Negroes need to recondi-
tion their thinking, destroy that
built-in inferiority complex, and
cure themselves of the disease of
self-pity? Did he mean that the
great mass of our people should
operate on the principal that God
helps only those who first help
themselves?
Or, did he mean that the great
mass of the Negro people should
accept themselves as finished
products of God, endowed with all
the natural abilities common to
other races; and that only by dint
of hard work, self-respect and
group co-operation they will be
able to turn a minus into a plus?
Did Mr. Emerich mean to say
thah the quickest way to increase
public respect for our people is
for intelligent and educated Ne-
groes to join hearts and hands in
a program of conditioning the
great mass of our people to re-
spond to fostering and developing
our latent economic and political
powers, not in opposition to or
contempt for other races, but rath-
er as a means of quickening the
pace toward better inter-racial un-
derstanding and full-fledged cit-
izenship rights?
Thoughtlessly squandering mon-
ey on high-priced cars and costly
clothes does not snake others re.
spect us.—Jay J. Peters, Chicago.
ID A IR K
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BADGES
Experience has a way of leav•
ing badges. Ex-prize fighters pro-
vide a good example of what is
meant. Any man who stays in
that business over any extended
length of time collects quite a few
badges of the profession. . scauli-
flower ears, bulbous nose, cal-
loused eyebinws, broken hand
bones, and other souvenirs.
Doctors have a way of tele-
graphing their profession on sight.
So do preachers, school teachers
and truck drivers. Policemen wear
badges on and off duty . . badges
which can usually be seen if one
looks close enough.
By this time somebody ought
to be wanting to know the reason
for all this palaver about badges.
Well, here's what's in the mak-
ing. A speaker was recently talk-
ing to a group of young Negroes
and he selected the subject of
Badges for his main theme. The
unique manner in which he han-
dled the issue made it worthy of
passing on to even mere fotka
lie said the Negro's experiences
as a slave had left him wearing
an assortment of "badges". . .
which he would do well to dis-
card. . .now that he fancies him-
self free. The speaker said the
"Negro's badges" are a handicap
to progress for the group, and
lend justification to nwell of the
opposition to his acceetance as a
so-called first class citizen. Then
he went on to list the "badges".
The first glaring Negro "slave
badge" is tardiness. Too many
Negroes are still prone to be too
late in keeping engagements and
appointments. Too many of God's
chillun still observe "CPT". "C.
P. T." means "Colored People's
Time". And too many colored folk
subscribe to this special brand
of time which is a direct outcrop-
ping of a development stemming
hack to slavery. Tradition has it
that during slavery the bondmen
never hurried unless they were un-
der the watching eye of the slave-
driver, or were trying to escape
They go', into the habit of being
late for work, late for everything
. .because most of the things
to which slaves went were not
too pleasant. The slave was irres-
ponsible. . .unless his master saw
to his tieing where he was de-
sired at the time desired, t h e
slave just was too childish and
thoughtless to do so himself, un-
der his own steam. The implica-
tion is clear for the Negro today
. .if he IS chronically unable to
be punctual. . if being on time
is foreign to his nature, charac-
ter and habit, it's easy to con-
dude that his slave ancestors have
passed on one of their '-badges"
to him.
Another "slave badge- is in the
matter of personal hygiene, neat-
ness and appearance. Too many
Negroes in too many places still
miss too many days in a stretch
from too many bathtubs, from too
many washtubs, and from too
many sessions with comb a n d
brush. The slave could be excused
for carrying around a "tired aro-
ma" He usually lived in a floor.
less shack with no bathing Neil-
ities He wasn't taught to take
pride in himself and in his ap-
pearance His status and work
didn't lend mull incentive for
wanting to be neat and present-
able in appearance lie was doing
fine when he could dedicate Sat-
urday to his ablutions
The present-day Negro who still
bogs, di eases and smells like a
slave is truly wearing a "badge"
handed down from his helpless
ancestors The tough part about k
is the present-day Negro is not
that helpless It's even arranged
for him to bathe in jail And any
beauty parlor or barbership will
even lend the use ol a comb
The speaker went on to point
out other "slave badges" still be-
ing worn too frequently and dis-
gustingly by, Negroes today Ile
said the "sloppy speech" badge
is one of the inost widely worn
of all the hantionc-downs from
slavery He pointed out that even
on the telephone too many color-
ed folk "show" the lopp y
speech" badge Ile conceded that
speaking a "slanguaite" is a wide-
ly prevalent American habit. But
he contends that the Negro's ver-
sion is do distinctive as to he
truly 3 "badge" proclaiming a
handicapped ancestry But It's a
badge he can well put to rest in
this latter day dispensation of as-
piring citizenship
The speaker mentioned other
badges which are all too familiar
among God's chillun He listed
such glittering "b u t t ens" as:
"Showing Out," "Over Spend.
ing", "Too Much Credit Buying",
"Shiftlessness", "A baente e-
ism from Jobs", and several oth-
ers of the host which could be
listed.
What kind of badge do you wear
. .neighbor? Huh?
There arc two attitudes which
men can take, toward each other.
These attitudes a r e dependent
upon their points of view. The
view from the roof or the view
from the floor.
It is much easier to point down
at folks then it is to point up to
them. The DOWN PULL is always
easier than the UPLIFT. An icycle
is much longer and larger than
a daisy, but the daisy is much
more durable and serviceable
than the icicle,
There are three mental drives
which are causing men to have
a stalactitic attitude toward each
other They are to get more fin'
less, to get it quicker and to re-
peat the same forever. These
seem the easiest, also more prof-
itable ways out.
To stand upon the shoulders and
ride upon the backs of others may
seem cesy, but -like the icicles,
they are uncertain and unstayablo
as late March's temperature;
they are as unidentifiable as a
last winter's snow flake. The
tending to hang from the heights
(mostly from the other man's
heights) rather than pushing up
from the bottom is too popular in
the social, civi c, financial and
religious life of man, especially
the mien of America.
The politicians, the do gooders
of all kinds and all forms of so-
cial and political parasites are
hanging around the necks of and
riding upon the backs of the tax-
payers, the laborers and the busi•
nessmen. Racketeers are riding
the working man, the public and
legitimate business.
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Hanging from the heights, there
is no other direction to go except
down. There is another dangerous
pinch, to hang from, past achieve-
ments, honors anti performances
The fall down is much worse
than the jump in.
Anything gotten quick and easy
never lasts long. There is no foun-
dation to anything that hangs.
Hanging things must depend upon
their attachments for support.
There are no attachments which
last too long. The floor is more
durable than the ceiling. Hanging
from the ceiling has wrecked the
patriotism of America, the faith
of our fathers and the hope of
our mothers.
Hanging from the top has turn-
ed our homes into incubators of
crime instead of pillows upon
which to build strong, moral, ci-
vic and spiritual human struc-
tures.
Pushing up from the bottom is
not only strong, it is more avail-
able and more practical, more-
over, failures are less noticeably
and it is less painful when you
fail. Pushing up from the bot-
tom, victory is sweeter.
The greatest returns on equals
values are still good business and
attempting to get something for
nothing will never pay dividends,
therefore, will always be bad bus-
iness.
All who attempt to get more for
less will only receive disappoint-
ment for their efforts. These will
come quickly and they will last




The roaring wood fire in the
small throne room of the palace
of Emperor Haile Selassie
where he greeted the press and
the two small dogs, exquisite
gentle creatures who virtually
stole the show by curling up in
His Majesty's chair while he
answered questions, and the
champagne served us by the
Emperor's servants.
The elderly American woman
from Arizona in the lobby of the
Empire hotel in Kampala, who
was speeding her retirement by
Remember
leisurely touring Africa and who
was going on a safari the next
morning to a gorilla reserve.
Liberian palm butter is a meal
for which one should prepare
for days by fasting In prepara-
tion for it and a sure way to
keep a party going is to put oe
some Liberian records and have
all the guests dance the quad-
rille which goes on for hours
and is the most delightful fun.
Re the way, the beat quadrille
dancer In the country, we learn
ed is President Tubman.
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Chips On The Shoulder Pay
For No Beers At The Bar
"Take that chip off your should-
er," I said.
"I will not," said Simple. "And
suppose I did? There's always
some chip te weigh a colored
shoulder down. I remove this ow",
white folks will put another chip
up there tomorrow. All you have
to do is read the newspapers —
Montgomery, Clinton, Miami, New
Orleans, citizen Councillers, John
Kasper, the Ku Klux Klan, the
New York School Board! Man,
each and all of them is piling
chips on my shoulder daily. So
many chips I have to shift from
the left to the right shoulder."
"You live in such a limited
world," I said. "aroad,.n your
horizons — get away from race."
"With my face?" asked Simple.
"Dark as I be, you can't mean
me': Or do you?"
"Suppose an Italian - American
did not think about anything but
Italy," I said.
'He'd still he Joe De Maggio,"
said simple, "or Costello."
"Suppose an Irish-American did
not pay any attention to anything
hut Ireland."
"He'd still be a cop or a poll-
ticianer."
"Suppose the Jews were inter-
ested in nothing but Israel."
"My grocery man would still bc
in business in Harlem," said Sim -
Me. "So why can't I be interested
in the Negro race without some
body like you calling my time?
And you are as colored as me,
too."
"But you have me beat on
racialness," I said. "You talk
shout almost nothing but the race
problem day in, night out."
"And women," said Simple.
"For a married man, you let
your mind stray too often," I
said.
"For 3 friend, you criticize too
much," declared Simple 'Take
the mote out of your own eye be-
fore you start to take the chip off
of my shoulder.' That's what the
Bible says."
''You're misquoting now," I
said. "It does not."
growed im on the Bible,"
[teetered Simple, ''and sometimes
I live by it, too. My Aunt Lucy
were a Bible lover. In fact, it
were her Rock. And I still respects
its word. The Bible says take the
mote out of sour own eye before
you start talking about me. I might
not he anew-white, but you are
not snow-white yourself — and I
am not talking about complexion
in neither case."
"Forget and forgive then," I
said. "Let's change the subject."
"What shall we talk about?"
asked Simple. "How there ain't no
white children hardly in the liar-
tern schools? How we don't have
integration up North, let alone
down South?"
"You're picking up that chip
again," I said.
"I don't have to pick it up, it
falls from above My head is beat
with chips right now this evening
right here In thls bar where I
come for a quickie. If I had not
run into you, man, I would be
home in my bed by now enjoying
my wife's dreams, Buy me a beer,
buddy-boy-baby — daddy-o, old
kid."
"I will not," I said. "You buy
me one."
"I runs on a budget since I Net
married," explained Simple, "and
my budget do not Include beers for
myself, let alone you. Of course,
meet me on payday before I con-
tributes to the budget, and I will
sec you go. Today is not payday.
Come on, let's order up."
"Who—let's?"
"You—let's Else no let's. Then
the conversation is ended right
now.  I will take my chips and go
home." \
"Goodnight."
"But not before we have one
for the road."
"See if your chips will pay for
a beer."
"Man, you know this Italian bar-




Some of the pictures in Life
Magazine this week of the abortive
revolt against Batista in Havana
might have been taken, it seemed
to me, over twenty-three years
ago near La Casa Londres, the
London House, where I lived from
the fall of 1934 until the summer of
1935.
In those days when the shooting
started we fell flat on the ground
just as they are doing today and
prayed that we would not get hit.
University students were in the
forefront of the fighting then as
now and the target was the same,
brown-skinned Fulgencio Batista,
part Negro, Chinese, Indian and
Spanish.
My father, who was born near
Santiago in the province of Orien-
te, wanted me to spend sometime
at the University of Havana. He
had come to this country at six-
teen and, after becoming a phy-
sician, finally settled in Savan-
nah, Ga. He hoped I would take
medicine too but, believe it or not,
I wanted to write poetry. After
finishing college in June of 1934,
I took my father up on his propo-
sition and set out for Cuba with-
out any concern for what was
happening there.
Incidentally, the Cuban consul
at Savannah gave me some socks,
ties, and other articles for me to
take to his father who had agreed
to meet me at the boat. The old
man was happy over the Ameri-
can goods and he saw In it that
1 got fine quarters where meals
and everything ran to thirty dol-
lars a month.
The first thing I learned was
that there was a student strike
and the university would not open
on acheduie. I knew enough Span-
ish to decipher the stories in the
Diario De La Marina and soon it
dawned on me that neither the
students nor the professors were
as concerned about education as
they were shout politics. I was
told that Batista had taken all
the money appropriated to ron the
university to buy more guns and
ammunition and that he was the
enemy of the "enlightened."
Because of my color conscious-
ness I was rather proud of the
fact that Cuba's strong man was
part Negro but I found that since
color did not play much of a role
among the students they did not
appreciate my point of view. The
color line in Havana was a vague
thing, it seemed to me, and all
the various student groups were
mixed. For the first time in my
life I began to feel completely
free of the racism which surround-
ed me at home.
Nevertheless, I quickly discov-
ered why so many Cubans and
other islanders were anxious to
come to the United States, it was
poverty. Freedom is fine as long
as you can keep eating but poverty
can become almost as destructive
of human dignity as prejudice.
There is equality of treatment in-
side a poorhouse but who wants
to live in a poorhouse? Life today
in the islands is more pleasant
than it was in the depressed years
a generation ago.
The fact that color prejudice
was not very sharp did not blind
me to the fact that there were
plenty of other kinds of prejudice.
In my house were men from var-
ious provinses in Spain and I was
told by a boy from Madrid that I
should not associate with a guy
there from Galicia because
"everyone knows that gallagos are
stupid." All over the city descend-
ants of Spanish pioneers held
membership in clubs that were
limited to those whose antecedents
came from certain provinces in
the old country.
I was also astonished at the ma-
turity of the youngsters of my own
age. Everything ripens fast in the
subtropics including people, it
seemed to me. Nobody but nobody
seemed to care about living be-
yond the present and immediate
future. The very atmosphere
seemed electric. When I finally
left Cuba after I had given up
any thought of trying to study at
the University of Havana, I telt
that I had lived five years ta one.
My time in Havana was all
play and no work and I don't re
gret a minute of it.
If Batista had not been on the
scene, I supposed I would have
gone to school there and my life
would have turned out quite dif-
ferently. Anyway I am glad Ba-
tista interfered and he is about
the only dictator I know for whom
I have a warm spot in my heart. •
s
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Arkansas
MUSH
Sy IBS MATTIS M. BURNETT
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Border of
Mt, Mich. spent some happy
bours In the very beautiful home
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Summers
recently.
Rev. and Mrs. C. T. Cross were
recent houseguests of Mr. and Mrs.
Archhigh and family. They enjoy-
ed their visit very much.
Mr. Arthur Young passed after a
brief illness in the Bradly County
hospital. Last rites were held in
Wilmer. Ark. His survivors in-
clude many relatives and friends.
We extend our deepest sympathy
to the family.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Beaver and
family motored to Camden, Ark.
to visit Mrs. Beaver's sister, Miss
Somatha Chamber.
Misses Tom Ella Petty of Mem-
phis, Edna Childs Warren, Gennell
Smith and Maths Meeking of
Strong, Ark., are practicing their
student teaching in the Warm
public school system and are do-
ing a fine job.
Mr. and Mrs. Tonal* Parks, jr.
and Mrs. 011ie Mae Colelough and
family motored to Fort Smith, Ark.
last Saturday to visit Mr. Mc.
dough who is in the Army.
The last rites were held for Mrs.
Dalton Marks who passed at her
home in West Warren last week.
Rev. W. L. Strickland officiated at
funeral. She is survived by many
relatives and friends. Our deepest
sympathy goes to the bereaved
family in their hour of sorrow.
The Union League, chapter of
the Eastern Star, celebrated their
fifth anniversar/ in the high school
auditorium. Mrs. Juanita Davis is
matron and Mrs. Grace Crocker
ham is associate matron.
Newton Turner of Warren w a s
honored with a party given by
Rev. and Mrs. G. W. Watts in their
lovely home at the AME Zion
church parsonage. Mr. Turner is
an old pioneer of Warren a ii d
Bracily County and is one of the
oldest members of the AME Zion
church. He reached the ripe old
age of 90. Many friends attended
this grand occasion.
Mrs. Betty Ann Jones of Milwau-
kee, Wis., spent sometime with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jones
after attending the last rites of her
grandfather, Mr. John Price.
The Old Fashioned Garden Club
met in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Zed Jones with the president, Mrs.
Benne Collins presidlng. After the
badness routine was completed,
the very gracious hostess, M r s.
Jones served her guests and mem-
bers a tasty menu.
• • •
BATESVILLE
' By REV. MAITIE WATKINS
' Genipher Watkins and Bud Tay-
lor are ill in Dr. Gray's hospital.
Shelly Miller of Richmond,
Calif., brother of Nathaniel Miller
of Malvern and Prof. A. M. Mil-
ler of Batesville passed away at
a veterans hospital in Richmond,
Calif.
' Mrs. Pauline flood is in the
Clinic hospital to undergo sur-
gery. She was accompanied there
by her husband Earl Dood and
Mrs. Ada Cancley.
The Bible Band met in the home
of Mrs. Rosie Craven.
' The Missionary society of the
Baptist church sponsored a mis-
cellaneous shower in honor of
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Remy. The
shower was held in the home of
Mrs. Willie Fleming. Many beau-




' By JAMES E. GAYLE
' Citizens of Dallas in general
and Baptist leaders in particular
are hard at work in completing
plans for the entertainment of the
National Baptist Sunday School
and BTU Congress which con-
venes in the great city, June
17-28, 1957.
Various committees are working
out many details involved in giv-
ing delegates and visitors the type
of entertainment the delegates de-
serve. Dallas is a convention
city and the local committee is
working hard to make the session
here the greatest in the history
of the Congress.
The general sessions will be
held in the Ten Million Dollar
Dallas Memorial Auditorium, lo-
cated at Akard and Royal sts. It
is beyond a doubt the most elabo-
rate conventional set tip in the
country. It 'has a seating capac-
ity of ten thousand.
Dr. Ernest C. Estell, pastor of
the famed St. John Baptist church,
director general of the Congress
and chairman of the local commit-
tee on entertainment, is very
ably assisted by Rev. Bernie M.
Johnson, chairman of the commit-
tee on concessions. Rev. S. Y.
Nixon, president Texas Baptist
Sunday School and BTU Congress,
Dr. D. Edwin Johnson, Dean In-
terracial Baptist Institute. Rev.
Ceaaar Clark, 902 N. Central Ex-
pressway, is chairman of the
Housing committee and all dele-
gates are requested to write Rev.
Clerk for home reservation. The
Cesvention rate of $4.00 per day
will prevail.
The local Chamber of Commerce
and other denominational groups
are lending every possible assist-
ance to the local committee.
Ni one family in Bermuda may
awn more than one automobile,
according to present vehicle re-
strictions.




(standing right) instructs her
charm class in good groom-
ing as class prepared for its
Palm Sunday Style revue to be
held Palm Sunday at Holy An-
gels Catholic church, Oakwood
blvd., and Vincennes avenue.
Standing (left) is Barbara Ed•
mundson. Seated from left:
Denice Staples, Mannie Smith,
Loretta Drake, Louise Caruth•
ers. Opal Cook, Delphine Hol-
loway and Mervan cGee.
Standing: Elsie Killingssvorth,
lolain Lee, Joyce Johnson,
Georgia McCall, Mildred Rose,
Sharnette Perkins, Jewel John-
son, Stephana Williams, Laura
Bosley, Nadaline Walker, Zen-
ada Grant and Sheila Allen.
Mississippi
PONTOTOE
Judge Jones' funeral was 'mid
at Second Baptist church, burial
in Pontotoe cemetery.
The funeral of Shelley Williams'
mother was held at Naylor Chapel.
Mrs. Annie Mae Naylor was
home over the weekend.
Mrs. Russell Brown of Colom-
bus, Miss, and granddaughter were
here over the weekend visiting
relatives and friends.
Will Hockey of Meridian, Miss.,
is here visiting his daughter and
brother.
Those on the sick list are: Mrs.
Mamie Carter, Mrs. Peal Sim-
mends and husband, John Reno




We are proud to know that Hen-
ry Toney returned home after
spending some time in the New
Orleans hospital.
Mrs. Rethalla Stockstill is home
after spending a week in Colum-
bia, Miss., with her daughter and
son-in-law, Rev. and Mrs. Payton.
We are very sorry to hear
about the death of Mrs. Letha
Rolling who died last Saturday.
Funeral held at the Zion Hill
church.
The parents of Willie E. and
Timmie Lee McGinty were happy
to have them visit. Both boys
have returned to their army sta-
tion at Fort Benning and Fort
Gordon, Ga.
A baby contest will be held at
Sweet Beulah on the fifth Sun-
day between the babies of Osia
Mae Parker and Kattie Mae Dums.
If you haven't given, please do
when the committee comes
around. The Star Light Band is
sponsor.
If anyone would like to take a





Mrs. Arletha Davis of New Or-
leans was called here to the bad-
side of her sister, Mrs. Ernest
Haynes who underwent a serious
Operation in the local hospital.
Little Cynthia Ann Rodgers,
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Breland was confined to
the local hospital last week suf-
fering from severe burns.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cousin of
Goodyear Community are the
proud parents of their little daugh-
ter born last week in the local
hospital.
Cornelius Dees was confined
to the local hospital two days last
week suffering from injuries of
a car wreck.
Funeral services for Mrs. Lu-
ella Denham who was killed in a
car wreck last week near Pop-
larville was held Wednesday at the
Church of God in Christ. Her
survivors are her son Willie
(Jab()) Cobb of Mass Point and
several other relatives. Cooks'
funeral home was in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Jackson
are proud parents of a son born
last week in the local hospital.
They named him Curtis Charles.
Mrs, Victoria Daughty of Hat-
tiesburg spent last week with her
mother, Mrs. Ara Young.
Mrs. Maude Johnson is confined
to a New Orleans hospital.
Mrs. A. M. Johnson, wife of
Prof. J. P. Johnson, who has been
a patient in New Orleans is at
home and is doing fine.
Joe Cousin and Leroy Jackson
were setting up all night awaiting
the stork to bring them a change.
Joe has four sons while Leroy
has three daughters—the stork
did make the change for both.
Mrs. Juanita Palmore. Eliza-
beth Sibley, Vivian Brown and
Texas
the little Browns were called to 
DAWSON
Slidelle last week to attend the 
By BEATRICE FAIR
fifty-first convention of the' 
Vocational Association, The Pre-
ington. Mississippi Teachers Association, 
School Teachers Association and
The State PTA Conference. 
Although the weather was bad,
funeral of Miss Mary Willie Wash- The 
Those confined to the local hos- which was held at Jackson on 
Sunday school was attended at
pital last week were: Hattie Park-
er, Jordon Ellis, Sammy De-
vaughn, Elvender Kelly, Little
Eddie Lee Richard and Ottis Jef-
ferson of Columbia, who was
struck by a log truck.
Among those continued totheir
homes are: Mrs. Mernivie Chat'
man, A. T. Adams, Will Taylor
and Jessie McGowan.
Mrs. Sarah Buford who was
injured in a car wreck last week
and now confined to a Hattiesburg
hospital, is said to be doing fine.
Mrs. Ruby Walker is also doing




By MRS. NICEY ALLEN
Abe Jackson passed Saturday
morning and was buried Monday
evening. Rev. Moran Stevens of-
ficiated,
Peter Redd passed Wednesday.
Funeral has not been arranged.
Loucis Dailey is home from the
hospital.
Alcorn Honey Stokes' father is
very ill.
Mrs. Matt Butler is still on the
sick list.




By C. A. HAWKINS. JR.
Mrs. Lillie Hawkins was called
to the bedside of her mother in
Oxford, who suffered a light
stroke.
C. A. Hawkins, sr., will leave
April 2 for Kennedy Veterans hos-
pital in Memphis, Tenn. He re-
ceived his first medical check-
up in the veterans hospital in
Jackson, Miss.
Mrs. Mary Hall was dismissed
ram the hospital last week after
uffering a heart attack.
Velie Suggs of Chicago died!
of a heart attack on the train en-
route to Water Valley. He was
a World War I veteran, a retired
railroad man and a former resi-
dent of Water Valley, Miss.
• 4 •
HOLLY SPRINGS
March 21. 22 and 23, was well
represented by ,Marshall County.
Among those of this city attended
were: Prof. S. T. Nero, Mrs. Ben-
nie Freeman, Mrs. Moore, Mrs.
Ford Coach, Mrs, Roebuck, Rev.
W. S. Ford, Rev. W. C. Arm-
strong, Mrs. Marmon, Prof. and
Mrs. S. T. McCroven, Mrs, W.
M. Frazier, Mrs, S. L. Griffin,
President and Mrs. E. E. Rankin,
jr., Mr. Reeves, Coach Wilfred
Foster, Prof. and Mrs. G. 0, Cald-
well, Mrs. Walton, Prof. Parker
Bell, Miss Calgean Ford, Prof.
Harvey Matthews, jr., and Mrs.
Hubbard. Also the Foal:sisters,
Prof. Homer Sayers, Pre. Law-
rence Autry, Prof. Pelvis Love,
Rev. Marshall, Prof. Eddie Smith,
jr., Mrs. Annie Muse, ,Miss L.
Jones, the Dawsin brothers, Prof.
and Mrs. Buddy Jones,. Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence and Prat. Henry
S. Boyd,
Erick Beck is back home on a
30 day furlough. Beck is in the
U. S. Air Force.
Rev. Armstrong, pastor of An-
derson Chapel, Rev. Rucker, pas-
tor of Asbury and Rev. McClellen,
pastor of Providence all deliver-
ed wonderful sermons Sunday.
The Alumni Club sponsored a
basketball game Tuesday night.
The Club won with a score of 68-
51.
The Mattie E. Coleman Circle of
Anderson Chapel rendered a fine




By ALICE BROWN SMITH
BROOKHAVEN, Miss. — The
51st Annual MTA Convention is
now history, hut nevertheless it
is still newsworthy. The 1957
convention was highlighted with
the dedication of the handsome
well-appointed MTA headquarters.
This half million dollar structure
made possible through teachers
dues and donations is a monu-
ment to teachers past, present
and future.
Meeting in conjunction with
MTA were: the Magnolia State
Dr. Hilliard Bowen, Area Su-
perintendent of City Schools, At-
lanta, Georgia, addressed the con-
vention on Thursday night, March
21; the Friday night, March 22,
general session was addressed by
Dr. Walter Ridley, Virginia State
College, Petersburg, Virginia. Mr.
J. W. Grantham, Principal of Mc-
Gee Consolidated School is Pres-
ident of MTA. Other officers are:
Mr. Wayne Calbert, Gulfport, Vice
President; Mrs. Beulah Williams,
Monticello, Secretary; Mrs. Jen-
nie R. Crump, Meridian, Assist-
ant Secretary; Mr. Osmond Jor-
don, Carthage, Treasurer; Mr.
L. S. Alexander, Executive Secre-
tary and Mrs. Gladys Noel Bates,
Editor of the Journal.
As the curtain rang down on
MTA J. H. Spriggs, Principal of
Nora Davis School in Laurel en-
trained for Cincinnati, Ohio, for
the Annual Meeting of The Ele-
mentary Principals Conference.
Back from St. Louis where they
attended the Annual ASCD Asso-
ciation are: Miss F. 0. Alexander,
Jackson: Miss Mildred Williams,
Starksville and Mrs. Cleopatra
Thompson, Jackson. All three
made interesting reports to MTA
assemblies concerning current
trends in supervision. Mississip-
pians do get around professional-
ly-
Down Tylertown way the ladies
of Pratts Chapel Methodist
Church are making ready to en-
tertain the annual Brookhaven
District WSCS meeting. The Rust
College Choral Group will present
a concert during the session. All
information pertaining thereto can
be secured from Mrs. .1. M. Guy
Dunham, Tylertown, Mississippi.
Mississippi ZETAS are looking
towards Pine Bluff, Arkansas for
the South Central Regional Meet-
ing. Among those planning to at-
tend are: Sorors, Estelle Young,
Meridian; Frances Alexander,
all churches. It was also pastor's
day at Hopewell Baptist church.
After Sunday school Rev. Gerald
brought on an inspiring message.
He used as his text, Calvary,
which was very touching. Evening
service was postponed due to the
weather.
Joe Lewis of Houston, Tex.,
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Will Steward.
Buy your tickets for the May
5 Singing Convention from
Mrs. Carrie Lewis, Beatrice Fair
and Dave Matthews. Tickets are
$1.00 each.
Mrs. Sarah Sample is visiting
in Dallas with her daughter, who
is ill.
To those who take the paper,
please bring your news early.
Those on the sick list are re-
ported improving except M. T.
Wade who has been very ill.
Mrs. Carry Lewis is spending
the week end in Dallas, with her
daughter.
(State Director) Brookhaven; Pau-
lin' a S. Allen, Columbus; Julia
Frolellazel Jones and Clara Jack-
son of Jackson.
Topping the social scene is the
swanky Orchid Ball hosted by Xi
Sigma Chapter of Phi Beta Sig-
ma Fraternity, Inc. of Greenwood,
Mississippi, Saturday night, March
30. The top hat and tails affair
was held at Hart Lodge No. 640
and brought together an array of
guests from over the Magnolia
State.
After a long illness Monita
Lightfoot Black of Brookhaven is
mending nicely. She i$ able ns
pilot herself around t h e house
much to the delight of her friends.
Thanks to all the folk we ran in-
to at MTA who asked about 'The
Musings.' We'll be paging you.
FAMU GUEST SPEAKERS—
Two of the guest speakers at
the institute on torts aid pro-
(*dares bold last week at Flo-
rida A mad AI University are
'hews above wih T. Si. Ton-
kin (Caster), dela, allege el
law. The ballade was spans,
ed by the college Is ewers.
Oh s with the Florida bar. fLert
Ii right, Atty Edwin i Brodie,
levial, Delis losidso, aid
Atty. George E. Lee, DANK.
(A and DI staff photo by No-
race Jaw)
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.—Follow-
ing re-election to his seventh term
as president of the Florida Pro-
gressive Baptist State Convention,
Rev, J. C. Sams announced that
he would seek the top post of the
National Baptist Convention of
America.
Currently vice president of the
national organization, Rev. Sams
has been endorsed by his state
convention. The presidency of the
National Baptist Convention of
America was held for over 21
years by Dr. G. L. Prince of Gal-
yeaton, Texas.
Dr. Prince died last year after
being re-elected president during
the denomination's convention.
Rev. Sams has been a leader
in state Baptist activities for more
than 22 years and is regarded as
one of the strongest contenders for
Dr. Prince's post
Also among the five top candi-
dates seeking the presidency is
Rev. B. 0. Byrd of Los Angeles,
Calif., who will be host to the na-
(lanai convention. Sept. 3-8.
JACKSON
Tennessee
ices were held in Parker Chapel
Church with Ford Funeral Hume in
By MRS. GEORGIA McVEIGH charge. .
The ladies of the County Coun-
cil members toured the honie of
Mrs. Minnie Conley who lives in.
the Salem Community. We were
greeted with a warn i hearty hand-
shake by the members of tha t
community. Mrs. Conley told of
the ways and methods of building
and decorating her home which
was very attractive. Many of the
members were inspired asd great-
ly lifted up toward improving their
homes. A short business meeting
was held on the subject, "Bless
This House," was led by Mrs. Mar-
jorie Benson. Mrs. J. A. Cheairs
won a gift. Those who were pres-
ent: Mesdames Corrie Bond, Sadie
Ward, Rhodie Johnson, Viola John-
son, Ruble Ingram, Alice Ragland,
Alvin Marshall, James Marshall,
Catherine McBride, Pearl Wo-
mack, Vondora Merriwether, Mary
Bond, Edna Johnson, Viola Ander-
son, Henry Robertson, Lear a
Greer, Alice Theus, Ora Patrick,
Inez Cooper, Marion Jackson,
Queen Brown, Mary Pankey, Jes-
sie Edwards, Emma Warlick, Es-
sie Hunt, Elvie Reeves, Lola Wool-
fork, Altha Cathey, J. A. Cheairs,
Essie Boone, Bob Conley, Lovie
Donnell, A. L. Meacham, Loretta
Conley, A, B. Jackson, and A. M
Dobbins. Home made cookies,
cream, soft drinks and peanuts
were served by the hostess.
The 84th birthday of brother Gus
Hicks was celebrated Sunday at
Allen Avenue Church of God In
Christ Sunday, March 24, by his
members and friends. He has
preached over 55 years. There
were many good encouraging
words spoken of his great work
he has done throughout his Chris-
tian field of life. Many useful gifts
were given to him. He is still ac-
tive in the church activities. Re-
freshments were served, Elder J.
E. Booker is pastor.
A surprised birthday party was
given for Mr. Wesley Hunt, Fri-
day night, March 14, 1957, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ander-
son, 511 S. Liberty. Happy Birth-
day was sung to him by the mem-
bers present. A nice delcious
menu was served by Mrs. Earl
Hunt, hostess. Many games were
played and the prizes were given
to Mrs. Ezell Robinson and Mr.
Will Hall, Mrs. Louise Anderson,
president, Mrs. Bertha Hall, secre-
tary.
Men's Day was observed at
Greater Bethel AME church Sun-
day under tie leadership of broth-
er Clemmie Patterson. The guest
speaker was Dr. F. D. Coleman,
jr. Clarksville, Tenn. physician
and presiding elder of the North
Nashville District of the Tennessee
Conference. At 3 p m. the Rt. Rev
Ernest Lawrence Hickman, pre-
siding bishop of the Tennessee-
Kentucky area spoke. The Men's
Day chorus directed by E. W.
Hunt, furnished the music in both
services and presented a special
musical at 7 a.m. followed by the
roll call of more than 25 men's
captains. There was $1,500 netted.
The Rev F. D. Coleman, or., pas-
tor.
The Spirit of Memphis Quartet,
of Memphis, Tenn., will appear at
Merry High school April 16, 1957 at
8 p.m. J. Bledsoe, manager, 1880
Carver st.. Ant. 7, Phone WH 6-
4393. Donation adv. 75 cents at the
door $1.00.
Fureral services for Mr. Ernest
F. Wilson was held at St. Pau!
CME church Sunday. The Rev P.
R. Shy officiating. He is survived
by his beloved wife, two daugh-
ters, father, J. W. Wilson, one sis-
ter, of Chicago. also one brother-in-
law, ten aunts, seven uncles, three
nephews four sisters-in-law, Bye
brothers-in-law and a host of other
relatives and friends. Ford Funeral
Home in charge.
Funeral services were held at'
Berry Zion CME church Sunday
for Mr. Guy Donnell, Sr., Rev. J.
D. Atwater officiating. He is sur-
vived by his wife, two daughters,
three sons, two daughters-in-law,
one son-in-law, ten grandchildren,;
and one great-grandchild. Holmes
and Walker Funeral Directors,
Trezevant, Tenn., in charge.
Mrs. Lela fileClerkins died in
John-Gaston hospital in Memphis.
March 19 after a brief illness. Her
residence was Wildersville, Tenn,I
She leaves a husband, mother and
father, two sons, three sisters, four
brothers, seven uncles, ten aunts,
and a host of nieces and other rel-
atives and Moods. Tumoral Sail-
NEWBF RN
By ARCHIE WOODS
Elders Earl Woods and Dolly
Jones and Deacons Claud Walter
and Archie Woods attended the El.
ers and Deacons Council at Ruth-
erford, Tenn.
1 Mrs. Burt Hassel spent the week-
' end with her mother at Woodstock,
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Scott went
to St. Louis to visit their daughter
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. John-
nie H. Morris. Mr. and Mrs. Billie
I Scott accompanied them.
St. Paul CME Missionary So-
ciety met at the home of Mrs.
Alice Harris.
i Mrs. Carrie Moragney made .0
. short talk at a World Day of pray-
er meeting, held at Munsey Me-
morial Methodist church sponsor-
ed by the United Council of
Church Women of America Mar,
8th,
Mrs. Rostelle Shaw, Mrs. Dona
Kix and Mrs. Maggie Flake are
much improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Judge Vanderville
from Chicago visited their parents,
Mt. and Mrs. John Shaw.
• • •
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Mr. Robert Duncans, veteran of
World War 1, died in the V. A.
Hospital March 11, following an
illness of 3 months. The final
rites were held from the chapel
in Mountain Home, Tenn., on the
afternoon of March 13 with Chap-
lain H. T. Wright officiating. He is
survived by a wife, Mrs. Hattie
Duncans, one step-son, Mr. Jamesigh
McConnel of this city, two stellir
daugthers, Mrs. Gwendelyn Car-
michael, of Washington, D. C.
Miss Martha McConnell of Nash-
ville, Tenn., one brother, Mr. Wil-
lie Duncans, of Savannah. Ga., and
other relatives. Interment oc-
curred in the circle.
Mrs. Mary Link from Hickory,
N. C., Mrs. Martha Hamright,
from Lincolnton, N. C., and Mrs.
Ruby Watts. from Catawba, N. C.
attended the funeral of their bro-
ther-in-law. Mr. Murphy Petty,
here recently.
Mr. C. D. Owens from Green-
ville, S. C., spent the weekend
here due to his grandfather.
Mr. Charles Forney is a patient
in Memorial hospital
Mrs Gladys Thomas has been
indisposed.
Mrs. Juanita Thomas is indos.
posed.
Mrs. Dewatha Bradley has re
turned from Chicago, Ill,
Rev. W. W. Bowden attended the
district A. M. E. Zion Missionary





By R. C'. DURR
The City Wide Mission met with
the Shilo Baptist church the fourth
Sunday. Sister Maggie Robinson,
president, in charge. Sister Ella
Jenkins gave a wonderful bible les-
son and others gave wonderful ex-
pressions.
The Spiritual Knights from West
Palm Beach rendered a program
at St. Jame AME church which
was enjoyed by all.
The Slabtown Convention w a
presented on the 25th In the main
auditorium of St. Jame AME
church.
Bill Palmer has an ample sup-
ply of soap after receiving such
an enormous amount last week yet
it proved to be rather expensi%e.
R. D. Dun spent the weekend in
St. Petersburg where he attended
a musical concert at Bethel AME
church. He rendered two num ours
on the program.
Minnie Bell took a flight to Bede
Glade last week. When Mietrea
saw her come back and told James
Byrd about her secret hiding place,
he went down and the two have re-
turned. We hope she soon becomca
pleased with her 4ighbora Up-
stairs.
Mrs. Annie Mae Moody (Pee
Wee) spent the weekend away
from home. We learned her stay
was none too pleasant and she will
not be interested in dancing with
Spidow anymore.
Rev. and Mrs. 0. D. Williams
and Mrs Pauline Stokes have r
turned from Jacksonville where
e
they attended the Progressive

























































































































NOTED DESIGNER S SUGGEST:
The Elegance Of Lace Fashion Look For Spring
• A WILLOWY, SLENDER wrap coat (photo right) is in honey beige.
French imported re-embroidered Alencon lace. Long, narrow silhouette
Is achieved by slightly indented waistline and inverted pleats set on
either side of the back. (See Story Inside)
Step Into Easter Parade
In Sheer Loveliness
• FOR THAT ROMANTIC Easter look fashion decsees that there is
no look more lovely than the lace look. The elegance of lace is interpreted
here (photo left) in a startling black and white dance dress which
{ coMbines imported French Val lace, chiffon and mat jersey. From
Rudolf's 1957 spring collection, dress has Val lace appliqued in horizon-
tal strips on a background of filmy white chiffon further enhanced by
scrolly black lace embroidered leaf pattern. Mat jersey bodice forms a
deep V decollete neckline.
• THE SPRING FASHION rave is the cape. In lace (photo right) to
emphasize fresh spring textures, the lovely Alencon type pattern shows
a scrolling flower and petal design enhanced by fluttery butterfly sil-
houette of the cape. A startling cocktail sheath (photo center) with
French re-embroidered Alencon lace emphasizing the curving scalloped
pattern is draped and moulded in a long, willowy silhouette. For drama
colors combine Davy lace over mint green silk pongee.
•
• PUSSY WILLOW GREY (photo bottom left) re-embroidered Alencon
type lace shows its seasonably appropriate flower pattern in a simply
styled cocktail suit by Matlin. Neat fitted version shows spring trend
toward elegant simplicity. Small notched collar, natural shoulder and







FAIRFAX, S. C. — Miss Bessie ligthed candles in branched 
can-
Ann Woods of Fairfax, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Woods
of Camden, S. C., became the
delabra and floor baskets of white
gladioli and porn-porn chrysanthe-
mums against a background of
elide of Mr. James W. McCord, 
greenery.
son of Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Mc- A pr
ogram of wedding music
s.ord of Fairfax, March 17 at was 
presented by Miss Her-
mene Samuels, soloist, and Mrs.
J. L. Carter, jr., organist.
Charlie Kendrick of Sycamore,
Ga., was best man and ushers
were Leon Barnett and Paul Bar-
nett of Williston, S. C.
Miss Barbara J. Woods of Cam-
den served her sister as maid of
honor. She wore a ballerina-
length gown of pink-beige crystal-
lette fashioned with a fitted bod-
ice and full skirt. Her headdress
was of tiny pink rosebuds and she
carried a nosegay ol the same
flowers.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, was attired in a bal-
lerina-length, princess-style gown,
of white lace and satin. The
neckline was softened with folds
of chiffon ending in a V-shape in
back and extending to the hem-
line of the bouffant skirt. T h e
gown also featured three-quarter
length sleeves. Her finger-tip veil
of bridal illusion was attached to
a tiara of sequins and pearls. She
carried a nosegay centered with
a white orchid.
The bride's mother wore a navy
suit with navy and white acces-
sories and the mother of t h e
groom wore a beige suit with navy
accessories. Both wore /carnation
corsages.
After a wedding trip to Florida,
the newlyweds will make their
home in Allendale, S. C., where
the groom is engaged in business.
4 p.m. in the First Baptist church,
with the Rev. W. T. Garnett per-
forming the double ring ceremony.




Alyne Dumas Lee, the Chicago
soprano whose concert on April
2nd at Orchestra Hall is one of the
gifted Chicago musical products,
has more than music as a hobby.
She is an accomplished cook and
a skilled needlewoman.
As a cook, she is celebrated ..for
her own "a la Lee" roast chicked
and for her fruit cake. Chicken is
chicken, and the secret of the roast
chicken is the dressing, so first
of all, here is Alyne Duman Lee's
recipe for dressing "with a light
touch."
1 1-2 cups corn meal bread crumbs
or corn meal muffin crumbs
1 1-2 cups toasted bread crumbs
1 good sized onion, chopped
1-2 cup chopped celery
Chopped green pepper (optional
or amount optional).
Brown onions, celery, and green
pepper lightly in butter. Add
enough water to the corn meal
bread crumbs and the bread
crumbs to mike them stick lightly
together.
Mix together and add a little
sage or marjoram and garlic salt.
Don pack the dressing solidly
in chicken, but lightly.
Then roast as you would your
regular chicken, base with butter
and serve hot. There you have
Chicken a la Lee.
JOIN RANKS OF KAPPA
DEBUTANTES — Joining the
ranks of the previously an-
nounced debutantes to be pre-
sented at the Fourth annual
These
Debutante Ball of the Metn-
phis Alumni Chapter a Kap-
pa Alpha Psi fraternity, are
these five lovely and popular
members of the younger set.
Five Debutante's
Following last week's announce-
ment by the Memphis Alumni
chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi fra-
ternity of their forthcoming Fourth
Annual Debutante Ball, to be held
May 3, at Club Ebony, the names
and pictures of five more of the
23 debutantes to be presented this
year to Memphis society have
been released by the fraternity.
The Kappa Debutante Ball has
taken its place as one of the stel-
lar highlights of the spring social
season, noted for its spectacular
presentation ceremonies and the
beautiful cotillion which follows
the formal bow of each debutante.
Interest today is focused on the
announcement of the debut plans
of Miss Patricia Lynn Walker,
daughter of Mrs. J. P. Walker
and the late Dr. Walker; Miss
Alva Jean Jamison, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jamison;
Miss Barbara Jean Motley, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Gertrude Williams
Motley; Miss Norma Tappi n,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Cummings; and Miss Deborah
Ann Thomas, daughter of Elder
Asia's population ratio averages and Mrs. W. T Thomas, w h o
77 persons per square mile. Join the previously announced
John N. Garner was t h e first
vice president to leave the U. S.
when the President was away.
When Garner left in 1936, Cordell
Hull acted as President until
Roosevelt returned.
Former Greenville Girl Is Wed To
Detroiter In Lavish Ceremonies
The St. Paul Baptist church on
Poplar Street was the recent
scene tor the beautiful wedding
Of MTH Gwendolyn Louise Crock-
ett to Thomas James Wilson of
Detroit, Michigan. The impressive
ceremony was performed by Rev.
L. S. Rounds.
The candle lit church was dec-
orated with greenery and arrange-
ments of pink gladioli with snap
dragons. Cathedral tapers in sil-
ver candelabra completed the per-
fect bridal setting.
The radiant bride given in mar-
riage by her step father was love-
ly in a floor length wedding gown
of exquisite white lace and nylon
tulle over satin. The dress was
fashioned with scalloped neckline
with long calla lily point sleeves.
The lace design in the full billowy
skirt extended into points and
had lace panels in front. She wore
a finger tip veil of French illu-
sion and carried a hand bouquet
of white stefanotis centered with
a white orchid and Easter Lily
petals caught with loops of rolled
satin.
Mrs. Mary K. Atwell was ma-
tron of honor. She wore a cocktail
length turquoise taffeta dress styl-
ed on simple lines. The neckline
had a soft drape bodice basque
with a side-draped bustle. She
carried a bouquet of pink snap-
dragons and blue Iris caught with
pink satin ribbon in a deeper
tone. Pink moline was beautifully
arranged in the center of the
bouquet.
BRIDAL PARTY
Miss Zenobia Albert was maid
of honor. She also wore a tur-
quoise taffeta dress made along
the same lines as the matron of
honor and carried the identical
bouquet.
The bridesmaids were Mrs. Myr-
tle C. Robinson of Chicago, Ill.,
sister of the bride, Miss Ruth
Wilson of Detroit, Michigan and
Miss Bonnie C. Rushing. They
wore dresses of tangerine taffeta,
similar to those of the matron
and maid of honor. Their bou-
quets were made from the same
flowers.
The Junior bridesmaids were
Charmaine Crockett and Gwendo-
lyn Robinson. nieces of the bride.
They wore turquoise and ta&ge-
rine taffeta dresses made aTike.
The dresses had two skirts with
the overskirt scalloped. Each
scallop was caught with tiny white
roses. Bodices were tight fitting
and the medium low necks had
small rounded half collars. Each
had a white rose caught at the
neck of the dress. Their bouquets
were of pink snapdragons and
roses caught with satin ribbon.
Flower girls were little Misses
Rhonda Fay Easom, Bernetta Pey-
SMILING PAPP!! Y. Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas James Wilson
prepare for the traditional
cake cuttine ceremonies ml
lowing their recent wedding
at St. Paul Baptist church
The ceremons which milted
the popular Miss Gwendolyn
Louise Crockett formerly of
Greenville. Miss., and Detroit-
er Thomas lames Wilson was
one of the season's most pie•
turesque and fashionable
events. The neul) weds will
reside at 2510 Tyler in Detroit.
ton and Carlos Godwin. They
wore white organdy dresses made
princess style over crinoline slips.
Their dresses were trimmed with
tiny blue flowers. They carried
baskets of pink snapdragons and
roses.
Bridal attendants were Misses
Edith flill, Anita L. Harvey, Doris
J. Jackson and Carolyn Jackson.
MALE ATTENDANTS
James Meadows of Detroit,
Michigan was best man. The
groomsmen were Clarence Dun-
can. Lemuel Robinson, Robert
Myles and Charles Edward Smith.
Nuptial music was played by
Miss Herticine Jones, who also
accompanied Mrs. Sadie Jack-
son, soloist. Mrs. Jackson sang,
I Love You Truly, With This Ring
I Thee Wed and The Lord's Pray-
er.
Immediately following the cere-
mony a reception Was held in the
annex of the church. The recep-
tion room was attractively and
uniquely decorated with the tradi-
tional bridal colors of green and
white with accent on white wed-
ding bells in graduated sizes. Ivy
was draped in an arch shape over
the doors.
The bride's table was covered
with an imported lace table cloth
and held the large tiered wedding
cake. On each side were silver
candelabra holding white tapers
and completing the picture was
the unusual arrangement of Ivy
on the table.
Miss Etta Crawford served as
registrar. Guests were received
by members of the wedding party
and Mrs. Fulton D. IliIt mother
of the bride. Mrs. Hill wore an
attractive afternoon frock of ori-
ental blue lace over taffeta. It
had a portrait neckline and three
quarter length sleeves. Points of
lace extended into the full skirt
that ended in tulle. She wore a
matching feather half hat and a
shoulder corsage of deep toned
roses. Maline puffs in contrast-
ing color were interspersed in
the corsage.
Out of town guests were: Mary ,
K. Atwell, St. Albins, N. Y.: Ze-
nobia Albert, New Orleans, La.;
Ruth Wilson, Detroit, Michigan;
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Robinson,
Chicago, Illinois; Mrs, John tall-
son, Detroit. Michigan; Mr.
Claude Rogers, Clarksdale. Mis-
sissippi; Charles Shelton. Muske-
igon. Michigan.
The Wilsons are presiding- at
1510 Tyler. Detroit, Michigan.
The Palissades of the Hudson
in New York are an unbroken
perpendicular cliff of colored
balsat that rise 300 to 500 feet
abese the river
names of Miss Patricia Ann Wad-
kins, Miss Sherry Canine Crump,
Miss Herma Jean Coleman and
Miss Shirley Mae Branch.
MISS PATRICIA LYNN WALKER
Miss Patricia Lynn Walker, the
daughter of Mrs. J. P. Walker
and the late Dr. Walker, reside
at 3092 Chelsea. She is a senior
at Douglas High school where she
is a member of the Y-Teens, Glrl
Scouts, NHA, The Mathematics
club and the Student Council.
Among the many honors-that hay
come her way was her selection
as an attendant to the Football
Queen, and the distinction of be-
ing Miss Douglas. Her hobby is
reading and she plans to attend
Fisk university and fulfill her
ambition to become a teacher.
Miss Walker is a member of Jack
and Jill Teen-agers, Inc.
MISS ALVA JEAN JAMISON
Miss Alva Jean Jamison is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Left to right are: Miss Alva
Jean Jamison, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ilarold Jamison;
Miss Patricia Lynn Walker,
daughter of Mrs. J. P. Walker;
and the late Dr. Welke r;
Miss Barbara Jean Motley,
daughter of Mrs. Gertrude
Williams Motley; Miss Norma
Tappin, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Cummings and
Miss Deborah Ann Thomas,
daughter of Elder and Mrs.
W. r. Thomas. Memphis SO.
viety anticipates the annual
debutante ball of Kappa Al-
pha Psi, one of the highlights
of the spring social season,
Elides, May 3. at Club Ebony.
( Hooks Photos)
'Among 23 To Be Presented By Kappas May 3rd
amison of 1261 Quinn avenue.I her of the Double Ten Society, a to attend Tennessee State univer- be released.
At Hamilton High school where' member of the Student Council, sity next year. I The Silhouettes, the wives and
MISS DEBORAH ANN THOMAS1 sweethearts of members of the
Miss Deborah Ann Thomas is
the daughter of Elder and Mrs. 
Kappa fraternity, are working dil-
W. T. Thomas of 1548 Hamilton
at. Also a senior at Melrose High
school, she is active in the Charm-
etteS, the National Science club,
of 1956 and the Blues Bowl Queen bies include reading and sports. New Homemakers of America, the
of 1956. She plans to major in MISS NORMA TAPPIN Glee club, Girl Scouts, Future
Mathematics and Secondary Ed- Miss Norma Tappin, the (laugh- Business Leaders of America and
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cum- a member of the Annual Staff.
mings of 1521 Cella Circle, is a Miss Thomas is also a member
senior at Melrose High school of the Melrose team in "Quiz 'Em
where she is a member of the on the Air". Her leisure activi-
Charmettes, the Latin America ties include reading and sewing,
ing, dancing and sewing. Miss Ja- and the Zo-Zo clubs. Her amition in addition to developing her tal-
mison is also a member of Jack is directed to the field of modeling ent for speaking. She will attend
and Jill Teenagers, Inc. and her talent for dancing. Pop- LeMoyne college to prepare for
MISS BARBARA JEAN MOTLEY lar Miss Tannin is Miss Beautiful her ambition to become a doctor.
Miss Barbara Jean Motley, a
senior at Manassas High school,
is the daughter of Mrs. Gertrude
Williams Motley of 919 D Mosby
ave. At Manassas, she is a mens-
she is a senior, Miss Jamison is
actively engaged in many groups,
including New Homemakers of
America, Y-Teens, Library Sci-
ence club and the Failure Busi-
ness Leaders of America club. She
was the Hamilton Football Queen
ucation at Tennessee State univer-
sity. In her busy life she man-
ages to find time to encourage
her talent at the piano and flute
and pursue her hobbies of typ-
the Future Teachers of America,
the Pep Squad and the Senior
Choir. Miss Motley's ambition Is
to become a doctor, and she will
attend Central State college of
Ohio. One of her outstanding tal-
ents is that of voice; and her hob.
of Melrose High, 1957: and she
was the 1957 Miss Coca Cola at
the recent J-U-G's Inc. Living Ad
Charity Ball. and Sweetheart of
Melrose's football team. She Plans
EXCHANGE VOWS — Miss
Katheryn Adams, daughter of .
Mrs. Marie Adams, of 1070 S.
Orleans and Airman 3-C Joe-
eph Benjamin McDaniel, son
of Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Mc-
Daniel. of 1297 S. Parkway E.,
wer• married in a quiet but
Impressive ceremony at the
McDaniel residence last
week. Rev. McDaniel officiat-
ed. Metnbers of the families
and a few close friends attend-
ed. Miss Ndams is a senior
at Booker f. Washington High
school. Airman McDaniel is a
graduate ot Bootie, r. itash.
ington and the Keegan Insti-
tute of TA and Radio Technot
De,. His nest assignment will
carry him to Japan, probably
sometimes in April. ,A recep-
tion for the couple was held
at the home of the bride',
Fewer employes lost their lives
as a result of railway accidents in
1950 than in any year since t h e
Interstate Commerce commission
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mother on Wednesday night. 
Airmanand Mrs. McDaniel
left Memphis for Asbury Park.
New Jersey, where they were
to spend a few days. (Newson
Photo)
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Announce New Way To
Shrink Painful Piles
Sci,nce Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Ness York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a new healing substaree
with the astonishing ability to
.brink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
another, "very striking Improve-
was reported and verified
sy doctors' observations.
Pain wax relieved promptly.
rid, while gently relieving pain,
setnal reduction or retraction
,shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
mprovement was maintained in
-asee where doctors' observations
wets continued over • period of
many months!
In feet, results were so thor-
ough that stiff  were able to
make auch eaten ishingstatements
as "Piles have ceased to be a
problem!" And among them; suf-
form were • very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some of
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or utrin-
gents of any kind. The tweet is
• new healing substance (Rio-
Dyne' ) —the discovery of • world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new healing substance is
offered in suppository or oiettnent
form called Preparation H. Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation 11 suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with vs,-
cial applicator. Preparation 14 is
sold Mall drugsrnres. Setisfectioe
guaranteed Olr money refunded.
'PM. U. S. Ia. OIL
The announcement of the above
young ladies as members of the
group of 23 debutantes to be pre-
sented at the Kappa Ball has
increased interest surrounding the






ment-wise the WLOK-Abe Scharff
YMCA Benefit Show was a sue,
cess last week.
Proof was provided last Thurs-
day night by the presence of morel
than 10,000 enthusiastic rock MI
roll fans who packed Ellis Audi.'
torium for two performances of the '
Show of Stars for '57, featuring
such famous recording stars as
LaVerne Baker, Bill Dogget t,
Clyde McPhatter and many, many
others.
Audience "sounds" during and
following the show indicated that
everybody came away happy; the
audience, because they had just
seen one of the finest 11 & B shows
ever staged in Memphis; the per.
formers, because they had just
played to the largest crowd ever
to see a presentation of this type
in one hall; and the officials of
the Abe Scharff YMCA, because
the "Y" will use its share of the
profits to establish a fund to build
a swimming pool.
The show was promoted by Ra-
dio Station WLOK. All of WLOK's
air personalities, Dick "C a n e"
Cole, Rev. I. H. Gordon, Hunky
Dory and R. L. Weaver, devoted
a great deal of time to promote
the attraction, in cooperation With
Abe Scharff YMCA officials and
members.
igently to make this year's ball





The Douglass High school PTA
will present Prof. Omar It. Rob-
inson, teacher and music director
at Hyde Park school, and his cast
at its annual Spring Tea, Sunday,
April 14 at 3:30 p.rn, in the school
auditorium.
Prof. Robinson, an outstanding
musician who studied at some of
the nation's best music conser-
vatories is able to entertain the
most critical audience.
The public is welcome to come
out for this occasion.
Mrs. Blondale Cross is P. T. A.
president and Prof. J. D. Spring-









Feeling lary... ho-hum Nary?
Need a spark to get you back oe
your feet again? Try a sparkling
bottle of bright and bracing
Coca-Cola — the quality refresh-
ment with the light little lift
that comes through in a moment.
Have a Coke . and come back
noire:bell
SOME!, UNOTI AUTMORITT OP TM! COCA-COLA BOTTLIPIO COMPANY If
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS. EN141.






















































































































LOVE AND DEATH will be
part of the AKA's production
of "The Two Mrs. Carrolls" to
be held Friday night, April 12,
In Bruce hall on the LeMoyne
college campus. In scene at
left, Cecily Harden (played by
Miss Betty Johnson) bids her
lover Geoffery Carroll played
by O'Ferrell Nelson) a tender
farewell. In the second photo
Geoffery attempts to murder
his w i f e, played by Jewel
Speight) in a tense scene from
the melodrama. Other w e I !-
known Memphians with lead•
ing roles in the play include
Noble Owens, Mrs. Grace Wil-
liams and Fred Garner. This
play has the appearances of
another in a string of success.
es for the AKA's. Tickets are
now on sale. Proceeds from the
production will benefit the Al-
pha Kappa Alpha scholarship
a n d health projects. (Reese
Photos)
Deltas Start Scholarship Drive
With Contest For A 'Junior Miss'
Delta Sigma Theta sorority
a scholarship drive started this week
NW with students from various junior
high and senior high schools par-
ticipating for the title of "Junior
Miss", The culmination of this
drive will feature the annual
"Breakfast For M'Lady" affair
where the Memphis Mother of the
Year will be guest of honor.
Each year Delta gives to some
deserving girl a scholarship to the
school of her choice, with empha.
sic also being placed on scholar-
ship attainment.
THE CONTESTANTS
Competing for the "Junior Miss"
title are the following young la-
dies.
' Miss Doris Greene of 916 Lane
ave., daughter of Mrs. RubYe
Greene, senior at St. Augustine
High school, president of Zephyr
Social club and a member of St
Augustine Glee club and choir.
Bliss Clara Echols, of 2784 Ams-
den ave., daughter of Mr. and
gehMrs, Elijah Echols. She is a sen-
ior at Manasssas High school. Her
activities include National Honor
Society, Newsette staff, Annual
staff, Double Ten Society, Speak.
era and Writers club, assistant
secretary of the senior class.
Miss Veronica Haynes of 605 E.
St, Paul ave., daughter .of Mrs.
Martyna Haynes, a Porter Jun-
ior High school student. She is
president of her class; 1957 Queen
of basketball at Porter, member
of the Student Council, Science
club, School band and president
of the Junior Debs. She is also a
member of the Jack & Jill Teen-
agers, Inc.
Miss Claudia Ivy is a senior at
Douglas High school and resides
on Locust at. with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ivy. She is "Miss
1070" — Queen of WDIA, 1956-57.
akShe-holds membership in the Teen-
owners organization, broadcast-
ing over WDIA each Saturday
Bows In For
1957 Season
FORT VALLEY, Ga. — Jabber-
wock time returns to the news as
Beta Omicron Sigma chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority stag-
ed its seventh Jabberwock: Sat-
urday evening at the Fort Valley
State College Auditoriu.
The sorority's theme this year
was "One World on Parade." As
an added attraction, "Miss Jab-
berwock of 1957" was crowned.
The annual Jabzerwock is a
phase of the national program
which has as one of its objectives
the awarding of scholarships
FLOWERS FOR HER MAJES-
TY — Miss MiOan Anderson
were presented by Miss Evelyn
morning. Miss Ivy is connected
with many organizations at Doug.
las.
Miss 'Lavetta Glover, a Melrose
High school senior residing at 2545
Park ave. is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Sandy Glover. She is an
active member of Y-Teens, Pep
Squad, Dramatic club, F. B. L. A.
club, Modern Dance group, presi-
dent of City Wide ZO club and
a member of the Junior Orange
Mound Civic club.
MISS WASHBURN
Miss Jacquelyn Washburn, 3
senior at Booker Washington
High school, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles W. Washburn, of
Quinn at. She is engaged in the
following activities: assistant sec-
retary Annual Staff, member of
the Senior Executive staff, Senior
club, Student Council, National
Honor Society, Library club, Host-
ess club, Motor club, Editor-in.
chief of newspaper staff and a 1957
debutante.
Miss Cornell McNeil, of 2125
Brown, is the daughter of Mrs.
Willie McNeil Dudley. She is a
graduate of Manassas High school
and is now doing her freshman
work at LeMoyne college. Because
of her classification she has not
had the opportunity to affiliate
with any organizations but is look-
ing forward to next year when
she will have this privilege.
In the past Delta has receidod
a generous reception from the pub-
lic and the chapter is looking for-
ward to increased public interest.
Volunteers Seek Ways
To Help TB Patients
The Negro Volunteer group of
the Shelby County TB & Health'
Assn, met with Frank Magoffin,
business manager of Oakville can-
itorium, recently to find out how
they could best assist in the Ne-
gro patient program of the Sana-
torium.
Outlining some of the projects
that could be undertaken by vOl-
unteera, Mr. Magoffin pointed out
that volunteers could be used to
help patients who are enrolled in
the Streamlined Reading Classes
which are being conducted by
WKNO-TV; supplying kits of com-
fort articles to needy patients
and helping to re-decorate a sit-
ting room which is used by pa-
tients and visitors
AWAY FROM FRIENDS
"I feel there is a definite place
for volunteer groups in institu-
tions," Mr. Magoffin said. "Es
pecially in a hospital of this type
Where the patient's stay is longer
and where many of them are from
out of the county away from
friends and tastily."
There are close to 100 Negro
patients in the hospital with an
average length of stay of one
year.
Volunteers attending the meet
ing were •Rev. Roy Love, Mrs
Lille Lewis, Mrs. Jerry Shepherd
Rev. A. E. Andrews and J. X
Davis.
There were 35.965 polio cases In
the U. S. in 1953.
JUNIOR MISS CONTESTANTS
— These six young ladies, rep-
resenting local high schools
and LeMoyne college, are com-
peting for the honor of being
Peoples, a student at Baptist
Industrial college, of Hernan-
do, Miss., which sponsored
Junior Miss, a new phase of
the Delta Sigma Theta sorority
scholarship drive which culm-
inates annually with naming of
the Memphis Mother of the
the world famed singer here in
Bruce hall last Thursday
night. At right Miss Anderson
Year. Left to right, front, are:
Misses Doris Greene, St. Au-
gustine; Clara Echols, Ma-
nassas, and Veronice Haynes,
Porter Junior High. Back row,
same order: Miss Claudia Ivy,
graciously accepts comp] I-
ments from Rev. N. A. Craw-
ford, also affiliated with the
Douglass; Miss Lavetta Glov-
er, Melrose; Miss Jacquelyn
Washburn, Booker T. Washing-
ton, and Miss Cornell McNeil,
LeMoyne college. (Hooks
Photo)
sponsoring college. R e v. C.
Thomas Paige is president of
Baptist Industrial. (Withers
Photo)
Letter From I ;etty
CARNIVAL TIME IN GERMANY
By BETTY WASHINGTON
Dear Reader:
Although the pm-Lenten season
is celebrated the world over in
all Christian cultures it varies in
small customs front cotiMry to
country,
In Germany, the entire period
is referred to as "fastnach" or
"fasting", aid lasts the whole of
40 days before Lent. There is
much merrymaking prior to the
week before Lent.
"Fastnach" came about as r.
result of a decree issued by the
Catholic church centuries a g
forbidding the eating of meat dur-
ing the 40 days before Easter.
As a result people began con-
suming vast quantities of meat
during those days, eventually add-
ing alcohol which led to carefree
days and gay evenings. Much rev-
elling followed, and in the 19th
century masks and costumes wei e
introduced. Finally, "fastnach"
became an official season of frol-
ic and foolery.
During the "fastnach" t i m e,
there is much ado about the num-
ber 11. Exactly 11 minutes past
11 p.m. on the 11th day of the
10th month of the new year, the
new new Princess and Prince who
are to preside over the festivities
are introduced publicly.
They are allowed to make cer-
tain laws which prevail only dur-
ing Carnival time. Usually they
are of a humorous nature. Some
years ago, the Prince in Munich
drew cheers when he introduced
a bill requiring all married men
to thrust away their wedding
bands and consider themselves
bachelors for the season. A Ger-
man friend told me that o n e
Prince decreed that anyone walk-
ing down the street during Car-
nival time was at liberty to kiss
anyone who interested him.
Needless to say, most of the
laws are not always popular with
the fraus and frauleins! Munich
and Cologne are two of the must
festive cities at this time. How-
ever, Frankfort, Mainz, Bonn and
Heidelburg go delightfully mad
with processions, floats, costume
balls and hilarious antics which
continue night and day.
During the days, one is apt to
meet costumed refugees from
masquerade balls at any time or
place. On the very last day, the
celebration moves toward the end
with an elaborate parade of floats
and gayly costumed folk who
march for three or four hours.
My husband and I had decided
to attend the parade in Frank-
fort. As we came out of the Bon-
hot (train station) we were grbet
ed with cries of "Frankfort Hal-
lo", plus fists full of confetti. The
people, especially the children,
were dressed in every kind of
costume Imaginable. ,I had no idea
that cowboys and Indians were so
popular here. There were many
on the rampage that day!
I do not have space to describe
the many floats, but the one that
drew the most cheers was one
with a giant reproduction of West
German Chancellor Conrad Ade-
nauer. On his head was the head-
dress of an American Indian chief
and in his mouth t}te pipe of peace.
The German-American club spon-
sored float was a popular one. It
featured a square dance scene
complete with dancers, and a
caller keeping them in step.
Another American contribution
was the U S. Air Force band led
by an American Negro boy, which
had the Dautchelanders sway—
mg to the popular American
strains. After the parade, the
delighted crowd began to litter tho
streets with paper streaniers and
steins of beer. There were shrieks
of laughter front everywhere.
Suddenly we found ourselves
pushed into groups of dancers, and
our heads covered by big, impres-
sive looking derbies. Our (becks
were pinched by torreadors tor for
those less fortunate) a fat bald,
headed clown.




A packed LeMoyne college
Bruce Hall audience thrilled to the
Marian Anderson last Thursday
night, as the world famer singer
gave a concert for the benefit of
the Baptist Industrial College and
Seminary of Hernando, Miss.
Observers said they could detect
little difference in the stage pres-
ence and effectiveness of Miss An-
derson from what they saw some
14 years ago when she last gave
a.concert in Memphis.
She cast the same spell over
the Memphis audience of white
and Negro music lovers that she
has placed over audiences in Eur-
ope, Africa, Asia, and South
America. The same organ-like
tonal quality, the same queenly
bearing, and the same mastery of
quality, the same queenly bear-
ing, and the same mastery of
range and control were apparent
1 in the two hour concert which
brought prolonged and repeated
• applause from the enthusiastic
audience.
BRILLIANT TREATMENT
She opened the concert with
three arias by Handel. Next fol-
lowed a Schubert lieder group,
opening with the familiar "Sere-
nade", and including "Abschied",
"Der Doppelganger" and "tinge-
duld".
She beguiled the audience with
her brilliant treatment of "Mon
coeur S'ouvre a sa voix" from
Saint•Saens' "Samson and Deli-
lah".
Effective presentations were the
rendition of Negro spirituals like
"Go Down Moses", "He's Got The
Whole World in His Hands" and
"There's No Hidin' Place Down
There".
For an encore to dose the con
° cent Miss Anderson rendered her
/ famous arrangement of "Ave Ma-
ria", much to the delight of the
already thrilled mass of music-
lovers.
Her presentation in Memphis




Sat., Apr. 6, 1957 L
one another In friendly fashion.
The hilarious day finally empties
into a night of gay parties and
balls lasting until the wee hours
of the morning. Many have only
time to change clothes before
work.
Sometime between midnight and
tVednesday morning, effigies Of
the prince and princess are set
afire and dumped into the nearest
pond, symbolizing the end of Car.
niv al.
At this point everyone becomes
a little sad, and the last intake
of spirits takes its toll. On the
morning of Ash Wednesday, my
neighbors were shocked to Hod
me up and about my chores. A
German friend told me her hub-
band was not yet home.
R L MUNROE J. R. CONN
monoyer Ant. Manager
To all of our customers & friends




Your Credit Is Good Here!
Come in and Get Your Free Gift!
NO OBLIGATION!
Store Open Easter Week 8 to 9
$5 DISCOUNT
On a Purchase of $50 or more
$2.50 DISCOUNT
On a Purchase of $25 or more
EASIEST CREDIT!
BUY AS MUCH AS $50
with only $3 DOWN
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY




















By E. A. WIGGINS
PARIS — The two personalities
in this photo made 'nore money
operating their respective de luxe
cabarets in Paris and London be-
tween the two world wars then
they can count!
the Club was crowded, someone
broke into Mme. Frisco's room
above the cabaret and stole 800,000
,other altercation with her h u s-
band s African partner; lost her
j Frs. (roughly $2,300) in cash and
jewelry valued at over one mil.
Ilion francs
In addition to all of that, Mme.
Frisco had to appear in court this
week to answer charges filed
against her by Monsieur Jo M.




Louis Jordan Sounds Thrill 800 In Chi
DEFEIttlt
Set, Apr. 6, 1957
Texas state fair in 1953 attract-




DOLORES CANNON in Burton
Mercy Hospital calling to say
''Hold up the script boy, mother
will be dancing in June." Helen
and J. P. Morgan made it 24 last
week. To which Jaye P. says:
"With fifty to go," Helen's retort
was, And I'm still serving time."
Thank you, Pearl Bailey.
Critt McSwain in town and
looking like a real New Yorker
but with the western touch. Mike
Guinyard ribbing Pretty Eddie
Morton about his many love g-
ales while saying 'have one' at
Ann's over-looking John R. at
Harper. Floyd Thompson says
his team, "Mr. Bob," is tied
for the lead but wait until later.
"We're going to move out."
And the man said "Take the
night off.'' To which the needy
little gentleman said. "I didn't
mind taking the night off." It was
just the way he said it."
JOYCE 'WHITSIEE doing a
Calypso dance entitled ''Troubles"
In the annual dance festival put
on at Western Michigan College.
Our gal Rachel Moore celebrated
as part of St. Patrick's Day at
Ann's Mixologist Pretty Eddie
Morton who is a former Cotton
Club boy danced a clock as Speedy
West played his shilaleigh.
New nickname for Ann Gordy,
"Patty Berg." Don't ask her why.
Louis Jordan loaded up for his
Chicago opening at Roberts' New
show place. Little Joe has a mess-
age for Dave Marshall . .. Mayor
of Paradise Valley Inaugural Ball
slated to be the thing. Were you
invited?
RED ROOSTER'S Chris slipping
away long enough to hear the new
Louis Jordan outfit. while Ford
salesman Al Merritt says. "that
Jordan reminds me of a Ford, al-
ways a good performance."
George Gordy now believes in
youth will control. His little bro-
ther Robert 'hung' him on the
Paradise alleys last week.
Note to New York's Izzy Rowe:
Dr, Bob Bennett read your column
that mentioned George Treadwell
heat Junior Gilliam, and your
writer out of $200. The kind doc-
tor says will pay Treadwell's ex-
nenses out here just to prove he
didn't lost the $$$ because Tread'
well don't bet that high, or that
much.
Dottie Smith, singer with Louis
Jordan, can say Elijah just like
one of the girls from home. She
slurs it.
IT'S A BOY for ex-Deverette
Muriel Wilson. He weighs 9 pounds
11 ounces; that figures. His dad
is a major league baseball play-
er.
OUR' town Little Willie John
may make a special trip home to
be a part of the First Annual
Spring Benefit sponsored by the
14th-Marquette Community Cen-
ter.
According to Dr. Theodore
S. Boone, director, the bazaar
will feature a fashion and trade
show, demonstrations, concert,
song-lest and a program includ•
ing Sister Rosetta Thorpe, Fats
Domino and the Atlanta min-
ister, the Rev. William Holmes
Borders.
Four Tops to move into Her-
man Roberts' new show theatre in
Chicago that currently features
Louis Jordan and his greatest
tymphany five. According to re-
ports Frieda Rentie joined the
Larry Steele "Srnort Affairs.•'
DANCERS TED SOVEN and
Selina giving out with the au-
thentic calypso version of the
dance . . . Sadie Dawson has a
code word for her political party
. . . Sol Broad stood backstage at




BURBANK, Calif, — Mamie Van!
Doren may be the next Hollyv, sod I
blonde bombshell to crash Broad-
way, Mamie. currently starring ,
in "Untamed Youth," revealed
that she's being offered a starring
role in two new Broadway musical
productions scheduled to go in the
fkll.
Mamie, who has nursed her ca-
reer along carefully. seas she
doesn't know whether or not she
wants to take the big step yet.




BURBANK, Calif. — Russell
Evans, night-club entertainer and
Wor currently playing a drama-1
tic role in "Band of Angels" with
Clark Gable and Yvonne De Carlo,
will soon he heard In his first
album of songs, to be titled
ing at the Masonic Temple waiting
for his 'adopted' brother, Billy
Eckstein. It happened 15 years ago
when Ma and Pa Broad put arms
around the warbler from Little
Washington, Pa.
Detroit Idlewilders planning on
taking over Chicago. Some of the
ladies advance plans are so fab-
ulous the breadwinners are cut-
ting down on some of their liveli-
hoods in order to make the 'cry
babies' happy.
OVERHEARD: Dynamic Bill
Veeck remarking about Sammie
Thomas of the Flame show bar.
"She's without a doubt one of the
nicest waitresses I've ever met."
LOUIS JORDAN, before leaving
for Chicago: You, Russell Green,
can go down in my book as the
best trumpet player in the coun-
try." Singer Ida James anxious to
come this way and see her many
friends that is, while she is en-
gaged singing here.
Chicago's Rose Conley-Smith
in town and still showing her
Miami tan. Grayce Sadler has a
lot of pictures of some happen-
ing down Miami way. Hi•pe she
doesn't show them everywhere.
After his' appearance Saturday
night on the Jackie Gleason show
Detroit's own Timmie Rogers is
definitely back in the big chips.





BURBANK, Calif. — Warner
Bros. studio spells romance in the
life of Gene Evans, currently co-
starring in ' The Helen Morgan
Story" with Ann Blyth, Paul New-
man and Richard Carlson.
Six years ago, in his first pic-
ture at Warners, "Force of Arms,"
director Michael Curtiz introduc-
ed him to singer Patti Powers,
also in the film, and they were
married.
Curtiz is again directing Evans,
but the husky star doesn't want
any more introductions,




BURBANK, Calif. — Director-
producer Elia Kazan, and Budd
Schulberg, author of the forth-
coming Newton production "A
Face in the Crowd," recently
lectured at Yale and Swarthmore,
respectively. Kazan's topic was
"Communication in a Pictorial
Medium," and Schulberg talked on
"Literature and Motion Pictures."
National language of India is
Hindu, but a dozen other lan-
guages are prevalent.
'I'm gonna move to the outskirts
of town' .
'Bring home all the groceries to ' . . .an' I




BURBANK, Calif. — During a
survey flight over New York for
aerial sequences in "The Spirit of
St. Louis," Leland Hayward-Billy
Wilder production, Paul Manta'
B-25 camera plane developed
motor trouble and made a force
landing at Republic Field.
The plane was put back in shape
and immediately took off to film
ow-flying scenes of Lindbergh's
flight over Long Island Sound en
route to Paris.
James Stewart stars as the
Lone Eagle in the CinemaScope-
WarnerColor drama. t.
'Frisco' And 'Bricktop" Are
Paris' Personality Twins
'Frisco' and 'Bricktop'
Ipoison, paralysing the entire right
:side of Frisco's body, and neces-
sitated an operation. Frisco's con-
dition is still delicate.
During the thirteen weeks that
Frisco has been under treatment
at the Hospital Bichat, his French
wife has been running their club.
They are "Frisco" and "Brick- Last month Mme. Frisco had an-
top." 'temper; cut his head with a heavy
Frisco who "jumped-the-ship" j ash-tray and forbid him to ever
that brought him to these shnres enter the place again.
from San Francisco in 1920, reach- One night three weeks ago while
ed Paris with only a few pennies
in his pocket, is undoubtedly the
only Negro in Europe ever to own
a Rolls-Royce—in addition to two
other expensive cars; a country
estate in France; two apartments
and one Cabaret in Paris, two
night-clubs and one flat in London
all at the same time!
Three years a g o Frisco's luck
changed. Ile was 'victimied" in
London. Lost everything he owned
there including his Rolls-Royce.
Lost everything he owned here too
except his country home and his "Bricktop," is none other than
Paris cabaret, (that had become j• Ada Smith, of Chicago, who owes
a "White Elephant") but he never I her success in Paris to the fabu-
lost his beaming smile and his lout and much decorated Military
jovial spirit. hero, Gene Bullard, who had Brick.
One year ago the jungle law of top come over to entertain at the
survival caused Frisco to aban- Grand Duke Cabaret (in the Rue
don his dreams that history w uuld Pigallei that he was running in
repeat itself and he would again the early 20s.
receive and entertain the cream of After a short while Bricktop left
European and American society in Gene Bullard and opened a Ca-
his Cabaret, beret of her own, just across the
Con,equently, he adjusted him—treet from Gene's place. A ittle
self to TIME and circumstances. later Bricktop opened a second
Took on an African associate. Cabaret, larger and more Oat,-
Monsieur Jo M. Bouque, of Douala, orate, one block away.
rameronns. put in a .luke-Box; re- Bricktop's fame as a Night-Club
Mimi the price of drinks by two hostess and entertainer spread like
thirds and threw open the doors to wild-fire. Everybody that was
all corners, particularly U. S. Serv• somebody, who lived in or visited
icemen and play-girls of Paris. Paris, went to Briektop's. For
This proved a lucrative venture nearly two decades Brickton reign-
for Frisco. Five competitors form ed as the unchallenged "Queen of
the circuit in which the bulk of Paris' Night Life." E7erybody
this particular element moves. loved her
Because Frisco's place is larger, During that "Golden Era" when
nicer, and authorized to operate the French Franc was of potent
all night, the others are obliged vale, Rrirktop made millions of
by law to close at 2.00 a. m them She bought lots of fine
Early last December, with mon- clothes and some jewellery, but
ey rolling in a plenty and the she never tried to emulate Frisco
future looking bright again, Frisco Josephine Baker by buying a Rolls
was the victim of an automobile Royce or a Chateau. Probably the
accident, that eventually caused thought of owning property in
an internal infection in the right France never occurred to her.
lea which developed into blood-I Brick's three main interestcises
were her work, her rest and her
appearances.
Bricktop was actually generous
Ito French people. She was liter-
ally a one-woman Salvation Army
or Lady Bountiful, as you like.
Is reported to have supported two
Franch families—totalling fifteen
persons—for several years.
During the crucial depression
years that proceeded World Aar
tic, Bricktop quit Paris for Rome.
front. At the outbreak of hostili-
ties it became known that Brick-
top was flat broke. Unable to pay
her own passage back to America
In 1949 Brickton returned Irons
America. Attempted a "come-
back" in the Cabaret business,
staked by a rich female friend and
former customer, but found the
going too rough and difficult in
post-war Paris. A devout Catho-
lic, Brickton quit Paris for Rome
Opened a Cabaret there in the Holy
Year and has been doing great
every since.
Ten days ago Bricktop flew here
from Rome enroute to America,
with prospects of having "The
Bricktop Story" made into a
movie.
"Brick" only learned of FriSCO'S
misfortune while visiting the Pet-
ers Sisters at the Olympia on her
one night in Paris. A visit to the
hospital was impossible because
her Boat-Train left Paris early the
next morning. But "Brick" sent
Frisco one of his own Photos and
a Religious medal that was Blessed
with her in a "special audience"
with the Pope on January 18, 1957,
Both Bricktop and Frisco will be
63-years-old this year. They were
young troopers together in the ear-
ly days of San Francisco's show
business, before coming to France.
In Paris it* was Bricktop w h o
introduced Frisco to Melle. Albert
Clement, a French classical dan-
cer„ whom Frisco married in Oc-
toter, 1926.
The Photo of Brickton and Frisco
was taken in the latter's Club at
the end of October last year when
Bricktop, a heavy cigar smoker,
had come here from Rome es-
pecially for the 30 Wedding Anni- ACTOR EDMIND PURDOM
versary of Mr and Mrs. Joseph and his bride to he, Miss Alicia
H. Bingham, alias, Mr. and Mrs Darr, toast to their future at
Frisco. I a cocktail party tendered them
New Club May Bring
Back Good 01' Days
By GEORGE DANIELS
It was a hot summer night (lur-
ing the early years of World War
It, when the Riviera night club
first opened in St. Louis. A teenage
girl, forbidden to attend, danced
herself into exhaustion and lush.
ed herself into near oblivion,
when she left she felt gay enough
to discard her panties and toss
them into the crowd jitterbugging
on the dance floor.
It was in this same club some
years back where Louis Jordan
and his Tympany Five rocked the
house with blues born out of the
war and jive that made the
want all my children lowest of the weary "come alive."
like me." Louis Jordan has since travell-
ed roads to many cities, playing
this ....ts
HOLLYWOOD
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
Hal March the well known
television personality and emcee of
the popular "64,000 Question" pro-
gram has been signed by Para-
mount for his first starring role in
pictures in "Hear Me Good." He
will play a harp, fast-talking New
York con man who fixes Brooklyn
beauty contests. The signing of
March was a direct result of his
recent outstanding dramatic per-
formance in "Tale of thg Comet,"
a "Studio One" teleplay. Work for
him will commence in mid-June.
Although this is his first star-
ring role on the screen, March is
no newcomer to pictures. He has
appeared in supporting roles in
several films, the last being
MGM's "It's Always Fair Wea-
ther." He has been in show busi-
ness most of his life, finally achiev-
ed success in television, first as
part of a comedy duo with Tom
D'Andrea, later as star of sixty-
four Thousand.
Later. March has starred on
other television programs, each
appearance drawing critical and
popular acciain. Aside from "Tale
of the Comet" he also recreated
the Phil Silvers role in a receent
video version of the Broadway
hit, "High Button Shoes."
At the same time that William
Grady, Jr., was signed to a pro-
ducer contract by Universal-Inter-
national, to make "Beyond the
Pass," James Edwards was sign-
ed to write the screenplay of the
story set in the old west. The as-
signment is Edward's second at
U-I, where he just finished work-
ing on the script of James Alteri's
"The Boy From Korea," his
initial writing chore after a num-
ber of successful years as an actor.
One of his final roles was in 1.1•I's
"Battle Hymn."
At last :hey are getting around
to "Young Stranger" one of the
finest pictures that I have ever
seen. It is so real, so down to
earth, so full of every day life
events, that I defy, you to see it,
and not feel that here is my life,
or my relatives. It stars James
MacArthur, the young son of
Actress Helen Hayes. Kim Hunter
is the father, who also does a
bang-up job.
You must also see "Lizzie" star-
ring Eleanor Parker, who if ef-
fect plays three separate roles, as
the victim of schizophrenia who
has as many personalities. Joan
Blondell and Hugo Hass co-star
in the film based on a novel by
Shirley Jackson.
As the result of two events that
have unbalanced her mind, Miss
Parker emerges as a drab woman
Andy Griffith To
Take Vegas Offer
BURBANK, Calif. — Andy Grif-
fith currently making "No Time
for Sergeants" at Warner Bros.,
will accept a Las Vegas offer to
do his comedy monologues this
summer after the release of his
first motion picture, "A Face in
the Crowd."
Minnesota ranks 11th among
the stoles in land area and is 19th
in population, according to the
1950 census.
with frequeent headaches who re-
ceives poison pen notes signed
"Lizzie." Ocassionally she turns
into "Lizzie" a hip swaying hussy
who writes the notes to her other
self. Then at times another per-
sonality emerges, that of a normal
healthy girl, Anyone of these
could become fixed as the girl's
permanent self. This is a Or,
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with a
female twist.
Marjorie Steele has proven to all,
especially to those who were criti-
cal that she can act. She is won-
derful in "Cat on the Hot Tin
Roof," handling a very difficult
part like an old trouper . . . Judy
Garland is suing C.B.S. for a lot
money, because, one; they cancel-
ed their contract with her, and
two; because they referred to her
as being 'fat.' I have known and
admired Judy for many years, but
he years have taken their toll,
and today's Judy, is not the Judy
of old. I'm afraid that she is about
to lose one of the most important
battles of her long and lustrious
career. Millions of viewers can't
be wrong, and when she last ap-
peared, she was overweight, shall
we say? And she has lost some of
the old 'pep.'
Perle Mesta, 'The Hostess with
the Stoutest' gave a beautiful Ilol-
lywood party for a very few se-
lected guests last week. She was
honoring her good friend Shirley
Booth, and among those present
was our own Louise Beavers and
friend hubby. Perle and Louise
are great friends.
T.W.A. now has a jetstream
flight, non-stop from Los Angeles
to Paris, beginning in April. The
flight will be made in just eleven
hours. This is one trip I simply
must make. Boss are oyu listen-
ing? I promise that on the way
back home, I'll stop -off in Chi.
dances and -concerts and, just
when' it appeared that Chicago's
once rollicking nightclub alley was
DOTIIIE SMITH, Louis Jordan
songstress, can pronounce Elijah
like they do "down home," Ziggy
Johnson once said.
not rollicking so much anymore,
"the street" begins to jump to
the sounds of an alto sax, a guitar,
organ, and drums. A silk-smooth
shake dancer churns and grinds,
expands and contracts. Then. as
800 or more patrons tip their
glasses, Louis Jordan shouts the
lyrics to "I Gonna Move To the
Outskirts ot Town," and the joint
becomes a madhouse.
OPENIN.G NIGHT
That's the way it was last
Thursday night when Louis Jordan
opened a two-weeks stand at
Roberts Theater Lounge, 6600
South Park ave. The place was
still under-going remodeling. The
new hydraulic stage had not been
installed and part of the back wall
was still missing. But to the
throngs desirous to hear Mr. Jor-
dan, it didn't matter. It was open-
ing night and they weren't ao-
Inc to miss anything. And they
didn't.
Jordan did two shows, at 11 and
Can't I go Boss? Huh? 1:30. and he brought 
back fond




By SIMEON B. OSBY
EARTHA K rn FAN CLUB:
Exotic, libarian poetess Gloria
Taylor has taken on a new and
fascinating hobby that is attrac-
ting considerable attention in and
around the State Library. Gloria
is the vice president of a Mid-
west Earths Kitt Fan Club. As
such she has designed herself an
"Eartha Kitt" outfit that one
must see to appreciate.
The creation consists of a long.
full skirted deep pink dress, bor-
dered around the bottom with
black discs the size and shape of
45 r.p.m. phonograph records. On
each of the discs is embroidered
the riame of one of Eartha's song
hits in bright yellow thread.
An attractive colored photo 'of
the star, developed on porcelain
and mounted in a large oramental
frame, is attached to the skirt
where the right front pocket would
normally he found. And from the
belt is hung two or three more
plastic encased photos of the star.
The accessories consists of a
bracelet, a necklace, and earrings
by friends In New York. Alicia,
who came to America from
Poland seven years ago, is
studying art.
each of which contains plastic
covered Kitt photos. Then there
were still other Kitt mementos,
I believe, but I can't recall them
at the moment.
It seems to me, though, that
the outfit was fairly complete,
containing about everything ex-
cept a record player—and there
was one of those not too far away.
Seriously, though, the Ehrtha
Kitt creation is attractive and
quite novel. Several of the staff'
have commented about the origin-
ality and the artistry that went
into its design—and the style with
which the "Kitt Fan" wears it.
Don't take my word, see it for
yourself!
blues was down under and out:
when "Run Joe" was still run-
ning, when, once, there was "no-
b°dOny tbhuetoriAgau "n Jackie Davis,
a relaxed type of individual who
has a B. A. degree in music and
appears to have mpre fun playing
than those who listen to him. Son-
ny Oliver was on drums and Aus-
tin (I Miss You So)) Powell.
formerly of the Cats and the
Fiddle, was strumming the git
box. Assisting Jordan on the bongo
and vocals was attractive Dottie
Smith. Strdporting stars were Duke
Groner and his band and singer
Bobby Prince, Tequela, shake
dancer, contortionist and teaser,
was the blood warmer who made
temperatures rise to the boiling
point.
This was a show because I.ouis
Terdan has always been a show-
man, a crowd pleaser who can
bring his act to the audience
without waiting for it to come to
him.
Probably, this is what the South.
side has been waiting for all these
years: a night club with facilities
to produce lull-fledged, mato, ed
shows with big names that can
once again turn the Southside into
the rollicking playground it was
when King Oliver, Louis Arm-
strong, Count, Duke and company
reigned on 35th Cottage Grove,
63rd and State, the street that
once seemed to stretch from here
to infinity.D
LISA
No one has mentioned it, but
it's under the breath of almost
every night-lifer: -will Robert's
theater lounge, with $250,000 al-
ready invested in a huge ex-
pansion program, force the fam-
ed Club DeLisa out of its apathy
into direct competition for pa-
tronage?
It was the Club DeLisa, under
the guidance of the late Mike De-
Lisa, that garnered world-wide
fame for his fleshy floor shows.
It is one of only two clubs in Chi-
cago where patrons can always
be sure of seeing beautiful girls
kick out in time with hot and
happy music. It was these that
Billy Eckstine and George iSirby
won their big breaks that took
them to New York and greater
fame. It was there that the
Dyerettes, tutored by Sammy
Dyer, first found their way into
show business and have since
never looked back.
Following Jordan's two-week
stint at Roberts, another "produc-
tion" is set to take over. It will
be the world premiere of Olivette
Miller and Bert Gibson's "High-
lights," a salute to the famed
comedy team of Stiller and Lyles
of "Shuffle Along," the all-Negro
Broadway hit of 1922.
It will be the ol timers, mostly,
who'll remember Miller and Lyles.
Austin Powell scored well on 'I
Miss You So."
Flournoy Miller, the living half
of the comedy team, will appear
in the production with his daugh-
ter, Olivette, and her husband,
Bert Gibson. Teaming with Miller
will be Mantan Moreland, the man
with the big eyes and quick wit.
For the first time the dancing
Gibson girls will be introduced.
Others in the show will include the
Dyerettes, the Zephyrs, Vi Kemp,
the Four Tops. Julian Swayne and
Bobby Prince.
The show will recap and recall
the history of the Negro in show
business from "Shuffle Along" of
'22 and "licinnin' Wild" of '26 to
"Rang Tang" of '33 and "From
Sugar Hill" of '52.
Music will be under direction of
Chicago's Lonnie Simmons. with
special lyrics and ensemble music
by Olivette Miller and lame P
Johnson. Bert Gibson is chore-
.
' rate violinist. He is well acquaint- ographer
ed with the works of the masters Maybe the bygone days of showand performs their selections very business are coming back to Chi-
smoothly on his own. cago.
Scoutmaster John H. Wilson was
tendered an unexpected honor last
week by the State Employees as-
sociation. He was named to the
15 member board of directors
which handles the affairs of the
18.000 state employees in the city.
The honor is another in a long
series of firsts for the well known
community leader. lie is the first
Negro to have served as a direct-
or of the association.
Wilson, a messenger with the
Illinois Commerce Commission, is
rounding out 43 years of service
with the state. Also, he has served
as local Boy Scout Master for 36
uninterrupted years.
GENTLEMAN AND SCHOLAR .
The quiet, soft-spoken gentle-
man who is seen frequently in
the company of members of the
library staff is none other than
David H. Jones of Pontiac, Ill.
Considered one of the most widely
read persons on the deft, David
Is constantly sought for the an-
swers to questions pertaining to
history or religion.
His information is considered
reliable to much of the time that
he is gaining the reputation of
being the "walking fact book."
Dapper-dressing gentle man
Janes also has developed quite



















































































































































































&wards Omits As Kentucky Grid Coach
Newcombe Wins His First Will Accept
A Job ThatBig Spring Training Test pays Better
Rene Valdes, a 22-game it inner a
last season with Portland in the the
Pacific Coast league, is making staff
strong bid to win a place on The colorful Cuban righthander,
Brooklyn Dodgers pitching who was late reporting for train-
ing at Vero Beach, Fla., twirled
THE WINNER--Lincoln Da-
vis (left), winner of the men's
handicap division in The De-
fender's Diamond Singles
Sweepstakes, receives his tro-
phy from Arthur Singleton,
poprietor of the Victory bowl
where the tournament was
h e I d. (Defender Photo By
Lyles)
Florida Favored To Keep Tennis
Title At Wiley Relays, Net Meet
• 
By N HODGE
SIARSHALL, Texas — The six-
teenth annual Wiley relays and
tennis tournament will be staged'
here on April 26-27.
According to Athletic Director ,
Fred Long, play in tennis will be-
gin Friday ntorning, April 26, and
will continue through the second
day.
The track and field events will
he unreeled on Saturday. A full
field is expected in both events.
Florida A&M, which copped both
the singles and doubles in tennis
last year is expected to return and
will be favored to win.
Arkansas AM&N. Bishop, Gram-
bling, Huston, Tillotson, Langston,
Paul Quinn„ Prairie View, South-
ern, Texas college, Texas South-
*
and Wiley took part in track
field last year, and even a
larger number of participants will
be on hand this year.
Five relays, the 440, 880, one
mile, two mile and sprint medley,
along with the 100-yard dash, the
440-yard dash, the one-mile run
and the 120 yard hurdles will
make up the track slate for the
afternoon with special events in
the field, the pole vault, the run-
ning high jump, the shotput, jav-
elin, and the discus assuring track
and field fans a gala afternoon.
The outstanding race of the aft-
ernoon Will be the Harry J. Long
Memorial one mile relay. La st
year Texas Southern's fast step-
ping quartette of Fdder. Finley,
Davis and Williams copped the
trophy that goes to the winner.
Coach Stanley Wright has this
crew intact again, but Philander
Smith, Huston-Tillotson, Texas
*ge and Prairie View have toconsidered. 
Last April Heron Tibbs of Prair-
ie View cracked long existing rec-
ords in the shot put and discus
throw last April and the big All-
American end will be back to de-
fend this title. Jones of Southern
also broke the meet record in the
120 high hurdles in 1956. and he
will be on hand for the big show.
Satterfield Signs
For California Bout
OAKLAND, Calif. — (
"Rapid" Bob Satterfield, Chica-
go's hot-and-cold heavyweight, and
Ben Wise, Oakland heavyweight,
last week signed to meet in a 10-
rounder here April 6.
Satterfield, rated No. 6 among
the contending heavyweights, re-
cently dropped a 10-round decision
to Harold Johnson of Philadelphia.
Bob had been enjoying a brief
winning streak prior to meeting
*neon
The mink is a member of the
weeed faMilY
QUEEN MEETS KING—Miss
Willie Joyce Clay, selected as
queen of the Texas Southern
university relays in Houston,
Texas, is greeted by Bennie
Swain, TSt ' great basketball




HOUSTON, Texas — The pow-
erful Texas Southern university
track team of Coach St an ley
Wright withstood strong challeng-
es from Prairie View and Gram-
bling to take their own relays Sat-
urday. March 23.
The Tigers managed 721/2 points
while Prairie View finished sec-
ond gathering 59 points.
TSU's crack mile relay team of
Marv. Pettaway, James Williams,
Luther Hill and Erskine Morehead
continued their unbeaten streak by
coming from last place to outclass
the field.
Williams ran a brilliant second
leg for the Tigers' third straight
win. TSU had five firsts, Prairie
View five and Xavier three.
Aside from the mile relay trophy
the Tigers also get the meet tro-
phy while Prairie View captured
two trophies in the 440 yard and
880 yard relays.
Xavier won the sprint medley
relay. Coach Willie Moses' Jack
Yates Lions ran off with the high
school division as they collected
a total of 681/2 points.
The defending state champs
looked great in winning handily.
Carver (Houston) finished second
with 34 1-3 points.
Willis Perkins of TSU was again
top man in the weights, taking the
shot put with 50-feet, 9 inches and
discus with a toss of 144 feet, 5
inches. The giant 225-pound foot-
ball fullback was high point man
with 10 points.
Grambling finished third in the
college ranks with 24. Dillard (19),
Xavier (17) and Huston-Tillotson
(18) in that order. Carver (Bay-
town) 30, Lincoln, Port Arthur 29
and Wheatley (Houston) 26 finish-
ed in this order in the prep ranks.
hitless ball in his first five innings. I
He is not yet officially on the
Dodger roster, but if he continues
to show progress it will be a mere
paper transaction to make him a
major leaguer.
Bob Wilson, 3 .Soo-plus hitter in
his minoi- league career, appar-
ently is not going to get a chance
in the majors this season. Wil-
son, who could supply the Dodgers
with strong right-handed pinch-hit-




er performed for the Royals last
year and may be sent to the Los
Angeles, Pacific Coast farm club
of the Dodgers.
Charlie Neal appears to have the
inside track on the second base
job for the Dodgers. While he has
been unimpressive at the bat, Dod-
ger Manager Walter Alston says-
'I wouldn't set Neal back on
what he's shown down here. I
think he's a much better hitter
than he's indicated.''
Another youngster rated a good
shot in sticking with a major!
league team is Joe Van Durham,
young service returnee with the
Baltimore Orioles. Durham h a s
shown some timely hitting. That.
and the fact that he can be car
ried without being counted on the
regular roster, gives him an ad-
vantage over some other Oriole
young outfield prospects.
The Philadelphia Phillies are
making a pitch for Billy Bruton,
fleet outfielder for the Milwaukee
Braves. The word at Bradenton,
Fla., training base for the Braves,
is that the Phillies have offered
centerfielder Richie Ashburn for
Breton and Felix Mantilla, t h e
young Puerto Rican shortstop.
The Phillies have never had a
tan player, but this spring have
been using John Kennedy, a rook-
ie purchased from the Kansas
City Monarchs.
Bruton batted .272 last season
Mantilla played 3.5 contests and
batted .282 for the Braves after
being called up from Sacramento
in the Pacific Coast League, where
he had an average of .272 in 55
games. Felix also can play sec-
ond or third base. •
Don Newcombe's arm stood its
first test a the spring when he
yielded two hits and no ruins in
his first outing since pitching in
Japan last fall. But Newk figured
in the news in another fashion.
The Cincinnati Redlegs reportedly
offered seven players to the Dod-
gers for the big righthanier, but
Dodger officials retorted that the
proposed trade was "silly."
Willie Mays is showing the way
for the New York Giants this
spring, as usual. In his first 21 ap-
pearances at the plat e, Willie
blasted out 16 hits, including four
homers, for a .516 average. McCarthy became manager of
Andre Rodgers, the sensational the team the following year and
staved around until 1925.
Meyer took over the Louisville
club's reigns in 1926 and led the
team to the American association
ntjoinedHe  the Yankees' organi-
zation in 1932 as manager of the
Binghampton club in the Eastern
league.
Meyer moved up the Yankees'
great minor league chain until he
reached Kansas City in 1937. It
was there that Meyer developed
such great infielders as Gerry
Priddy, Eddie Miller and Phil
Rizzuto.
Meyer attracted the Pirates
after he led the Blues to the 1947
flag and the following year signed
with Pittsburgh.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — (ANP)—
Kentucky State college head foot-
ball coach George "Big Bertha"
Edwards requested and was grant-
ed release from his contract with
the college, it was announced here,
last week.
Employed at t h e College as
backfield coach and instructor in
physical education in 1947, he was
appointed head coach in 1951. Dur-
ing this period his teams have
won 27, lost 27 and tied 1.
"It is my plan to accept a po-
sition in another community which
means a challenge to my ability
and a promotion economically,"
Coach Edwards wrote in his let-
ter to R. B. Atwood, president of
the college. Ile offered his serv-
ices in orientating his successor.
Edwards' resignation is effective
June 30, 1957.
Atwood said he and the athlet-
ic council were beginning at once
the search for Edwards' successor.
Giants' rookie, collected 12 for 33
for a .365 average. He had four
homers.
But Ossie Virgil, who has been
given a full-fledged trial at third
for the Giants, was batting an
anemic .200.
Ruben Gomez, the Puerto Ri-
can righthander, was to get a trial
test of his salary wing last week.
end. The Giants' pitcher *tired





BOSTON — (INS) — The Boston
Celtics thumped the St. Louis
Hawks Sunday, 119-99, to square
the National Basketball associa-
tion championship best of seven
series at one-all.
A Boston Garden capacity crowd
of 13,908 looked on as the Celts
took charge mid-way in the first
period with Bob Cousy and Frank
Ramsey pacing the attack.
Cousy and Ramsey wound up
with 22 points each, but it was
the furious defense the Green dis-
played that took the heart out of
the Hawks who had upset the
dope by winning the opener yes-
terday.
Big Bill Russell dominated the
backboards and Jim Loscutoff
held St. Louis star, Bob Pettit, to
a mere 11 points, something that
hasn't been done within memory.
Rookie Tommy Heinsohn and
veteran Arnie Risen chipped in
14 points each to the balanced
Hub attack. In addition, Risen
took care of Pettit when Loscutoff
WW1 resting or otherwise engaged.
Ed Macauley was high scorer
for the Hawks with 19 points, but
Heinsohn held him to five during
the first half when the pressure
was on.
The Celts scored 31 points in
each of the first two periods to
take a 62-43 lead into the half-
time rest period and that was just
about it.
The series will be resumed in
St. Louis next Saturday and Sun-




KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — (INS) —
Billy Meyer, who spent 46 years
in baseball as a player, manager
and scout, died Sunday at the
age of 65 in a Knoxville hospital.
The one-time Pittsburgh Pirate
field boss had been suffering
from a heart and kidney ailment
BIG TRIO at the dinner last
Wednesday night honoring Abe
Saperstein (eft). Jackie Robin-
son, former Dodger star
(right). was the principal
speaker, and Judge I-' red
"Duke" slater was chairman
of the sponsoring committee.
DEFENDER -
Sot,, Apr. 6, 1957
The highest post office in tie
world is at Cerro de Pasco, Peru,
which has an altitude of 14,383
feet.
o
The dinner Wednesday night
was just a prelude to the all-
Chicago salute to Saperstein
on April 2:1,
for nearly two years.
A close friend of Joe McCarthy, esse Owens Lauds Saperstein Andformer New York Yankee rnan•
ager, Meyer had to wail nearly
30 years before lie realized his
league manager.
Ile astounded the baseball world ecalls An Experience In Berlin
dream of becoming a major
after succeeding Billy Herman at
the Pirates helm by leading the
Bucs to a fourth-place finish,
After four years, he had enough
and he moved into the fruit of-
fice as a liaison man between the
club and the minor leage affili-
ates.
Born William Adam Meyer In
1891, he signed his first baseball
contract in 1909.
By 1915, Meyer was ready to
give up his career when the late
Connie Mack of the Philadelphia
Athletics signed him to his first
major league pact.
In 1918 he was sent to the Louis-
club of the American associa-
tion.
There Meyer struck up a friend-





By COLLIE J. NICHOLSON
ITTA BENA, Miss.—(Special)
—The Grambling Tigers stretch-
ed their modest winning streak to
eight straight games Saturday with
an easy 8 to 1 victory over under-
manned Mississippi Vocational col-
lege.
The visitors jumped off to a
four-run second inning advantage
and clubbed two ineffective Vo-
cational moundsmen for eight hits,
Centerfielder Lois Wiggins led
the attack with two hits and set
the pattern of defense with some
sparkling plays.
The Mississippi nine collected
only three hits and were unable
to mount a going offensive after
the first inning.
Grambling edged Vocational 14
Friday in a tight pitching duel
between Sherm Cottingham and
Paul Green and ace portsider
John Evans of the Delta Devils,
Jesse Owens, outtanding rack
athlete of the half-century, recall-
ed one of the mot thrilling exper-
ience in hi life the day that
Globetrotter and he toed togeth-
er on that ummer day in Augut,
1951 in the Olympic Odium of
Berlin, Germany.
"That wa the very ame tad-
ium in which Adolph Hitler re-
fued to hake my hand after the
Olympic game victore in 1936", 
COUNTERED COMMUNISTS
Abe anti the Globetrotter had
been aked to (age a pedal per-
formance in the tadium for Eat 
Erni
and Wet German youth, to coun-
being held at the ame time in -.-
Eat Germany. There, while 75,000
or, athletic skill and sportsman-
ship.
Finally, Owens was introduced
to the crowd — the largest ever
to see a basketball game at any !
place in the world — and the May- '
or of Berlin aid:
"Jese, 15 years ago Adolph Hit-
ler refused to shake your hand.
Today, I offer you both of mine."
"That was my greatest day,"
says Owens, "and Abe says it
wa hi alo. But I think different-
ly.
'I think Abe Sapertein' great-
et day will be Tueday, April 23,
when leader from all over the
U. S. will honor him at a testi•
menial dinner in the Grand ball-
BRO KR COLOR LINE
Today, I offer you both of mine."
Today, I offer you both of mine."
"That was my greatest day,"
says Owens, "and Abe says it
was hi alo. But I think different-
ly.
"I think Abe Sapertein' great-
et day wsill be Tueday, April 23, DRIVING FINISH — Dedicate
when leader from all over the (with white blinkers) captures
U. S. will honor him at a testi- the John B. Campbell Memor•
monial dinner in the Grand ball- ial Handicap, with a $111,150
room of the Sherman hotel," he
said.
"Abe broke the color line In
the American league by signing
Larry Doby for the Cleveland In-
dians. And he's helping several
young Negro entertainers up the
lated.
Gov. A. B. "Happy" Chandler
of Kentucky, former high commi-
sinner of baseball, will deliver the
principal address at the dinner.
admission will be by contribution
of a minimum of $100 to the City
of Hope Medical center.
Jaguars Defeat
Panthers Twice
BATON ROUGE, La. — South-
ern university Jaguar Cats con-
tinued their march toward the
baseball championship of t h e
Southwest conference by defeating
Prairie View Panthers, 11-3 and
9-5, behind the fine pitching of
Earl "Buck" Huntley Lawrence
Spencer and Carriere. The two
games were played on Southern's
campus Friday and Saturday.
Southern gained a two-r u n ad-
vantage in the early innings of
the first game, a lead that was
never relinquished. Instead, the
Cats added to the advantage as
the game progressed.
Carriere started on the mound
for the victors and was relieved
b Huntle who icked u they,
victory.
New Zealand's place In the Southern will take a breather
world economic pattern is largely In Conference play and engage
supported by the sheep and cattle Jackson college in a non-Confer-
industry. ence game. The Cats now have
a record of six victories against
When a normal adult is quiet no defeats in Conference compe-
and resting his heart contracts tition.
at the rate of about 70 times a The second game with Prairie
minute. View ended with another victory,
for the Cats, with Lawrence Spen-
cer getting credit for the victory.
James Wynn was charged with
the Panther defeat, but not before
a teammate, Fisher, came thru
with a homer in the Prairie View
half of the sixth frame.
The Southern golf team trounc-
ed the Prairie View team, 11-7.
Capt. Jerry Brooks and Levelle
Atkins each fired 74 on the open-
ing day to give the Cats a sub-
stantial margin that net the pace
for the victory. The tournament
was composed of singles and dou-
bles.
Southern piled up 7)42 points to
Prairie View's 41/2 in the singles,
and the Cats then rallied to win
t h e doubles, 31/2 to 21/2, giving
them a total of 11 points for the
two days of play. Prairie View
musteted 7.
This is the second year for the
golf team. The members are: El-
roy Shyne, Harry White, Ernest
White, James Gilliam, Levelle At-
kins and Capt. Jerry Brooks, and.
each has shown considerable im-
provement.
price tag on it, in a driving '
finish at Bowie, Saturday.
3rd Brother was second (with
the checkered blinkets), and





PRAIRIE VIEW, Texas — The
annual Prairie View relays have
been set for April 12-13 at Prairie
View A. & M. college's Black-
shear field. Tennis and golf tour-
naments will be held during the
same week end.
Athletic Director W. J. Nicks
has indicated that many of the
major college teams will place
entries in the three events.
Track and field events are also
scheduled in the no point meet,
including pole vault, running high
jump, shot put, 120-yard hurdles,
100-yard dash, discus throw, 440.
yard dash, running broad jump,
one mile run and javelin Byrne.
The feature relays will include
the 440. 880. one-mile and two-
mile relay,
Divisions for men and womes
have been established for treed
and field events and in the tennis
tournament.
A TRI—STATE DEFENDER
At sot., Apr. 6, 1957
JUNIOR DIVISION CHAMPS
in the anneal YMCA Marna-
rnent held last week end at
the Abe Scharff YMCA were
members of this YMCA team.
The senior division champs
were also from the Y. Second
place in the junior division
was copped by LaRose and
third place went to Kortretch.
Second spot in the senior di-
vision was taken by Booker
T. Washington. Front row left
to right are: George Wright,
James Tuggle, Harold Kelley,
Eldridge Earl Mitchell, Book-
er Tyrone Miller, Pete Jones
and Donald McKissic. Back
row, same order.: Emmett
Wallace, Thurman Hurd, Wil-
lie Wilson, Charles Scott, Na-
thaniel Johnson, Joseph Lar.
ry and trainer Marvin Evans.
Stork Stops
MARCH 23, 1957
' A son. Robert Lee West, to Mr.
and Mrs. George West, 414 Ay-
ers.
Twin daughter and son to Mr.
and Mrs. Patrick Dublin, 116 Her-
nando.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. James
E. Pugh, 1022 N. Manassas.
A son, Dennis Lynn Wilkinson,
to Mr. and Mrs. Tom W. Wain-
son, 769 Provine.
A son, Al McDowell, to Mr and
Mrs. John McDowell, 146 Syca-
more.
' A son, Randy Wilbern, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert L. Wilbern, 2564
Perry rd.
, A daughter, Andrea Loyeee Mc-
Clellan, to Mr. and Mrs. Hermon
McClellan.
, A son, Victor Mechelle McClen-
ton, to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Mc-
Clenton, 1336 Gill.
I A daughter, Joyce Marie Queen,
So Mr. and Mrs. Richard Queen,
334 E. Trigg.
A daughter, Jo Ann Brown, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper L. prown,
370 Vance.
A son, Jame Reed, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. James Read, 519 Con-
cord.
MARCH 24, 1957 •
A daughter, Katherine Turner,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ira l'urner, 119
Temple.
A daughter, Mona Helen Hie-
gens, to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew B.
Higgens, 1006 Pearce.
A daughter, Barbara Ann Woods,
to Mr. and Mrs. James 0. Woods,
fi18 Marianna.
A daughter, Quincy Ann Conviell
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Con-
well, 992 Seattle.
A son, Walter Ivory, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Ivory, 884 Loon-
ey.
A daughter, Carolyn Marie
Thomas, to Mr. and Mrs. John-
nie L. Thomas, 925 Mansfield.
A daughter, Brenda Joyce
Smith, to Percy L. Smith, 1373
Gold.
A son, Anthony Curtis Powell,
to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Powell,
A daughter. Gwendolyn Rhode!
to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest R Rhodes,
1608 Locust.
A son, Steve Anthony Dodson
to Mr. and Mrs. Lee Dodson, 2536
Hanwood.
MARCH 25. 1957
A son, Melvin Eugene Richard-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L.
Richardson, 1099 Texas.
A son, Eldridge Jackson. jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Jackson.
2557 Park
A son. Stevie Jerome Mitchell,
to Mr. and Mrs. Gobell Mitchell,
476 Baltimore.
A daughter, Nedra Anne Ow-
ens, to Mr. and Mrs. Anderson
Owens, 773 Hanley.
A daughter, Albcrta Carter, to
Mr. aid Mrs. Tommie ('arter, 2195
Caster:,
A son, Derwin Andrew Henry,'
to Mr and Mrs. Andrew Henry,
511 Walker
A daughter, Deborah Renit a
Hamlett, to Mr. and Mrs. Donala
E. Hamlett, 855 LeMoyne Mall.'
A daughter, Eva Nola Clark. to',
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Clark. 15 W.
Carolina.
A son. Ronald Eugene Perry,
to Mr. and Mrs. Leamon Perry,
685 Harahan.
A son, William Lee Rancher, to
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Rancher, 1556
Cella.
A daughter, Debby L. Jackson,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ather Jackson.
575 Weakley.
A son, Reginald Lorece Thomp-
son, to Mr. and Mrs Eorece
Thompson, 1421 Hyde Park.
A son, Terry Lynn Williams, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Williams,
Deroy.
A sem, Robert Lee Ward,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Ward, 1.'
N. Decatur.
...2? Lull. C.. L.i7f "
A son, Arthaniel Bailey, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthaniel Bailey,
2206 Lyon.
A daughter, Deborah Ann Reed,
to Mr. and Mrs. George Reed,
84 Henry.
A son, David Raseem Ward, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Ward, 1066
Delmar.
A son, Joe Hunter, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Hunter, 2143 Ethel.
A daughter, Donna Maria Phil-
lips, to Mr. and Mrs. Herman S.
Phillips, 481 N. Manassas.
A daughter, Chandra Lester
Phillips, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
L. Phillips, 667 Provine.
A son, Michael Lee Jamerson.
to Mr. and Mrs. James A. Jamer-
son, 257 Ashland.
A daughter, Varnell Rice, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward L. Rice, 1351
Kennedy.
A son, Clarence Hut, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Hut, 1381 Michigan.
A son, Lloyd Patterson, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie L. Patterson, 1965
Glory Cir.
MARCH 28, 1957
A daughter, Denise Williams, to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie J. Williams,
441) Scott.
A son, Daniel Edward Yates, to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Yates, 1069
Overton pk.
A son. Dwayne Elliott Jett. to
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Jett, 939
Melrose.
A daughter, Worley Mae Davis,
to Mr. and Mrs. James Davis,
508 Carpenter.
A daughter, Sheila Benson, to
Mr. and Mrs. Luster Benson, 1253
N. Bellevue.
A son, Ralph Edward McKinley,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Mc-
Kinley, 104 E. Utah.
A daughter, Linda Kay Gill, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lonzell Gill, 1484 S.
Montgomery.
Twin boys to Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert R. Jones. 1727 Eldridge.
A son, John Morris Smith, jr.,
to Mr. and Mrs. John M. Smith,
28 W. Burdock.
A son, Lemuel Andrew Holland,
jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Lemual A.
Holland, 705 S. Fourth.
A daughter, Lillie Annette Cox,
to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Cox, 976
D. McDowell.
A son, Gus Hinton, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Gus Hinton, 906 Alaska.
A son, Melvin Louis Robinson,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Robin-
son, 972 Texas.
MARCH 29, 1957
A daughter, Christine Ingram,
to Mr. and Mrs. James Ingram,
212 S. Third.
A son, Emanuel Delain Oeb-
urn, to Mr. and Mrs. Arlanders
• • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••„,•
Recipe of the Week •••
406(&,,PAttdie, ••
•
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST •
••••••••••••••••••••••
•
No Matter how much you enjoy
planning and fixing good meals
for your family, there are always
times when you're so busy that
meal-time rolls around almost be-
fore you know it, And when that
happen, at our house—my favorite
standby i, ins P Evaporated
Milk recipe for Frankfurter Corn
Bake. It's easy, it doesn't take
inuch time, and it never fails to
make a hit with my family.
think almost everyone likes frank-
furter., with cheese, but they're
really special fixed this way. Bak-
ed on top of golden whole kernel
corn in a rich Pet Milk sauce (so
that its almost like corn pudding),
the frankfurters are juicy and ten-
der. the cheese bubbly, and the
whole dish so tempting that My
family just can't wail for that first
delicious bite, I don't know of any
better, easier way to combine three
favorite foods in an extra-good
dish—or any better idea for a
busIt-day meal. Try Frankfurter






1-2 teaspoon dry mustard
1-16. can drained, whole kernel
corn
1-2 rup Pet Evaporated Milk
4 strips American cheese, 4x1x
1-2 in.
4 frankfurters, split lengthwise
Mix well the flour, salt, pepper,
mustard and corn. Stir in the milk.
Put into a baking dish holding
about 4 CUM Put cheese strips
into the split frankfurters. Ar-
range frankfurters on top of corn
mixture, having the cheese side
up. Bake in a 350 oven (moderate)
about 30 minutes, or until bubbly















By ALEXANDER DELOACH, JR.
More for the baseball fans:
Mallory Depot, managed by
James Sanders, dropped 10 of its
24 games last year. They were
quite strong in the first half, fin-
ishing second, but ran into diffi-
culty in the last half and landed
on the bottom of the heap.
Back on the diamond for them
this year will be Sam Dolgia, third
base; L. B. Hill, shortstop- James
Curther, outfield; Elmer Why, out-
field; Percy Stencill, shortstop;
Tommy Taylor, outfield, and Hen-
ry Sanders, pitcher.
The manager expects his squad
to be in better shape when this
season starts.
The City Gems are managed by
Eddie McGowan. They had 21
games last season, won 17 of them.
They did some fancy rebounding
in the season, from bottom spot
in the first half to topspotin
the last.
Back this season wil be Charles
Morris, first base; William Dilliar,
infield; Roosevelt Howard, out-
field; George Dilliar, outfield; Ar-
thur Guman, shortstop; John Gen-
try, second base; James Williams.
center field; Willie Denton, catch-
er, and Calvin Donald, pitcher.
Manager McGowan hopes his
team can go all the way this sea-
son.
The Magnolia Eagles are man-
aged by Cliff Halmon. The Eagles
hit a tough run and lost 14 of
their 16 games. They were unable
to get off the bottom rung in either
half.
Out to help better that record
this season will be Dave Clark,
catcher; Gatt Williams, first base-
man, and Leroy McMiller, short-
stop. Manager Halmon is looking
hopefully ahead in expectancy of
a large crop of rookies to help
strengthen his mainstays this year.
Ceburn, 888 Annie pi
A son, Eric Lenard Baskin, to
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Baskin,
A son, Darryl Ray McMillan, to
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard McMillan,
1048 Lame.
A daughter, Helen Johnson, to
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Johnson, 764
St. Paul.
A daughter, Renee Adams, to
Mr. and Mrs. Sank Adams, 1580
Miller.
A son, Erwin Jones, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Jones, 2561,4 Vance.
A daughter, Shelvy Lynn Boone,






The Royal Sewing club met at
the home of Mrs. Willie Mae
Guest speaker was E. M. Moss,
hers and one visitor, Mrs. G. A.
Douglass.
It was an enjoyable meeting,
after which Mrs. Coates served a
delightful menu.
Mrs. Mary S. Wardlow is pres-
ident; Mrs. Elnora Sanders, vice
president; Mrs. Ellen Sanders,
secretary, and Mrs. L. B. Ward-
low, treasurer.
The Laymen Organization of the
Holly Grove Baptist church, under
leadership of James D. Garrett,
sponsored a stimulating program,
a pre-Men's Day activity. Men's
Day is slated for Sunday, April 10.
Guest speaker was E. M. Moss,
Owen college instructor in Mem-
phis. He delivered an inspiring
talk from the subject, "The Pen."
Willie L. Robinson was found
dead on Cane Creek bank, north
of Ripley, on Saturday, March 23.
NOTICE! —
We wish to thank the many
Customers throughout the com-
tnunity who are reading the Tri-
State Defender and we are doing
our best to try to accommodate
you.
If you wish to purchase a paper,
see Kit Mitchell, James Baltimore
and George Cox.
India's population is estimated
at 361 million.
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MARKET DEVELOPERS
HONOR TWO — The National
Association of Market Devel-
opers named two honor-
ees during its recent awards
dinner held at the time of its
annual convention at Tennes-
see A. and I. State university,
Nashville. Above, third from
left, William Spraggins, Full-
er Products company, Chica-
go, holds award given to S.
B. Fuller, president of the Chi-
cago firm, who was named
"Businessman of the Year".
The late W. 0. Yarbrough,
Raleigh, N. C., was honored
posthumously as a pioneer in
the national sales field. Mrs.
Yarbrough, views citation to
PTA Council
To Give Five •
$100 Awards
her husband, which is held by
Ramon S. Scruggs, Michigan
Bell Telphone company, N. A.
M. D. awards committee
chairman. Looking on are N.
A. M. D. President Joseph F.
Albright, Moss H. Kendrix,
board chairman, and A. & I.
vice president A. V. Boswell,
extreme right.
By CARLOTTA STEWART
Musing: Social Needs of those
from 9 to 12. To act and dress
like the rest of the gang. Desire
for organized games...Desire for
social dancing, desire for free-
dom in seeking companionship...
desire for participation in family
affairs. ..budget making, outings,
gatherings. .desire to have dif-
ferent kinds of play for both sex-
es.
Dear Carlotta:
I've been following your column
In hopes of reading a problem 'sim-
ilar to mine, but none has appear-
ed. I have four children of school
age and a nice home in a nice
neighborhood. The woman across
the street (she rents) has her fa-
ther living with her. He's in his
80's, very untidy and wanders
about in old clothes, bedroom slip-
pers and unshaven. It is difficult
to teach children that cleanliness
is next to Godliness with this hor-
rible example around. I've talked
with six families in the block and
we feel that the woman should
either clean up the old man or
keep him inside. Please give your
opinion. A. B. C.
Dear A. B. C.:
So you've discussed this with
six families. My, but you have
been busy. When do you get to do
your housework? Since you con-
cede that cleanliness is next to
Godliness why not deal with the
problem in that order There is
something very Godly about keep-
ing an aged parent, particularly
one who fits this description. The
old man is no "horrible example"
but your neighbor is a beautiful
example of a dutiful daughter who
deserves praise, not criticism.
You see the old gentleman only
a few minutes each day. She cares




George W. Lee, Elks grand com-
missioner of education, in a con-
ference with State Elk leaders In
Mississippi, has agreed to extend
the full forces of the National De-
partment of Education to give
scholarship aid to former students
of Alcorn college.
One of the former students who
has been notified he will have a
$1,000 scholarship is Ernest Mc-
Ewen, former president of the stn.
dent council at Alcorn,
Lee noted that his department
is fighting to make its contribu-
tion to the development of an in-
tegrated society. It is now sponsor-
ing 49 students in colleges and
universities in America, Canada
and Mexico.
Until the middle of the 19th
century, tomatoes were believed
to be poisonous and were not to
be eaten.
think aged parents should be jail-
ed or shot so they don't wander
around devaluating the neighbor's
property? By the way how old is


















16 the SAME natural
R10ELAND RICE
that so easy to cook!
The Rice/and Rice in the new picture package is the SAME
natural Riceland Rice which has been the favorite of good cooks
for years.
Only the PACKAGE hos been changed. The RICE is the
SAME easy-to-cook, guaranteed-fluffy Riceland Rice. Gel yours
In the new, modern package today!





el  annual-ly vgive towy
th
high schools which hold member-
ship in the council, it was de-
cided at the March meeting
Principals of the various high
schools are being urged to send
information about the students to
the scholarship committee com-
prised of Principal Floyd 57.
Campbell, of Melrose High
school, l'rincipal Harry T. Cash,
of Hamilton High and Principal
Harry Mae Simons, of Magnolia
school
Need of financial assistance in
continuing their educations will be
a major factor in determing the
winners. As many students as a
school wants to enter may be sub-
mitted to the committee.
The scholarships will be present-
ed at the close of ute gqhool year.
The Bluff City PTA clioncil pre-
sented a plaque to -Radio Station
WDIA for the service it has ren-
dered the council aid . the ca
of education over the years. A.1 11
Williams, former teXther n o
program consultant for WDIA„ ac-
cepted the citation,
Mrs. Georgia M. Rumpus is
council president and Mrs. Cal-
verta IMmael is secretary.
The human body comprises a
system of 206 bones which a re
















Even a child can
cook RICELAND RICE
perfectly every time!
As always. Riceland Rice Is the NATURAL perfect-
cooking rice. It's guaranteed fluffy!
As always, Riceland Rice is so easy to cook tkat ei
a child can cook it perfectly every time!











































































































































































The law class, under the direc-
tion of Leon Jones, presented the suing the executive secretarial
second of a series of programs to course and makes excellent grades
be given in assembly. The title in her subjects. She types 80 words
of the program was the "No - per minute and takes dictation
Name Musical." You could tell by at 80 words per minute.
the laughter and applause that the Miss Jones is a member of
program made a hit. The parti- Greater Mt. Moriah Missionary
cipants were Ida S. Brown, Lena Baptist church. Rev. J. W. West
ichardson, Ernestine McIntosh, is her pastor. She is recording
arbara Hartzog, Thelma Pace, secretary of the Sunday School,
Willye Davis, Gwendolyn Price, president of the Youth Fellowship
Russell Harris, Lena Phipps Al- and member of the Baptist Train
ice Adams, Alice Lawrence, Har- ing Union. As you can see our
ry Harris and Frank Calloway. candidate is truly an active young
Everyone is looking forward to lady in her church as well as her
the next program. It seems as if community. A salute to Miss.
each sponsor is trying to outdo Jones!
Inc other in presenting the best
program.
With spring quarter examina-
tions finished, a group of Hender-
son's students went to see the ma-
nificent production, "The T e n
Commandments." T h e students
talked about the picture for days
after seeing it Some spoke of see- The participants were Beatriceing it again. Those who did not Shaw, Mattie M. Upshaw. Minnie-
attend the picture with the group ola Dunlap, Debris Stephens,
made immediate plans to see the
picture. I don't blame them--the
picture is one of the greatest dra-
mas of all times.
Two students who completed the
igher Accounting Course this
.t quarter, were awarded book-
emng pins for their achieve- dan Harrington. Loge!) H. West-
ment by President A. M. Williams. brooks, your columnist, and three
The pins were fastened on Messrs. of Henderson's faculty members.
Mrs. Rose M. Davis, Leon Jones
and Elijah Noel. We were sorry
o u r honoree. Miss Josephine
Jones, could not attend the tea. She
had to be out of town to fill a
speaking engagement in Clarks.






By E. Maxine Stewart
Now that winter has passed and eons, and the ability to expres-
spring is here, everyone is as busy opinions intelligently withoui
as a bee around Henderson BUNi- hurting or embarrassing others.'
ness college. Miss Jones is on the staff 01
the "Henderson Echo." She is pur-
James Joyner and Sherman Town-
er by Misses Thelma Pace a n d
Gwendolyn Price. They will grad-
uate with the class in June. Miss-
es Pace and Price are pursuing
the Executive Secretarial course.
Miss Josephine Jones, Hender-
son's candidate for Queen of tle•
Memphis Cotton Makers' J u b i-
lee', presented the young men with
gifts as a token of remembrance
from the faculty and students.
The new students who enroll-
ed for the spring quarter are
Misses Eva M. McClinton, Aman-
da Jones, Winifred M. Baker, Ir-
ma Boyce, Patsy E. Owens a n d
Messrs. Willie D. Lenox, Curtis
Green, James Boyd, William H.
ndle and James Rogers. We alla
t
e they will soon become inoc-
ed with that good old "Hen-
derson Spirit." Good luck to each
of them.
Miss Ernestine McIntosh was
the winner of a beautiful straw
berry pineapple cake, baked by
former Student Council tsresident,
James Joyner. Everyone's mouth
watered for a piece of that deli-
cious cake. Too bad, the cake
wasn't sold by slices.
Among Henderson's talented
students is a poetess and musi-
cian. Miss Pinkey Williams is a
freshman and is one of the high
ranking students. Miss Williams
has written and obtained a copy-
right for her text titled "Poetry
of Variety and Overtones." She
has been writing poetry since
early childhood. The poems I read
an editior Miss Williams has
or possession were very in-
spring, such as "The Latticeworks
ef Night" and the "Song of the Mrs. Gwendolyn Starlard and a
-° solo rendered by Mrs. Joy M. Al- 
at Blytheville, was home recently.tWhippoorwill". It is gratifying 
With Miss Williams was a friend,
know that walking among us to- dridge.
day might be one of tomorrow's • • • 
Vernon Joyner, of Norfolk, Va.
greatest poetesses. The Semper Fidelti Club held 
McClinton Nunn former princi-
JUBILEE CANDIDATE its installation and reception at the 
pal of Lincoln High school and
Miss Josephine Jones, Bender. home of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Suggs 
presently employed as director of
son's candidate for Queen of the last week. The installing officer,
Memphis Cotton Makers' Jubilee,
is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs.
Elijah J one 5.
She resides at
128 East Farrow-






1956. Asked her Miss Jones
definition of a
On Sunday, March 17. a tea
was given in honor of Miss Jones.
The tea was held at the hcoic
of Malcolm McClaren, 848 Poplar
ave., between the hours of four
and seven. I noticed the same
people at the refreshment table
more than once, including myself.
Barbara Burke, Ida S. Brow ii,
Barbara Anderson, Alice Adams,
Ejewel Shorter.. Bennie Minor,
Gloria Wallace, James Joyner,
Evelyn Mayes, Bert Morrow, An-
nice Dawkins, Mrs. Dorothy Wal-
ker. Mrs. Joyce Blackmon, Jor-
Dr. Watkins Speaks
On World Prayer Day
NASHVILLE — Dr, Alma T.
Watkins, modern foreign language
head at Tennessee State univer-
sity, was one of 13 speakers for
Nashville's Day of Prayer.
As a part of the United Church
Women's 75th annual World Day
of Prayer, Dr. Watkins spoke in
the Upper Room, maintained by
the Methodist Board of Evange-
lism. Twelve other services were
held throughout Nashville.
les.
Some coming attractions will he
8:15 p.m. tonight, a concert by
the Tougaloo choir in C. A. Bruce
hall, Friday 10:30 a.m., South-
western choir in concert at the
dent Hollis Price in the casting, a
French play entitled "Les Prec-
ieuses Ridicules'', a "Vocal Con-
test" among the students of the
cities hi-schools, the play "Castle
of Perseverance", also by t hi e
drama group, and today, an "In-
terpretative Reading Contest" con- exhibited:
sisting of hi-school lads and lass- Dr. Morris, who portrayed a ty-
pical French artist. This w a s
right down his alley for he is head
of LeMoyne's art department.
Mr. Knox, however, strayed
from his field of science to be-
come the saxophonist of the group.
Miss Haydel, who put her Ii-
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
Br LOC/YEW/4 s. C L AR K
'A' STUDENTS AT BENDER'
SON — These three and one
other student in the night
classes at Henderson Business
college were straight "A"
students during the last quar•
ter, reports Dean William I).
Callian, jr. They are, from
left: Mrs. Gloria Coleman, of
Mei Chicago; Sammie Hest-
er, of 981•11 McDoeell a n d
Mrs. Bernice et, Smith, of 834
McLernore The fourth "A"
Jackson, Milton Jones, MII•
student, Miss Dessie Edwards,
was not present tor picture.
All are enrolled in the execu-
tive secretarial couise. Other
students who made at least a
"B" average for the quarter
are: Cora Berkley, Robert
Braden. Clara Burton, Mar.
sin Byrd, Ruby Davis, John-
nie Ruth Dove, Mettle L.
Drumwright, tirginia Glover.
George Huffman, Margaret
deed Nelson, Percy Norfl-et.
Dorothy Pryor, Jesse Rivers,
Johnle 'Turner, Mae r y Wilk.
ens, Josephine Williams,,
Queen Avery, Maxine Brown,
June Brown, Eva Duncan and
Dorothy Harvey. Dean Catti-
er) emphasized the fact that
these students work during the
dee and attend classes dur•
ing the night. They are to








The Eureka Club sponsored its School. Geneva Jones and Dorothy
Annual Fouruler's Day dinner re- Swift served as narrators, music
cently at the home economics cot- was furnished by Margie and A. C.
tage of Lincoln high school, Jones. "The Night Owl," a comedy
The club members, their bus' in three-acts, will be presented
bands, Mrs. C. T. Cobb, Miss Lu- April 9 at Christ Church School,
cille McCall, Mrs. Wilma Delan- Mrs. A. M. Gamble and Frances
ey, and Mr. and Mrs Edward Nor- 'Jones, directors. Prof, Edward
man enjoyed a very delectable
chicken dinner. They were enter-
tained with a seeding by Mrs.
Etna Shannon, club president. His-
tory of the club was given by
Mrs. W. L. Purifoy, read a most
impressive ceremony. The guests 
visiting his family and friends. He
included the club's three junior 
attended the National Association
clubs (The Semper Fidelis Jewels, 
of Housing and Redevelopment Of-
The Semper Fidelis Jewelletts, and
ficials as a member of its Board of
The Thelma Burke Guild) all the
clubs of Forrest City and Madison
and all other' patrons of the club.
The guests enjoyed frappe, nuts,
mints and friendly social exchange.
Mrs. Robert Smith, president. 
County.
• • * Happy Birthday greetings go to
The Christ Church School spon. Mrs. E. G. 
Cobb, Mrs, W. L. Puri-
sored a night of dramatic enter- foy and 
Mrs. Gwendolyn Starland.
LeMoyne's Spring Festival got Second Congregational church, 9
underway as the students present•1 P.m. The spring formal in Bruce
ed their "Student Variety Show." and on Saturday at it30 p.m.,1
"Charley's Aunt" will be present-
So far the season of festivities has ed by Players Incorporated
been a smashing Success, although The committee responsible for
some upper classmen seem to this enjoyable array of events con-
think that it doesn't quite rate up sists of Miss Mae Davenport,
to last year's Festival. chairman; Lionel Arnold, Wilhel•
Some of the outstanding piesen- mien Lockard, Reginald Morris,
tations during the festival have Elsi Van Ness, Margarett John-
been "The Silver Cord". by Le- son. Joseph Turner, Ezekiel Ow•
Aloyne's drama group, -Faculty ens, Hollis Price, president and
Variety Show", including Pres i- Earnest Hooper, dean
FACULTY VARIETY SHOW
The faculty members on Le-
Moyne's campus presented an eye-
opening view of "Gay Parse"
as seen by a group of American
tourists.
Some of the fine faculty talent
Norman, principal.
• • •
Miss Armentha Williams, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. dent Wil-
liams and Public School Teacher
sing personality, Miss Jones tainment recefitly. "How the Story
d, "A pleasing personality takes Grew," directed by Mrs. E N
in one's character, one's ability Roberts and "Who Gets the Car
to fit in all types of situa-I Tonight" presented by Palestine
0 •
ha had ft shipped to his hems
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brary cards down and rendered
two startling pantomines of the
fabulous Pearl Bailey.
Miss Sugarman, who not only
speaks very fluent French but of-
fered an interpretative dance.
Mrs. McClemore, who was the
violent critic of the crowd.
The other tourists were, Miss
Van Ness, who gave her ver-
sion of the life of George Wash-
ington and included some facts
never brought to light before and
possibly never occured, President
Hollis Price, Prof. Sims, L. 0.
Brandon, Mrs. Davenport, Prof.
Whittaker and Rev. Arnol.
The show was well presented
and apparently enjoyed by a vast
majority of the onlookers. Miss
Haydel and Miss Sugarman were
the show stealers and Dean Hoop-
er served as emcee.
WHAT'D THEY SAY?
This question was on the lips
of practically every member of
the audience who chanced to view
the Toledo, 0. Metropolitan Hous- the French play. "Les Precieuses
ing Authority, was here recently Ridicules". which was presented
by the members and affiliates df
a group of students labeled, "Le
Cercle Fraancais". The entire dia-
logue was in French and only the
players knew what was being said.
I'm hoping —, er — sure they
did.
The setting of the play was in
Paris, 17th century in the draw-
ing room of a gorgibus. Members
of the cast were, John Ella Wells,
Myrna Bond, Prof. Whittaker, Dr.
Morris, William Jamerson, Otis
Governors in Little Rock. Accom•
panying Mr. Nunn were Dr. Natha
Hobbs, prominent physician in To-
ledo and Charles Peoples. All three






























Higgs, Yvonne Brown, Dorothy
Branch, Babara Williams, Dr. Mil-
ler and Sarah Robinson.
The play was masterfully pre-
sented and I was, along with
many others, surprised to hear
such an excellent presentation of
French dialect.
Everything was perfect, but, I
have one question to direct to
Prof. Whittaker. What did you say
to that young lady Magdelon, John
Ella, on your last entrance? It
makes me wonder!!
CRITICS "TRIPE"
I have, along with my fellow
columnist, been wondering if the
current attack on our columns is
sincere criticism, the result of jel-
ousy, or sheer ignorance on the
part of our few caustic critics.
In previous years (before the
present freshman class entered)
it seems that LeMoyne's students
were shabby about editing a col-
umn concerning the college. Now
that the freshmen have done so,
they seemingly feel that the job
_should he done by the upperclass
men (pardon the expression). How-
ever, we have concluded from
several observations that these
helpless critics are incompetent of
producing a fit column and we do
not feel the urge to yield to their
supposedly incontrovertible b u t
scrubby criticism. The scrutinize-
lion under which our material has
gone recently by these critics
would be accepted more freely




By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
The calendar is still fooling us
about these Spring days we should
be having but with the changeable
month of March gone off the scene,
maybe spring will become a real-
ity. We are all anxiously looking
foreward to those nice warns days
anyway.
Mrs. Marie Penn, Dean of Wom-
en at Lane college, has just return-
ed from the National Association
of Personnel Deans meeting which
took place in Atlanta, Ga. The as-
sociation was entertained by the
six institutions in the University
center. Meetings took place on the
campus of Morehouse college
where the president of the associa-
tion, William Nix, is a member of
the faculty. The banquet was held
at Spelman college, the reception
at Clark and members attending
the meeting were guests at Atlanta
university. Mrs. Penn reports that
it was a most informative and en-
tertaining meeting. She was ac-
companied by William Jackson,




The finals for the Omega Psi Phi
a bit more plausible.
If this puny group feels that they
can scribe a column better than
we, then we will gladly turn the
entire responsibility over. Howev-
er. before making any more pon-
derous and unsupportable remarks
try to become what you should
have been long ago. UPPER -
CLASSMEN or we'll even settle




That was the big decision quite
a few Memphians had to make re-
cently when the great Negro con-
tralto, Miss Marian Anderson hit
town on the same night as did
the "Rock and Roll Review", Miss
Anderson appeared at LeMoyne's
C. A. Bruce hall in concert while
the Rock and Roll artists took
over the city auditorium.
Some of Miss Anderson's rivals
were, LaVerne Baker, Clyde Mc
Phatter, The Five Keys, The Five
Satins, Anne Cole, The Moonglows,
Chuck Berry and Bill Doggett,
along with many others.
However, neither of the presen-
tations suffered a loss of Mem-
phis houses enough people to load
three or four places equalizing the
city auditorium and they all seem-
ingly turned out that night and
made their way to one or the oth-
er.
Both were successes in their
separate fields and we definitely
would enjoy them utilizing our fa-
cilities again in the near future. tered around the theme each corn-
Talent Hunt contest were held in
the Health Building of Lane col-
lege last Friday eight. Prior to
this time talent hunt programs
had been held in this section of
Tennessee leading up to the finals.
Participating in the finals for mu-
sical talent for classical and semi-
classical music were contestants
from Brownsville, Selmer, Bolivar,
McKinzie, Grand Junction, Dyers-
burg, Union City, Martin, Milan,
Alamo and Jackson. First place
winner went to Sandra Neilson,
a Merry High School senior, for
her interpretation of Chopin's
"Polonaisse." Carmena Mae Per-
pener, also a senipr at Merry
High, was second place winner for
a vocal solo. Third place went to
Mary Catherine Roberts a senior
from Selmer, Tenn., for her vocal
seuection. Miss Neilson will get a
chance to appear against contest-
ants in other sections at the dis-
trict meeting of Omega l'si Phi.
The program at Lane was sponsor-
ed by Theta Iota Chapter.
The time is here for the annual
Debutante Ball sponsored by Sig.
ma Gamma Rho sorority. April 5
in the Health Building at Lane col-
lege the Debs of the year along
with their escorts will be present-
ed. In order to acquire all the
poise and other things necessary
to go into the making of a charm-
ing young miss, a charm class
was held for the debs by the sor-
ority at home of Mrs. W. R. Bell,
Sigma soror, who resides on Hays
ave. last Saturday afternoon. May-
be you don't think the young men
need any polishing but just en-
tering society, they need their tips
too; so they weren't left out, not
the least. On hand to talk to the
young men was 0. W. Hewitt, band
instructor at Lane college, who is
also the husband of Sigma Basi-
leus Clara Hewitt. Don't forget
to be on hand to witness the debs
and see which one will be crowned
queen of the Debutante Ball,
MISS NBA NAMED
Each year the members of the
New Homemakers of America at
Merry High School sponsor a con-
test at which time Miss NIIA is
named. Miss Mary Same, a sopho•
more at Merry High, has been
named to reign this year at the
annual NHA Ball which will take
place in the school auditorium.
The organization is under the dir-
ection of Home Economics instruc-
tors, Mrs. Bernice Lucas and Mrs.
Merietta Hughes.
The Library Squad of Merry
High school under the direction of
Mrs. M .B. Davis presented • uni-
que program March 26 in the
school auditorium. The theme of
the program was: "Are You Fa-
miliar With Your Library?" Cen-
BABY CONTEST WINNERS
— These youngsters were win•
ners of the contest sponsored
he the Pastor's Aid club of
the Salem Baptist church in
connection with the club in'
stallation. From left are Ira
Carbage, Judy Ann Carbage,
first place; Leroy Hannah,
second place; Melvin O'Con•
ner Jackson, third place; Wil-
liam Guy and Mrs. Leroy
White holding Joseph G ta v.
Sharon Kay Holt, another con-
DAILY SUNDAYS - 8 A.M. - 12 P.M.
Tells Past, Present a n d future. Advises
on all the affairs of life. There is no prob-
lem so great that she can't solve. Tells you
how to hold your job, when you have failed
and how to succeed. Calls your friends and
enemies by name without asking you a sin-
gle word. Will tell you your troubles a n d
what to do about them. Reunites the separ-
ated. Upon reaching womanhood a n d
realizing she had the God-given power to
help humanity, Madame has devoted a life-
time to this work.
From the four corners of the world they come to her White
and Colored, men and women of all races and walks of life.
Guaranteed to remove evil influences and bad luck. There is
no pity for those knowing they are in hard luck, and need help
and do not come for it. One visit will convince you Madam As-
ta is superior to any other Reader you have seen. Gives lucky
days and lucky hands. Lifts you out of sorrow and darkness and
starts you on the way to puccess a n d happiness. Madam is
here for the first time in this vicinity—Consult her today!
MADAM DAY
3092 HIGHWAY 51 NORTH
IN FRAYSER, TENNESSEE
PHONE EL. 7-9115
Take Millington Bus or Frayser Bus every 15 minutes. Get
aft at Millington Road. Bus stops right at Madam Day's Door.
If you can't find call In and you will be directed to her office.
She will pay free taxi fare for any group of three readings.
She also cores ulcers and asthma. Where doctors fail she has
succeeded. Make an appointment Immediately.
testant, is not seen. Second
how, game order: Mr. Julia
Ann Carbage, Mrs. D. N.
Blackburn, Mrs. Katie Wil-
Hams, little Miss Hann all,
Mrs. Edna•Jackson, Mrs. Ge-
nes-a McEwen. Rear are Rea.
C. J. Patterson and Mrs. Cora
Hall. (Ford Photo)
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Three Airmen
On AAU Team
DENVER — (INS) — The Air
Force All-stars, winners of the
1957 National AAU basketball
crown, placed three men on the
AAA; All-American squad.
The All-American team was
selected by officials and pressmen
at the chamnionship tournament.
The Air Force stars defeated
the San Fs ancisco Olympic club
87 to 74 for the title. The Peoria
Cats took third place by downing
defending champion Buchan '3A-
m 76 to 71.
Ron Tomsic of the Air Force,
a player on the U. S. Olympic
leans last year, led in the ballot-
ing, Other airmen rated Ali-
American were Dick Welsh and
Dick Boushka,
Others named to the team in-
cluded Barry Brown and Russ
Lawler of the runner-up San Fran-
cisco club: Howie Crittenden and
B. H. Born of the Peoria Cats;
R. C. Owens of 130chan; Carroll
Williams of the Army All-Stars
and Bill Ruled of the Lake
Charles, La., McDonald Scots.
The highest post office in the
world is at Cerro de Pasco, Peru,
which has an altitude of 14,385
feet.
mittee presented a skit stating
their definite positions and duties
in the club,
The Room committee demon-
strated how students should care
for the library, The Bulletin Board
committee give poster demonstra-
tions showing how the bulletin
board is displayed for different
occasions. Portrayals of hook jac-
kets which had been drawn by
members of the Art Committee
I were shown. The New Book com-
mittee gave a list of new books
in the library which should be
interesting to students and the pro-
gram committee demonstrated the
incorrect and oorrect way to
charge books from the library.
Officers for the club arc: Mar-
guita Bolden, president; Shirley
Winston, vice president; Earma
Glass, secretary; Marion Pyles,
asst. secy.; Albert Johnson, treas-





Them Is reason why people
like to do business with us. It
is our prompt, friendly service,
courteous treatment and desire
to help you.
Open Thursday and friday Nights.
Until 8 P. M.















760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Open Nights hos Parking
111111111111111111111111111II
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4-5557





The funeral of Mrs. Susie Anna
Collins was held March 28 at Be-
thel AME church on N. 8th st.,
Rev. C. Franklin officiating.
Mrs. Collins died March 21 at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Annie Brown, of 135 S. 8th. She
was also mother of Mack Collins,
grandmother of Birdie Grant, Mat-
tie Wallace, Levy Williams, Ger-
trude, Annie Bell, Albert, Nathan-
iel Frank, Louise and Shirley Col-
lins. She leaves five great grand.
children. She was mother-in-law of
Jack Brown and Mrs. Gertrude
Collins. Other relatives a n d
friends survive.
Burial was in Marlon cemetery,
Southern Funeral Home in charge.
' Mrs. Hattie Burk and son and
daughter, J. C. Burk and Miss
Bertha Burk, left last Wednesday
for St. Louis to attend the funeral
of her son. Sanders Burk. Acconi-
panying the Burks were these,
cousins of the deceased: M r a.
Reed. Mrs. Henry, Peter Patter-
son and Gus Collins.
' Young People's Day was ob-
served at the Church of God in
Christ last Sunday, March 31. The
afternoon sermons were by Elder
Charles Rodgers, son of Elder
and Mrs. E. W. Rodgers; Elder
Jonath Rodgers, of Memphis, son
of Mrs. Euber Rodgers and the
late Elder J. E. Rodgers, and our
own Elder Lazell Rodgers, of West
Memphis, son of Mrs. Elosia Rod-
gers and the late Elder W. L.
Rodgers, Elder Smith is church
minister.
' Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Day, of
137 S. 17th, were critically injured
last Sunday about 4:30 p.m.
when their car and a tractor col-
lided on highway 70 .
Both are members of the Church
of God In Christ on South 15th st.
Mrs. Day is a widely known mid-
wife in Crittenden count y. A
speedy recovery is wished them.
The Wonder High school choir
under the direction of Mrs. T.
Durley went to Philander Smith
college in Little Rock last Friday
to participate in the annual mu-
sic clinic and festival. The full
choir was part of the mass group
of 1,500 voices representing schools
from throughout Arkansas and
the girls and boys glee clubs and
the small ensemble sang num-
bers and Miss Carletta Jackson
gave a solo.
Arkansas AM and N college
Choir of Pine Bluff, under the di'
rectlon of And M. Lovelace ap-
peared in recital at McNeil High
school in Crawfordsville last Sun-
day under sponsorship of the Farm
Bureau.
Mrs. Mary Catchings, 01 115 S.
12th st, has gone to Chicago to
be with her ill brother, Willie Tot.
iwar.
Winners in the meat and egg
show held at McNeil High school:
4-H Division Brown eggs —Pear-
line Jones, of Earle, first; Clif-
ton Potts, Marion, second, a n d
Cleve Vaughns, jr, Earle, third.
White eggs — Lillie Montgom-
ery, Wollard, first; Anna B.
Vaughn, Earle, second and Clif-
ton Potts, Marion, third.
Adult Division, Shoulder—James
Dyer, Riceville, first; Andrew
Peoples, Woollard, second, a n d
Mrs. Rosie Jenkins, Townsfarm,
third.
Middling — Mrs. Lucy Peoples,
Woollard, first; Andrew Peoples,
Woollard, second, and Mrs. Anna
B. Montgomery, Woollard, third.
Bacon — Mrs. Hattie Sanders,
Townsfarm, first; Mrs. Rosie Jen-
kins, second; and Marshall Mc-
Kinney, Earle, third.
Chickens — Mrs. Elsie Robin-
son, Crawfordsville, first; M r s
Addie Strong, of Earle, second,
and Mrs. Hattie Sanders, Towns-
farm, third.
Individual Meat (Ham) — Mrs.
Jenkins, first; Mr. Dyer, second,
Mr. Dyer third.
Group Meat — Mr. Dyer, first;
Mrs. Peoples, second and Emman-
uel Newsom, third.
White Eggs — Mrs. Eva Lyons,
first; Mrs. People, second and
Mrs. Estella Freeman, of Wyan-
oka, third.
Brown Eggs — Mrs. Della M.
M r s. Della Strickland, of Craw-
ha Newsom, Riceville, second and
Mrs. Lizzie Brown, of Crawfords-
ville, third.
Pork Sausage — Mrs. Hattie
Sanders, Townsfarm, first; Mrs.
Jenkins, second and Mrs. Alta
Banks, Lansing, thifd.
Pork Ribs — Mrs. Dyer, first;
Mrs. Della Strickla d, of Craw-
fordsville, second.
Lard — Mrs. Julia Williams, of
Earle, first; Mrs. Addie Vaughns,
Earle. second, and Mrs. Mattie
Dyer, Riceville, third.
Beef (Stew) — Mn. Hattie San-
ders, of Townsfarm, first; Mrs.
Rosie Jenkins, Townsfarm, sec-




' You have heard the old saying,
"Good things come in small pack-
ages." This can easily be applied
for those pullet eggs. The term,
"large, economy size' does not
apply to eggs just now, according
to reports from the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture.
Economy in terms of eggs for
now and the next few weeks for
the homemaker will be in the
smaller sizes.
To compare sizes and prices of
eggs, USDA advises, remember
that according to U. S. standards
the minimum weight for large
eggs is 24 ounces per dozen, for
medium 21 ounces a dozen, and
for small eggs, 18 ounces a dozen. !
If the price spread between sizes
is more than 10 cents per dozen,
you can get more for your money
In the smaller sizes.
In using smaller sizes of eggs,
It may he necessary to connect !
some recipes( for example, those '
for baked custard, when the re-;
mipe calls for 3 eggs, the number
should be increased to 4 when the
smaller size eggs are used. T*
the same weight as 6 medium
eggs. and 6 medium eggs give
almost the same weight as s large
eggs.
Some recepes give egg amounts
by the cupful, which makes the
tire of the individual egg imma.
terial. In many dishes, too, such
as omelets, scrambled eggs. 'etc.,'
an "egg is an egg" — no meas-
ulna necessary.
Since eggs are plentiful now this
Is a good time to take advantage
of a good buy and serve the fani-
lly some good custard pie.
CUSTARD PIE
' A n inch pie-
' The partial baking of this pie
shell before filling insures a crisp
under crust. .
Line a pie pan with your rav-e
Mote pie crust
Build up a fluted rim. Prick
the crust and bake it in a hot
Oven 500 degrees F. for 10 min-
utes. Fill it with the following
custard by pulling the rack part-
way out and pouring the filling
Into the crust or remove it from
the oven only long enough to fill
it:
Beat slightly:
I eggs or II egg yolks (medium)
we I small eggs or 7 egg yolks
Add and stir well:
ts cup sugar
1-4 teaspoon salt
2 cups scalded milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
Pour these ingredients Into the
partly baked pie shell Sprinkle
the top with
1-4 teaspoon nutmeg
Place the pie in a slow oven
325 degrees for about 30 minutes,
or until the custard is firm to the




WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Wilber-
force university will observe the
100th anniversary of its founding
with a special commemorative con-
vocation to William Wilberforce,
after whom the school was named.
The observance will take place on
April 16.
Malleable nickel produced in
the U. S. is chiefly for radio and
television.
THE YOUNG PEOPLE of the
St. Stephens Baptist church
took an enthusiastic audience
for an entertaining walk thru
a mythical rose garden last
week with the charming young
ladies in top photo represent-
ing the roses. It was a most
entertaining program with the
three top money raisers
(above S30) winning trips to
the National Sunday School
and BTU meeting to be held
in Dallas, Texas, June 17-22.
Seated left to right in fror.t
row are: Misses Artis Mae
Dennis, Beverly Allen, Mal-
ik Davis, guest from Gospel
Temple church; Alva Crivens,
Gwendolyn Karshum, program
mistress of ceremony; Verdia
Foster, Patricia Ann Harris.
Irma Jean Ezell and Doris
Dennis. Second row, same or-
der: Misses Shirley Ann Reed.
Cora Lee Gooch, Margaret
Thornton, Etta Ruth Burlison,
Barbara Hall, Helen Bowen
and Dorothy Talley. Lower
are leadera of the Stioday
School departments of t h e
church. Front row, left to right
are: Mrs. W. M. Felton, a
teacher in the intermediate
sponsor; Miss Etta Ruth Bui•
Ikon, third place; Miss Doro-
thy Talley, first place; Miss
Shirley Reed, second place;
Mrs. Bnejamin T. Lewis, js.
and Mrs. T. 111. Perkins. both
Sunday School teachers. Back
row, left to right are: W. M.
Felton, adult superintendent;
Benjamin T. Lewis, jr., gen•
eral superintendent; Rev. .1.
F. Wilson, BTU director; Eli.
sha Hall, young people's sit.
perintendent; J. H. Perkins,
primary department superin-
tendent and Rev. 0. C. Criv•
ens, church minister. (New.
son Photos)
Manassas Highi
Exciting things happened a I 1
week at Manassas with the speech
department and Speakers a n d
Writers presentation of "Hot Ice'.
starting off the week.
And what a start
One of our most critical students
conceded it "really gave the kids
a thrill," and when this certain
student comes across with a com-
pliment you can jolly well bet your
last dollar and happily consider it
well invested.
With a look at the cast one
couldn't help but expct a good
play, and the expectations were
fulfilled.
PLAY CAST
The actors and actresses includ-
ed Leonard Young, Ger thena
Dobbs, Bobby Young, Be ttYe
Vaughn, Evander Ford, Allegra
Jones, Leonard Murell and t h e
one and only Earline White. Hats
off to these wonderful and dra-
matic people.
After the play, members of the
east and Manassas High faculty
staged a surprise party in hon-
or of Mrs. B. B. Fingal, the Eng-
lish and speech instructor here at
Manassas who has been respon-
sible in a large degree for the
success attained by many of our
graduates throughout the nation.
May God bless Mrs. Fingal and
enable her to long endow in the
minds of Manassas' students the
principals of English and speech.
The day. Tuesday, the Manes-
sites went into observance of Na-
tional Vocational Guidance Week.
Dr. Clara Brawner gave a bril-
liant and inspiring message entitl-
ed the "Highway".
Afterwards students interested
in the various vocations were giv-
en an opportunity to meet with
consultants who have' made their
mark in their respective fields.
Some of the consultants were
Miss Bernice Williams, a gradu•
ate of Manassas who is now a
student nurse at E. H. Crump hos-
pital: Moses J. Newson, news ed-
itor of the Tri-State Defender and
Prof. Reginald Morris, art instruc-
tor at LeMoyne college.
Resulting chatter leads one to
feel sure the meetings with the
consultants were most beneficial.
DRAMA PROGRAM
Thursday, the English club pre-
sented a very interesting and dra-
matic program.
Some of those making appear-
ances were Larry Turner, Earl-
inc White, Charles Moore, Jonet-
ta Madison. Freddie Simpson and
Dorothy Seaborn.
And to cap the week the Hon-
or Society took off for Universal
Life for a day of executive opera,
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is ter new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAaf BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
hack to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage! Have
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the red brick house and you'll fInd her there at all
times.
Catch sellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours a a.m. to II p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calla or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.
lions. Soule of the students mak-
ing the trip were Finnley Lanier,
Eddye Nell Feaster, E a rline
White, Pearlie Owens, Larry Tur-
ner and Clara White.
While students were welcoming
spring by quieting down to study
for their exams the word went
the rounds that the English ex-
aminations were on tap for sophs,
juniors and seniors.
Our sophomores are really on
the ball. They recently participat-
ed in a city-wide talent show at
Douglass and the week of April
1-15 wes set aside as Sophomore
Week, A Miss and hlr. Sophomore
will be named.
And speaking of gala times, the
annual show is going to be red
hot. Theme this year is "Under
The Big Top".
Our Miss Earlene White was
named an alternate to Miss Ju-
bilect at Ellis auditorium.
Ruby Lewis has eyes for Ralph
Prater, Neal Miles. what a bout
you and Sarah Dean. Say, J
Rhodes, why not admit that you
still love Robert Bowles. Laverne,
why give Johnny Wright up so
quick?
See you next week when Misses
Josephine Watkins and Rosetta





Hello again from the Northern
end of Gibson county. This cool
rainy weather has slowed our ac-
tivities down a little but we still
have big ideas and plans. The P.
T. A. is sponsoring a Bingo party
this Friday night. Many friends
and patrons attended the concert
that was held at Rosenwald High
school on Sunday last. Those
young persons appearing on the
program from our town included
Misses Jerry Wynn, Rebecca Phil-
lips, Patricia Wells, Jessie Mae
Fields and Marion Peterson and
Willie Louis Wynn.
Mrs. Missie Partee was host to
The Stewardess Board Thursday
night of the CME church. A de-
licious salad course Was served
at the close of the business ses-
sion.
Mrs. James Williams entertain.
cd the laldera club Saturday
night. Mrs. La Pearl served as
co-hostess. A very tasty chicken
plate was served at the beginning
of the meeting. Prizes were won
by Mesdames 11. Jordan and E.
Wynn.
Sp.3-Herbert O'Daniel is visiting
his mother and other relatives.
He has just returned from Ko-
rea, where he has been for about
a year. The Rev. Newborn, pas-
tor of the Mt. Zion CME church,
was the dinner guest of Mr, and
Mrs. Elverna Mays last Sunday.
Rev, D. E. Bridgeman was the
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ches-
ter Williams Sunday. Mrs. Lo-
vie Carter of Chicago is visiting
in the home of her sister and
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. T. L.
NEW YORK — (INS) — A not- Buchanan.
go-new musical opened in New
York and the critics received. if
as enthusiastically as they did the
first time.
The show was "Brigadoon,"
which the City Center Light Opera
Company's presenting in a two-
week run with Robert Rounse•
vale. David Atkinson and Helen
Gallagher in the leading roles
Geraldine Fitzgerald, Basil
Rathbone and Barry Morse will
open at the Barrymore theatre in
"hide and seek."
In the meantime, all eyes are
on J. Meade Alcorn, GOP Na-
tional chairman, who will make
the appointment.
The Rev. Charles Ward, jr. and
his congregation of Carroll coun-
ty worshipped with the Fairview
Baptist church Sunday afternoon.
The Rev. - Ward brought a soul-
stirring message and to the de-
light of all, sang a beautiful solo.
John Shaw of Ncwbern, visited
Mr. and Mrs. John West and Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Phillips Thurs-
day afternoon. Ile reports that his
wife is much improved after a
siege of illness.
Mr, and Mrs. Thomas Lawrence
have recently moved into their
new home on Lee .st.
The Wednesday Bible class met
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Syl-
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Your Old Car Giving You Trouble,
COSTING YOU MONEY?
Remember, Pryor Trades Higher!
PRYOR OLDSMOBILE
2525 Summer Avenue
from the very fine Christian influ-
ence that is spread by the group.
we hear that they also spread a
very fine table. You had better
join up. Miss Tyree !vie is the
efficient president of this group.
We have just heard that Hor-
ace Clay Mayfield has returned
from the service after his stay in
Korea,
Our sick are better this week
and we hope they will continue
to improve, although they are still
shut-in. The list includes John
West, Mrs, Lena Blake, Mrs. Ella
Ivie, Mrs. Mary Ann Thomoson,
Mrs. Jennie Brown and T o m
Moore. We hope this has inform-
ed you of a few happenings in
and around here and until next
week when we shall meet again,
same time, same place, Adios.
Need Sponsors To Sent
Youths To Boys' State
Grover C. Burson, coiuuuuiaisder
of American Legion Post No 27,
said this week the post is again
seeking sponsors for the youths
who will attend Boys' State this
year. Also, this summer there will
be a Girls' State




By C. J. GASTON
HORSES WITH NO RIDERS
In the Bible, we read of an in-
cident which took place during
the time that Israel was ruled
by kings. Israel was being hard
pressed by her enemies, however,
there was a neighboring country
that was favorable toward her
and offered its assistance in the
manner of 3,000 horses.
The king of the friendly country
sent the following message to I':-
rant, "We are prepared to offer
3,000 horses, if you can place rid-
ers thereon."
This offer meant much to Is-
rael providing she was able to fur-
nish riders for the horses. It was
Israel's opportunity to save her-
self from her enemies. The writ-
er would like for you to think
about this great historical event
and compare the condition of Is-
rael to our present condition as
it relates to opportunites (horses)
that are not being accepted (no
riders).
We must continue to strive for
more and better opportunities, but
at the same time we must utilize
the opportunities that we now have
to their fullest extent. Most of
us realize the vafue of educa-
tion but make very little effort
to utilize the facilities now avail-
able for Obtaining an education.
Just bosause one is an adult is
no reason why one should cease
to seek more education.
The alemphis evening school op-
erated by the Board of Education,
under the direction of Prof. B. T.
Hunt, offers a splendid opportun-
ity for those who have nut finish-
ed high school to do so. In addi-
tion to this school, we have Le.
et Tennessee itat,, unwersity;
Boys State runniug Juni. 10-16 and
Girls' State the following week.
Boys State and Girls State are
sponsored by the American Le-
gion to deselop the responsibility
of leadership, the advantages of
citizenship and the art of clean
sportsmanship among future citi-
zens of this country
JUNIORS ELIGIBLE
Only boyt in the 11th grade are
eligible. They are selected so they
will be able to give information
to others at their schools and to
demonstrate in school and com-
munity what they have learned,
Commander Burson said. He is
also Boys' State chairman for the
Memphis post.
Cost of Boys' State is VS a
boy in addition to the expense
of transportation t..) and I rom
Nashville. Boys are sponsored by
civic or patriotic organizations, a
church or school.
Mr. Burson is urging sponsors
act at the earliest possible fle
so that the selected youths y
receive their textbooks and othsr
information they should have be-
fore arriving at Tennessee State
university.
Ile may be contacted by calling
HH. 2-5470.
Words of the Wise
It Is easier to believe a lie
that one has heard a thousand
times than to believe a fact
that one has never heard be-
fore. —.Robert Lynd)
those of us who are interested in
more education can secure it.
In t h e employment field, we
also have many opportunities that
are being neglected. Most of our
insurance companies complain of
their inability to get men*
women who are interested in -
manship, also many white firms
specializing in the Negro market
are available. In most of our bar-
ber shcips we find vacant chairs
and over-worked barbers because
of a lack of trained-barbers. There
are also many jobs available for
good cooks and bakers, trained
auto mechanics, radio and TV
technicians, and also secretaries
and bookkeepers.
Here are the horses, where arc
Moyne college, Owen college the riders?
Tennessee State extension, Hen-
derson Business college a n d New York City has more than
Griggs Business college, where four million telephones.
BIG NIWK loves his golf. He loves belting a
baseball, too—sometimes wishes he were an
outfielder so he could bat every day. He's the
best-hitting pitcher in the majors.
no RACK or bat rack—the Dodger ace is equally at
home at both. He's a smooth dresser—and he knew.
the score on cigarettes, too. "Luekios," he says, "are
the beat-tasting cigarette I've ever smoked!"
Luckies are tops with
Don Newcombe... because
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER: 4)
THE MOST VALUABLE PLAYER in the National
League has this to say about Luckies: "I
really look forward to coming back to the
clubhouse for a Lucky. There's a cigarette
That tastes like a million bucks." A Lucky is
all cigarette ... nothing but fine, mild, good-
tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste
even better. Take a page from Newk's book
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